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Ben Tyrer
Games editor
Two days in Paris gave Ben 
the chance to go hands-on 
with Shadow Of The 
Colossus. It was an Eiffel.

game of The monTh
Call Of Duty: WWII
BesT momenT of 2017?
Pulling a One To Watch card 
in FIFA Ultimate Team

miriam mcDonald
operations editor
After hearing Ian’s stories 
of chopping off monsters’ 
tails, Mim is considering 
starting the RSPCM.

game of The monTh
Cat Quest
BesT momenT of 2017?
Learning Dragon Quest 
Builders 2 is in development

Jessica Kinghorn
staff writer
New team member Jess is 
a huge fan of JRPGs and 
horror games, and a cat 
lover. She’s a purrrrfect  
fit for Team OPM. 

game of The monTh
Hidden Agenda
BesT momenT of 2017?
The release of Persona 5

milford Coppock
manaGinG art editor
Milf went head over heels 
for the art style of Concrete 
Genie, revealed at Paris 
Games Week. It was Louvre 
at first sight.

game of The monTh
Wolfenstein II
BesT momenT of 2017?
Finally beating Ben at FIFA 

welcome

t h i s  m o n t h ’ s  m o n s t e r  h u n t e r s

game of The monTh
Monster Hunter: World
BesT momenT of 2017?
Rediscovering my love/hate 
relationship with Crash Bandicoot

“ONE OF THE 
STANDOUT 
GAMES AT  
THE SHOW  
WAS MONSTER 
HUNTER: 
WORLD.”
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sony has a habit of surprising us, and 
its Paris Games Week showcase was 
no different. Announcing 17 new 

games for PS4 and PS VR (you can read our 
pick of them starting on p66), it was hard 
not to get excited. Particularly because one 
of those newbies was Sucker Punch’s 
secret game – read all about Ghost Of 
Tsushima on p10. We also got new details on 
Spider-Man and The Last Of Us Part II – 
more on those on p6.

One of the standout games at the show 
was Monster Hunter: World, now featuring 
an Aloy armour set and an exclusive PS4 
beta in December. Capcom’s action-RPG 
stole the show for me. By coincidence I’d 
recently returned from Japan where I got to 
play 16 hours of the game. It’s my tip to be 
one of 2018’s best co-op experiences.

Paris also meant Ben got to play Shadow 
Of The Colossus, which suggests a remake 
done well is a beautiful thing. Read Ben’s 
views on this reborn classic starting on p34.

 

Ian Dean
editor
opm@futurenet.com
@iandean4

secure  
opm #144  

+ 2018 wallplanner 
and poster

Subscribe on p72  
by 28 Nov.
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there’s no doubting insomniac’s 
web-slinger will be one of the 
biggest games of 2018.

Hanging off the side of a 
lorry while fighting armed 
crooks? Just another day 
for our wall-crawler. 
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01
there’s no 
doubting 
insomniac’s 
web-slinger 
is going to be 
one of the 
biggest 
games of 

2018. new footage from Paris 
games week gives us a greater idea 
of what we can expect from the 
swingin’ hero’s open world 
adventure, and boy are we excited. 

this trailer gives us a sense of the 
overall tone of this spider-man story. 
we see a 23-year-old Peter Parker 
finally putting wilson fisk in prison, 
hoping this means he can give his 
alter-ego more of a break. given 
that we see him struggling to pay his 
rent, and considering the fact there 
wouldn’t be much of a game if he did 
give his superhero side a rest, we 
think it’s safe to say he won’t get 
what he wants.

which is why we also get a 
glimpse of antagonist mr negative/
martin li in action once again, as well 
as other classic spider-man villains 
such as norman osborn (who is 

currently mayor of nYc) and 
shocker. the rogues’ gallery is 
starting to fill up quite nicely. 

however, it’s not all doom and 
gloom, as we also get an 
introduction to some of Peter’s 
friends and family. aunt may makes a 
brief appearance at the start, bluntly 
asking her nephew if he needs 
money (good boy Peter says nope) 
and mJ, who is working at the daily 
bugle, discovering something called 
“devil’s breath”. intriguingly, creative 
director bryan intihar confirms that 
there’ll be sections of the game 
where you’ll get the chance to play 
as mary Jane watson. we at oPm 
are always thrilled to see the noble 
profession of journalism 
represented in games. 

on top of that, there’s another 
look at miles morales, who we 
discover will be volunteering at the 
same feast shelters as aunt may. 
considering those shelters are also 
run by primary villain martin li, 
there’s a good chance that Peter’s 
personal life will be messily colliding 
with his superhero one at some 
point. we also hope that if miles is 

spidey steals the 
show at Paris 
games week

the last of us Part ii and god of war join 
superhero smash at sony conference

10 gHost in tHe Hell
ghost of tsushima revealed

14 Buddy up
new look at far cry 5’s co-op 

16 Quantic’s MecHanics
detroit: become human in action 
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there, we’ll get a chance to play as 
his version of spider-man as well.  

outside the story beats, there’s a 
scintillating montage of footage that 
promises a subway fight between 
spidey and mr negative, a punch-up 
in grand central terminal (which is 
draped in oscorp banners…), and 
the debut of Peter’s spider sense. 
ours is certainly going off as well.

God of phwoar
next up is another look at god of 
war, which we can expect early in 
2018. we get a chance to see a new, 
rather passive monster that Kratos’ 
son atreus refers to as a “soul-
eater”, but he isn’t what the duo are 
here to fight. instead, the pair take 
on a group of what appear to be 
draugr in a cave, giving us a chance 
to see how atreus will help Kratos, 
yelling to highlight danger or objects 
in the environment we can use to 
our advantage. in this case, Kratos 
hurls his axe at something on the 
ceiling that explodes when it hits  
the ground. 

shannon studstill, head of sony 
santa monica, says: “the team 
worked diligently to ensure atreus’ 
actions vary from long-range arrow 
stuns to enemy strangleholds, to 
acrobatic tag-team manoeuvres that 
will help Kratos take down any 
enemy, any size, and any amount.”

together, the two make easy work 
of the enemies in their way, and the 

wait for the angriest spartan’s 
return feels so much greater. 

Last to the party
then there’s the new footage from 
the last of us Part ii, which 
introduces four new characters. the 
first is a currently unnamed woman, 
being dragged to a makeshift 
gallows by emily, who seems to be in 
control of the grim situation. holding 
a knife to her prisoner’s stomach, 
emily cryptically mentions that “they 
are nested with sin.” 

another woman, Yara, is then 
hauled over to this particularly 
unpleasant scene. emily gives the 
order to “clip her wings” and one of 
her lackeys breaks Yara’s arm in 
sickening detail. this doesn’t last too 
long, however, as when another 
grunt is about to start, he’s shot 
with two arrows out of the blue. this 
gives Yara time to kill her assailant, 
while the hanging woman takes 
advantage of the chaos to grab emily 
with her legs and start to choke her. 

Yara speeds up the process by 
burying the hammer in emily’s skull. 
but the fight isn’t over, as we see 

the unnamed woman start to swing 
on the noose. the hidden archer, lev, 
skulks out of the shadows and 
rushes to Yara. she tells him to cut 
the person hanging down and after 
a brief argument, he does so. before 
there’s any time for pleasantries, a 
piercing screech is heard and a 
group of infected rush towards 
these new characters. at PsX last 
year, neil druckmann said this would 
be a game about “hate”. this early 
glimpse is evidence enough that he 
is not mincing words.

technicaL exceLLence
we watch all this footage live at 
sony’s presentation, and the theatre 
is left reeling by the last of us 
trailer, mainly because of how 
stunning it looks. in a Playstation 
video, neil druckmann explains: “this 
is the next evolution of a naughty 
dog engine as far as lighting, our 
character pipeline, how we do 
muscle deformation, rain effects, 
even our facial performance, there’s 
a whole new rig… so we can get a 
whole new truer performance to 
what we’re capturing on stage.” 
expect this to be the best-looking 
game on Ps4 when it lands.

with all these stellar exclusives on 
the way, Playstation’s future is as 
bright as spidey’s suit.

tHe tHeatre is left 
reeling By tHe last of us 
trailer, Because of How 
stunning it looks.

■ name a more iconic duo than pete and 
MJ. go on, we’ll wait.

■ He’s struggling to pay the rent, but 
he’s still got a nifty spider-suit.

 keep reading for more news and 
announcements from paris games week.

PrePare for PSX 
what else does sony have up its sleeve 
before the year is out? psX, of course, 
with the event running from 8-10 
december at the anaheim convention 
center in california. fingers crossed 
for more announcements… 

Hdr was made for 
games like this. look 
at those vivid skies and 
that blinding sunlight.
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■ there are some fantastic performances from laura Bailey, as the unnamed woman on the left, and Victoria grace as yara, second from the right. 

kratos and atreus are 
ready to bring the hurt 
to any norse fools 
who get in their way. 

despite the grimness of 
the action, this scene 
is stunning from a 
technical standpoint. 
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02
Sucker Punch, the 
developer behind 
inFamous and the 
Sly Cooper series, 
has re-emerged 
with a new IP for 

the first time in eight years. Its new 
game, the first since inFamous: 
Second Son, was announced during 
Sony’s thrilling 
presentation at 
Paris Games Week. 
The trailer doesn’t 
give away much 
but we have picked 
out some 
important details. 

Ghost Of Tsushima takes place 
during the 13th century and focuses 
on a lone samurai seeking to strike 
back against the Mongol invasion of 
the titular island. The trailer features 
a monologuing Mongol explaining 
how he’d taught himself everything 

there is to know about the island, 
“Which villages to tame and which to 
burn,” subtly assuring anyone 
listening that they are outmatched. 
The trailer ends with him demanding 
the samurai surrender.

The trailer, reminiscent of a 
Christopher Nolan film, gave few 
indications as to how the game 

would play, but the 
PlayStation blog 
offered a few 
titbits. The devs 
revealed that 
Ghost Of Tsushima 
will be “a sprawling 
samurai open-

world game” and that it has been a 
dream project for the team.

Set during the first Mongol 
invasion, there’s certainly a lot of 
history for the developer to draw 
inspiration from. By 1274, the 
Mongol empire had already taken 

over Korea and built a dynasty in 
China when its leaders set their 
sights on Japan. They sought to 
branch out to Tsushima first for a 
number of reasons. Not only is the 
island close to Korea as well as 
mainland Japan, it was well suited 
for both defence and trade. The 
Mongols began their assault on the 
island in October of that year. Within 
the announcement trailer, we can 
see not only the island on a map but 
also Hakata Bay, the stage of an vital 
battle for Japan’s independence 
during the second Mongol invasion. 
Whether this location features 
remains to be seen. 

Alt-History? 
While the game is set against a 
historical background, there’s no 
guarantee that it’ll stick faithfully to 
the facts. The official blurb from 
Sony suggests breaking away from 

Ghost Of Tsushima 
makes history

Historical open world game revealed at Paris Games Week

focuses on 
a lone samurai 
battling the 
mongols.

the island of tsushima 
is on fire at the hands 
of the mongols.

dev talk
“how come no-one 
has made a samurai 
open-world game 
yet? feudal Japan is 
beautiful; from the 
bamboo forests to the 
ornate castles, it’s a 
place that demands to 
be explored. Don’t you 
want to wear a suit 
of samurai armour? 
Wouldn’t you like to 
fire a six-foot-tall 
samurai long bow?… 
for me, the answer is 
clearly “yes please.”

nate fox
game Director

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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convention, saying “You must move 
beyond your samurai traditions to 
forge a new way of fighting — the 
way of the Ghost — as you wage an 
unconventional war for the freedom 
of Japan.” This sounds like we’ll be 
stealthily sabotaging the Mongol 
army and raising a resistance.

The first Mongol invasion was 
actually brought to a dramatic end 
by a typhoon that sank many of the 
invaders’ ships, and this was after 
Japanese victories at the Battle Of 
Akasaka and the Battle Of Torikai-
Gata. Interesting side note: the 
battles that took place during the 
Mongol invasions were one of only 
three occasions where samurai 
banded together to fight a common 
enemy rather than each other. Could 
this bode well for co-op? We’ll see.

 We’ll have more on this samurai epic in 
a future issue so keep your blades sharp.

Curse Of Osiris sends your Guardian to Mercury

First Destiny 2 DLC 
expansion is Cursed

DLC Duo
curse of osiris is the first Destiny 
2 expansion, with another due to 
hit the Playstation store next 
spring. that should be just enough 
time to get everything done, if we 
knuckle down…

03
Good news 
Guardian. On 5 
December you’ll 
take the next step 
in your journey in 
Destiny 2, with its 

first expansion taking you to 
Mercury. Why are we heading there? 
It turns out Osiris, the legendary 
former Vanguard, needs our help 
and his former 
protege Ikora is 
sending us out 
there to find him. 
But will he be 
friend or foe?

We’re willing to 
bet on the former, 
considering his 
fight is against the 
mysterious Vex, who we’ll learn 
more about as we play through this 
DLC. They’re not the only major 
players, though, as you’ll also 
encounter a few new characters, 
such as Osiris’ Ghost, Sigura, along 
with some old favourites. (Oh, hey 
there, Brother Vance!) 

On top of this new chunk of story, 
there’ll also be new places to 
explore, and shoot aliens while doing 

so. One that really catches our eye is 
the Infinite Forest, a simulated reality 
that seems to be nestled in clouds. 
Plus The Lighthouse is making a 
return as a social space for all 
players, not just ones who pass the 
Trials Of Osiris. 

Not content with a new story 
quest? Well, neither is Bungie. There 
are also going to be new Strikes and 

Adventures, and 
new Raid activity. 
Even better for 
PS4 players, 
there’ll also be a 
new exclusive 
Crucible map. 
Essentially, you’ll 
be getting a lot of 
Destiny 2 content, 

should you already be struggling for 
stuff to do in its huge universe.

Finally, you get the chance to make 
your Guardian even beefier than 
before, with an increase in both the 
maximum level and Power caps, 
which are going from 20 to 25 and 
305 to 330 respectively.

there are 
neW strikes anD 
aDventures, 
anD neW raiD 
activity.

 looking forward to heading back to the 
stars? tweet @oPm_uk.

osiris plays a huge part in 
Destiny’s lore, but this is 
the first time he’s made a 
physical appearance.

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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04
the God 
eater series 
is a hard one 
to love as 
staggered 
releases 
from japan 
to europe, 

and a series of remakes and 
expansions, have left newcomers 
never knowing quite where they are. 
Which is why God eater 3, an 
out-and-out sequel, with co-op, is 
looking like a good place to start.

the series pits you, a plucky God 
eater, dual-wielder of the God Arc 
weapon, against an onslaught of 
gigantic creatures called the 
Aragami. you can craft gear and 
upgrades for the God Arc from the 
Aragami you defeat. (no jokes about 
folded paper, now…)

God eater 3 looks to be playing 
with the formula. for starters your 
hero appears to be shackled. A 
prisoner? Are we playing the snake 
Plissken of God eaters? We hope so.

As in previous games the God Arc 
can be used in a number of ways, 
including Blade, Gun, and shield 

God eater 3  
goes co-op

A monster hunter we can’t resist devouring

 Currently God Eater 3 is scheduled for 
‘consoles’ but we expect a PS4 release.

■ The new God Arc laser in action. It looks 
like there’ll be more upgrades to master. 

■ Aragami – giant monsters – will alter 
their attacks as you battle.

a la mode
A full character customisation 
mode will again be included for 
this threequel, enabling you to 
select everything from gender  

to hair style, facial features,  
and animation quirks.

forms for melee and distance 
attacks. new to the series will be the 
ability to join the God Arcs together 
to fire a high-intensity laser beam.

godly meal
in recognition that this console entry 
could be the first time many players 
have picked up a God Arc, the dev is 
keen to make it more accessible 
than previous games. the solution? 
Add a sidekick to help out. Allied 
characters will fight alongside you, 
mixing God Arc tactics to break 
away parts of the Aragami until a 
weakness is discovered. But don’t 
get complacent, the creatures will 
be able to evolve their behaviour. the 
Aragami on these pages starts off 
on four legs like a giant, fire-spewing 
pup, but will stand up on two legs 
and change tactics if it senses 
you’re getting the upper hand.

joining the likes of Monster 
hunter: World, Bandai namco’s God 
eater 3 suggests 2018 could be the 
year of the creature hunt. 
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05
The entire 
game, every 
mission, can be 
played online in 
tandem with a 
friend. This was 

the bold boast made by Ubisoft as 
it revealed the first co-op 
gameplay from Far Cry 5 at Paris 
Games Week earlier this month.

It’s a game-changer for the 
series, for sure. Taking to the 
skies with a friend, us piloting a 
plane while our pal mans the 
cannons, is now the first item on 
our Far Cry 5 bucket list, shortly 

followed by teaming up to assault 
a Project At Eden’s Gate camp, in 
a classic pincer within an ambush 
within a pincer movement. 
[Someone’s been watching too 
much A-Team – ed.]

It’s going to be fun exploring 
Far Cry 5’s vast open world with 
a friend in tow, particularly when 
it comes to hunting the fearsome 
bears that prowl the woodlands. 

It’s true: you can do anything 
with a little help from your friends.

Far Cry 5 co-op 
takes flight
Ready player two

 Far Cry 5 is out 27 February 2018; 
you’ll need two copies for co-op.

the big shot
eagle-eyed analysis 

Planes are new to the 
series, and a development 
of Far Cry 4’s mini-copters. 
They’re a joy to fly.

The Chosen are Eden’s 
Gate’s take on Special 
Forces. They’ll even take to 
the skies to hunt you down.

The world is persistent 
and alive, and you’ll be able 
to go in any direction you 
like from the get-go.
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number game
we do the maths 

225
PS4 games that are currently 
enhanced for PS4 Pro.

01
Broken arm in the disturbing The Last 
Of Us Part II teaser. Made us wince.

6,000
The number of variable choice paths 
tracked by Detroit: Become Human.

100
PS VR games currently available.  
Who needs the real world now, eh?

14
New PS4 and PS VR games announced 
at Paris Games Week.

4,404
Days between the original Shadow Of 
The Colossus and the PS4 remaster.

67,500,000
PS4s shipped worldwide by  
30 September 2017.

Your friend can join you 
for every mission, here 
manning the guns while 
you pilot the plane.

For the first time in Far 
Cry you can create your 
own character – perfect 
for co-op play.
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06
After years of 
drip-feeding 
information about 
its next interactive 
story, Quantic 
Dream is finally 

putting a tentative release date on it. 
Come next spring, we’ll have the 
chance to shape how the narrative 
of androids 
Markus, Connor, 
and Kara will play 
out. But in the 
meantime, we get 
our first glimpse 
of where Kara’s 
journey will go. Be 
wary, as it’s 
particularly grim. 

RepaiR RequiRed 
At Paris Games Week, we’re at a 
behind-closed-doors session to see 
how one of Kara’s early levels could 

play out with two different 
approaches that will have 
consequences further down the line. 

As the demo starts, we watch as 
Kara is commanded by her owner 
Todd that she’s to cook dinner for 
him and his daughter Alice. The 
house is suitably drab, looking like 
Ethan’s home in Heavy Rain and a far 

cry from the 
future trappings 
we’ve seen in 
other sections. 
Quantic Dream’s 
co-CEO Guillaume 
de Fondaumière 
also informs us 
that this isn’t the 

first time you’ll have met Todd and 
Alice, implying that things don’t run 
smoothly in the household. 

That implication becomes explicit 
at the dinner table as Todd begins to 
get angry, ranting about how 

androids took his job and the state 
of his current circumstances. This 
escalates to him screaming at Alice, 
before getting up and hitting her. As 
we watch in appalled horror, Todd 
tells Kara to stay where she is and 
this is where we start to see how 
the paths in this level can diverge. 
Despite Todd’s command, Kara can 
break free of the instruction by 
pushing against a bright red wall in 
her ‘mind palace’, with on-screen 
prompts showing what buttons you’ll 
need to press. 

Once you’ve disobeyed his order 
to stay still, you can either walk over 
to pacing Todd to try to calm him 
down or head upstairs to try to 
protect Alice. In this first 
playthrough, Kara makes a beeline 
for the daughter. Once she gets to 
her, they decide to make an escape 
from the house, which doesn’t 
please the abusive Todd too much. 

kara can die 
in this scene, 
and the story 
would continue 
without her.

Detroit: Become 
Human out in spring 

Paris Games Week brings new glimpse of what to expect 

dev talk
“as the player, you 
will tell these three 
intertwined stories 
simultaneously 
through your actions 
and decisions. you 
will be confronted 
with difficult choices, 
moral dilemmas, and 
critical decisions that 
will shape the destiny 
of your characters 
and the future of  
their world.”

david cage
writer and director, 
Quantic dream 

this scene is very hard-
hitting – we’re hoping the 
game includes lighter 
elements to balance it out.

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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As they make a break for it down the 
stairs, Todd grabs Kara and the 
typical Quantic Dream prompts fly up 
on screen, giving you a chance to 
fight him off. 

Guillaume warns that Kara can die 
in this scene, and the story would 
then continue without her, but we’re 
fortunately spared seeing that. 
Instead, Kara fends off Todd enough 
so that she and Alice can escape 
through the back door, hop a fence, 
and grab a bus away from the 
house. With the scene ending, a flow 
chart comes up on screen showing 
not only the path we took, but all the 
divergent options. There are a lot of 
ways this scene could have gone. 
 
paRanoid andRoid  
Almost immediately, we’re dropped 
back at the moment after Kara 
breaks her mind palace. This time 
however, she decides to try to 

reason with Todd to calm him down. 
This is a bad idea, as it only makes 
Todd angrier. He grabs Kara and 
strangles her, before storming off to 
attack his daughter. 

However, Kara can still stop Todd. 
She heads to his bedroom and grabs 
a gun from his bedside table – one 
which you could discover in an 
earlier scene – and heads into Alice’s 
bedroom to protect her. What 
follows is a harrowing struggle, as 
Todd and Kara fight over the firearm, 
until the trigger is pulled by the 
android and Todd slumps, dead. 

Wasting no time, Kara grabs Alice’s 
hand and they bolt for the front door, 
undoing the various locks and 
heading towards the same bus that 
we hopped on at the end of our first 
playthrough. In a tender moment at 
the end, Alice grips Kara’s hand as 
they escape.

We breathe a sigh of relief, as it’s a 
punishing scene to experience. 
However, we’re left intrigued to see 
how Kara’s story will converge with 
those of Connor and Markus and 
how it will handle the particularly 
sensitive themes of child abuse. 
There’s nothing quite like Detroit on 
PlayStation 4. 

 what is your favourite Quantic dream 
game? write in and let us know!

■ however you play the scene, todd is 
a horrible man. #teamkara

■ we experienced the scene two ways, 
but there are many options.

info patches
update your brain 

new balls please
it’s been four years since the last top spin 
tennis, and now former 2k devs are making 
a racquet with new game world tennis tour. 
Making its debut at sony’s Paris Games week 
pre-show, this looks like top spin’s snazzier 
relative and is set to serve an ace or two on 
Playstation 4 in 2018. 

tomorrow’s world
Playing like a virtual wildlife documentary set 
on an alien world, eden tomorrow is unique. 
Balancing three gameplay strands – survive, 
explore, and evolve – this Ps Vr game lets 
you soar with alien birds and study ets up 
close. that’s ‘explore’ taken care of; now we 
need to understand ‘survive’ and ‘evolve’. 

owlboy’s a hoot
First announced in 2008, owlboy is the game 
that wouldn’t die. and we’re dead pleased it 
decided to hang on. Playing as young owl otus 
you gain access to new skills or areas of the 
map depending on who you’re carrying. this 
unique, sprawling platform adventure is set 
to take flight on 13 February 2018.

happy birthday!
Quantic dream marked its 

20th anniversary with a 
birthday bash in Paris. here’s 

hoping we’ll get more than 
five games from the firm in 

the next 20 years.
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Mixing roaring 
motorbikes, 
punchy firearms, 
and spectacular 
stunts, there’s 
nothing else quite 

like this 2.5D action/driving hybrid 
on PS4. Taking over the titular biker 
gang in an alt-history version of 
’50s America where evil robots 
swarm the streets, you’re the last 
group in town trying to avert this 
robo-calypse. If those odds seem 
slightly unfair, don’t fret. Not only do 
you have a souped-up hog that is 
able create a trail of fire behind you, 
but each individual Steel Rat comes 
with their own weapon that will help 
you blast away the junkbots.

TesT your meTal
OPM is lucky enough to get to go 
hands-on with an early version, 
where we’re tasked with making 
it through a mid-game mission. 
There are multiple routes through 
the dilapidated city we’re in, so we 

could head over the rooftop of a 
skyscraper or go down through 
a subway. We opt for the former, 
made possible by our ability to 
drive up walls. 

After a few initial crashes as we 
get used to controlling our bike we 
find a surprisingly seamless mix of 
action and handling. For example, 
double-tapping e allows you to 
perform a quick 180. To test it 
out, we manage to zoom past a 
group of scurrying cannon fodder 
called ‘Collectors’, spin on the spot 
and pump them to bits with our 
shotgun. Once you acclimatise 
to the physics of the bike, these 
thrilling moments become much 
more common.

While it’s still early days, this 
distinctive game promises a 
demanding and unique experience.

Motorbike mayhem 
in 2018’s Steel Rats

eACh INDIvIDuAl 
STeel RAT COMeS 
WITh TheIR OWN 
WeAPON TO blAST 
AWAy juNkbOTS.

 head over to steelratsgame.com to see 
the CGI announcement trailer. 

Hands on with inventive 2.5D mashup 
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PlayStation 
voices
the month in 
mouthing off

 Expect The PlayStation Revolution to 
arrive early in 2018. 

08
With most of 
gaming history 
usually dominated 
by the console war 
between Nintendo 
and Sega in the 

‘90s, it’s about time PlayStation’s 
story took centre stage. Well, 
filmmakers Anthony and Nicola 
Caulfield are giving Sony’s console 
the attention it deserves with their 
crowdfunded feature documentary 
The PlayStation Revolution.

Following their first film about 
games history, From Bedrooms To 
Billions, it was a logical step to look 
at PlayStation’s global impact, with a 
focus on how it affected the 
development community but also, as 
Caulfield says, “that moment when 
gaming came out of the bedrooms 
and went into the front room.”

The documentary features 
never-before-seen archive footage 
and interviews with key players, 
including PS1 marketing mastermind 
Chris Deering, Naughty Dog alumnus 
and PS4 architect Mark Cerny, and 
legendary developers like Katsuhiro 
Harada (Tekken) and Fumito Ueda 
(The Last Guardian).

“There’s no narrator,” says 
Anthony. “You’re guided through the 
film by all the interviewees, so you 
feel that you’re being taken on this 
journey by the people you want to 
hear from.”

■ The film poster is a nod to the demo 
that wowed devs over 20 years ago.

The PlayStation 
Revolution on film

Documentary explores how Sony changed the game

The Last Guardian 
creator Fumito 
Ueda is among the 
devs interviewed.

“The Last Of 
Us obviously is 
a game made 
by adults to 
be played by 
adults.” Sony 
president Jim 
Ryan defends  
the violence 
in Naughty 
Dog’s new 
trailer.

“It wasn’t about 
this was just a 

single-player 
game,” EA 

CEO Andrew 
Wilson shoots 
down the idea 

Visceral 
closed 

to focus 
on multi-

player.

“It’s been 
an amazing 
experience,” 
Runic’s studio 
head Marsh 
Lefler reflects 
as it’s revealed 
the developer  
has closed.

ShARed hiStoRy
Part of the documentary 
premiered at the London’s 
Science Museum, coinciding with 
its Power UP event celebrating 
40 years of gaming history. 
Naturally, PlayStation features. 
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 For more info and to pre-order, visit 
Survive’s site: konami.com/mg/survive

■ Stealth will be a core part of the spin-
off, needed for dealing with Creatures.

09
It’s been two years 
since Metal Gear 
Solid V: The 
Phantom Pain 
released and 
Konami is following 

up Kojima’s swan song with a co-op 
multiplayer, survival-based interquel. 
The appropriately named Metal Gear 
Survive will see release in Europe on 
the 22 February 2018. Konami 
originally aimed to release Survive 
this year but delayed it so the devs 
had more time to polish the game. 

To recap, Survive 
takes place during 
the time period 
between the last 
game and its 
prequel, Ground 
Zeroes. In this 

instalment, players are dropped into 
an alternate reality ravaged by a 
deadly mist and even deadlier, 
zombie-like, crystalline monsters the 
game refers to as ‘Creatures’. You’ll 
need to build up a defensive outpost 
until you can find a way home. A few 
varieties of Creatures have been 
announced. These include the 
Wanderer, which isn’t so bad alone 
but is troublesome en masse, the 
Tracker, which is a sprinty, jumpy 
critter, and the Bomber, which is 
exactly what you’d expect.

Konami has 
announced a 
number of 
pre-order 
incentives for 
Survive. In addition 
to a number of gold-
plated weapons and 

colourful scarves for your avatar, 
bonuses include a self-referential 
accessory called ‘Boxman,’ Kabuki-
style face paint, emotes, and an Old 
Mother Base nameplate. These are 
all included in the gold pre-order 
pack available for both the digital 
edition and the packaged version of 
the game. Metal Gear Survive will 
retail in the UK for £39.99.

This could easily go from 
bad to really bad to even 
worse. At least they’re 
queueing politely.

You’ll need 
To build up A 
deFenSive 
ouTpoST.

Metal Gear Survive 
gets a release date

Hunker down! The horde approaches February 2018

instant 
opinion
strong vs 
wrong

Sucker Punched
A new game from 
Sucker Punch, the last 
of Sony’s big studios to 
reveal its hand. Who 
doesn’t want an open 
world feudal Japan 
stealth slash-’em-up?

LaSting memory 
We wanted more of The 
Last Of Us Part II and 
Sony delivered. But 
there’s a lot to unpack. 
Is the Ripley-wannbe 
Ellie’s mum? Do we need 
to see ‘clipped wings’? 
Fingers crossed for 
more info at PSX.

Stranger StiLL
A Stranger Things PS 
VR experience is 
coming, but why did 
Sony not make a bigger 
deal of this coup at 
Paris Games Week? 

geezer gaming
100 games on PS VR 
and counting! It was 
great to see Sony push 
its VR line-up at Paris 
Games Week. Pick of the 
bunch? Blood & Truth 
looks like an East End 
thriller. 

caLL girL
We’re enjoying the 
squabbling that comes 
with PlayLink, but as 
Sony announces its 
latest, Erica, do we need 
more grim noire?

houSe of Pain
After low sales of the 
brilliant Nex Machina 
Housemarque has 
opted to stop making 
retro-inspired arcade-
style games. The year’s 
saddest news since the 
Freddo price hike.
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What game will you be playing 
when santa visits?

i’m spending 
Christmas 
soCialising – in 
Japan

after waiting close to a 
decade for a new 
persona game, i’ll give 
you three guesses as to 
what i’ll be playing this 
Christmas. Between 
dungeon crawling, the 
social simulation, and 
catching (or rather 
convincing) them all, the 
series’ fifth instalment 
leaves few bases 
uncovered. additionally, 
shoji meguro’s jazzy 
score will lend warmth to 
any festive gathering, and 
the visuals’ red theme 
won’t look out of place 
either. there’s a lot to 
love. Besides, who needs 
family or friends when 
you’ve got confidantes to 
level up? santa can sneak 
right past me ’cos i will 
not be looking away from 
my screen. n

it’s not Christmas 
Without a feW 
dead nazis under 
the tree

decisions, decisions. 
Brussels sprouts or pigs 
in blankets? midnight 
mass or presents at 
6am? nazi blasting in 
Cod: WWii or Wolfenstein 
ii? on the one hand, 
Wolfenstein’s drug 
trippin’ won’t go down 
well with my partner’s 
parents, but on the other 
hand, there’s nothing like 
good alt-historical justice 
dispensing. Cod: WWii, 
meanwhile, might have 
the explosive story that 
can rouse anyone up 
from a food coma, with 
added (somewhat) 
historical accuracy to get 
granddad on board. 
frankly, the options are 
both good, so i’ll just  
split my time between  
the two for maximum 
fascist bashing. n

st niCk should get 
physiCal, With a 
demo of dragon 
Ball fighterz

i don’t want a lot for 
Christmas – there is just 
one thing i need. i don’t 
care about the presents 
underneath the 
Christmas tree. i just 
want you for my own, 
more than you could ever 
know; make my wish 
come true… all i want for 
Christmas is goku. or 
rather, dragon Ball 
fighterz, but that  
doesn’t scan. 

What a game. having 
played it on and off since 
the summer i’ve lost my 
head to arc systems’ 3v3 
brawler – the blend of 
classic combo juggling 
and anime-quality visuals 
has me itching to play 
more. so a demo would 
make my Christmas. Was 
it worth a long mariah 
reference? yes, it was. n

Battlefront ii’s 
unCanny sights 
and sounds Will 
light up my Xmas

i was just three years old 
when i saw star Wars in 
a cinema, but it became 
one of my earliest and 
fondest childhood 
memories, with this 
galaxy far, far away 
blowing my mind and 
reducing my older 
brother to tears. What i 
wouldn’t give to feel that 
sense of wonder and awe 
again… which is why i’m 
going to make the most 
of my new panasonic 4k 
oled by playing 
Battlefront ii’s new single 
player story from 
beginning to end. never 
mind the carollers or 
family members banging 
down the door, the 25 
december is for me to 
reconnect with my 
younger self. and make 
my brother cry. n

just one more question…
the team debate this month’s burning issue

War for Christmas?  
Which game will snag the coveted 
Christmas No. 1? Last year’s 
winner was Call Of Duty: Infinite 
Warfare, and considering WWII’s 
popularity, it looks like a safe bet 
COD’ll be back on top this year.
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OpiniOn

Chris Scullion

Some of us just want to wander around and gaze at stuff

 More gaMes should  
give us the chance to 

explore their worlds with 
the difficulty turned 

coMpletely off.

Y
ou know, if there’s one 
thing you can rely on the 
internet for these days, 
it’s that people will 
always find some sort of 
way to lose their minds 

and declare utter outrage at 
something that, in reality, doesn’t 
affect them. The latest example of 
this is the upcoming Discovery Tour 
mode in Assassin’s Creed Origins, 
which will be added as a free update 
in early 2018.

Ubisoft’s promoting it as an 
educational mode where you can 
explore the game’s vast landscapes at 
your own pace while learning things 
about the locations and artefacts, but 
some people are focusing more on the 
fact that it essentially removes the 
game’s challenge altogether, and 
they’re not too pleased about what 
they feel amounts to dumbing down 
for the benefit of ‘non-gamers’.

Not only is the 
Discovery Tour mode 
actually a great idea, I want 
to see more of it in other 
games. Open world games can 
be overwhelming – fittingly, 
Ubisoft titles are the worst 
culprits for this – and I’d love 
the opportunity to just 
wander around and 
explore for a while 
without worrying 
about getting  
into trouble.

Grand Theft 
Auto IV was the 
perfect example 
of this. A lot was 
made about how it 
was going to be a huge, bustling, 

living city but when you started the 
game it quickly became clear that large 
swathes of the world were inaccessible. 

A bunch of bridges were blocked off 
(due to fears of a 

terrorist attack, 
apparently) and if you 
tried to reach the 

areas past them you’d 
get an instant six-star 
wanted rating. You had 

to play through the game 
for ages and finish a load 

of missions before you were 
free to roam, and even 
then you had to behave 
yourself if you didn’t 

want the police on your 
back again.

Removing the 
difficulty gives you 

a chance to look 
around you. 

The first Watch Dogs created a 
magnificent recreation of Chicago, but 
its map was swarming with icons for 
mindless side missions designed to 
artificially enhance the game’s length. 
Players spent most of their time with 
that game staring at GPS arrows 
instead of exploring the incredibly 
detailed city a bunch of artists 
painstakingly put together. See also  
L.A. Noire and Mafia II and III. Some 
of these cities and landscapes are 
modern works of art, and there should 
be absolutely nothing wrong with 
people wanting to buy a game just to 
wander around and do some virtual 
sightseeing. Even though Nando’s is a 
chicken restaurant, some people prefer 
to order the steak roll.

Easy strEEts
The beauty about gaming is that it’s a 
non-linear experience. Unlike a film or 
a book, it’s different to every person 
every time they play. With that in 
mind, why should anyone be annoyed 
at a ‘no difficulty’ mode that removes 
enemies? You may be the sort who 
loves sweating blood as you die for the 
umpteenth time in Dark Souls III, but 
maybe someone wants to just explore 
that game’s world and try to get their 
head round its lore? It won’t affect the 
difficulty in your game, and you’ll still 
get trophies.

We need to get over the mindset 
that there’s only one way to play a 
game and anyone who wants to do it 
otherwise is wrong. If gaming is going 
to continue to grow it has to appeal to 
people of all levels of ability – 
including none – and we should be 
celebrating developers who offer that 
choice, not calling for their heads.

WritEr bio
Chris Scullion occasionally digs out his old 
copy of The Getaway on PS2 so he can 
wander around its depiction of London and 
reminisce about how it looked at the turn of 
the millennium, back when Piccadilly Circus 
was made up of a limited number of polygons.
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Dave Meikleham Ian Dean

T
ime for a Cretaceous 
confession: I’ve 
watched Jurassic Park 
at least 140 times 

over the past 24 years.  
As such, I’ll concede the 
following statement is in  
no way impartial. 
Nevertheless… every single 
game would be better with 
dinosaurs in it. C’mon, you 
know I’m right. 

Thankfully for dino-
obsessed gamers, it looks like 
developers are beginning to 
agree with me. Indeed, there’s 
a renewed sense PlayStation is 
falling for the leathery 
leviathans all over again. 

The recently revealed 
Jurassic Park Evolution looks 
like it could be a gorgeous and 
thoughtful take on Zoo 
Tycoon, while over the last 
year PS VR has played host to 
a couple of memorable 
prehistoric adventures, like 
Robinson: The Journey and 
Time Machine VR.

In the case of the exciting 
Evolution, it’s hard not to 
think its makers at Frontier 
Developments haven’t been 
partly influenced by the 
stegosaurus-sized success of 
Ark: Survival Evolved. Studio 
Wildcard’s dino MMO may 
have been in Early Access 
since One Million Years BC, 

yet its prolonged gestation 
period hasn’t stopped it from 
shifting millions of copies. Of 
course, the fact Jurassic World 
made over $1.5 billion at the 
global box office in 2015 
probably made it a whole lot 
easier to get a new Jurassic 
game greenlit, too. 

Dino-morE
While Evolution is making 
my heart hum like a glass of 
water rippling in anticipation 
of an impending T-Rex attack, 
I hope more high-profile 
studios follow suit by bringing 
other dinosaur games to PS4. 
For a couple of brief years, 
Capcom’s Dino Crisis looked 
like it could be the long-term 
successor to Resident Evil, 
and Ark has already shown 
many modern gamers still 
have a massive appetite for 
the extinct beasties. 

Will Capcom ever go back 
to Regina’s breed of raptor-
slaughtering survival horror? 
Who knows. But the bold 
Resi VII shows signs of a 
publisher that at least may be 
willing to take another chance 
on an old franchise. Whether 
Dino Crisis 3 ever becomes a 
reality or not, it seems 
dinosaurs are finally ready to 
take over games again. It’s 
about damn time.

S
o it turns out I’m the 
tech nerd at OPM 
Towers. Every time 
the spectre of PS VR 

rears its head some members 
of the team *cough* Milf 
*cough* mutter about a lack 
of support. I in turn find 
myself continuously 
surprised by how accessible, 
and progressive, Sony’s 
toe-dip into virtual reality 
really is. 

Take Farpoint. It felt like 
that game came and went 
with little fanfare, but as the 
year ends I’d like to reflect on 
just how revolutionary 
Impulse Gear’s shooter was 
– there’s been nothing like it 
on console before. Of course 
the PS Aim controller was a 
star performer; its subtle 
design and precision would 
bring any VR shooter to life. 
It’s criminal there have been 
so few uses for the device 
since the summer.

But credit must be given to 
Farpoint’s developers too. 
Here is a fully-rounded 
first-person shooter inside 
VR. Its parade of hand-drawn 
rocky outcrops hides a smart 
game that takes great care to 
keep you immersed in the 
story and on track. The world 
pushes you on to the next 
set-piece event with ease, or 

teases you with hints at what 
is to come next. This is 
standard fare for an FPS, but 
in VR there’s usually scope to 
break the illusion – we can 
push our faces right up to 
these rocks to break its world. 
Not in this case. Farpoint is 
rock solid. No matter how far 
I pushed it, I was unable to 
dispel the sensation of 
actually ‘being there’.

Far out
What is clever about Farpoint 
is how it uses its environment 
to tell a story, to build a 
world, and keep you moving 
on to the next objective. 
Your spaceship, crashed at 
the start of the game, isn’t 
just a MacGuffin, it forms an 
unspoken Yellow Brick Road; 
its debris guides you on to 
the next confrontation while 
the whitened bones of ancient 
giant creatures hint at what 
could be in store.

The challenge is for other 
developers and publishers to 
match Farpoint’s detail. While 
I’d be content with a sequel to 
Sony’s shooter, other devs 
need to embrace what PS VR 
and the PS Aim controller are 
capable of, if only to give Milf 
a reason to dust off his PS VR 
and join me in the virtual 
nerd revolution.

dinosaurs are  
finally taking over gaMes 

again, and it’s about  
daMn tiMe.

More devs need to 
Make use of ps vr and  

the brilliant ps aiM 
controller.

WritEr bio
Former OPM news editor Dave Meikleham loves Jurassic Park more than he 
does oxygen. Ever since Dino Crisis 2 stole his heart back on PS1, he’s been 
waiting for another dinosaur game to capture his imagination in the same way.

WritEr bio
Ian Dean loves VR so much, he is currently investigating ways to live in the 
virtual world instead of the real one. While he’ll miss his friends and family, the 
chance to live on an alien planet with freaky spiders is too much to pass up.

The extinct leviathans are freshly back in vogue, 
but will the prehistoric trend last?

The criminally-overlooked Farpoint proves how 
good games can be when they use both

OpiniOn
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retro

Retro
Because sometimes looking back is just 
as good as looking forwards

1 Mega Man Legacy 
coLLection
The Mega Man games are 
among the most challenging 
in the history of this glorious 
hobby. Combined, both Mega 
Man Legacy Collection games 
bring together all ten titles in 
the main series, giving you 
hours of knuckle-whiteningly 
difficult platformer action. 
As you die for the umpteenth 
time, you’ll still feel the urge 
to keep going and finish it off.

2 Uncharted 4
Yes, we know the N. Sane 
Trilogy does a great job of 
remastering the original 
three Crash games, but 
there’s something extra 
special about the scene in 
Uncharted 4 in which Drake 
and Elena sit play Crash 
together. You even get to 
play a bit yourself, which is 
fantastically cool.

3 yakUza 0
The Yakuza games are noted 
for their recreations of 
Japanese cities, and you 
can’t have a Japanese city 
without arcades. That’s why 
most Yakuza games have a 
selection of Sega arcade 
classics to play. Yakuza 0, for 
example, includes Out Run, 
Space Harrier, and Fantasy 
Zone. Even better, Yakuza 6 
will include Puyo Puyo and 
Virtua Fighter 5.

4 ShoveL knight
Loads of indie developers go 
down the ‘retro’ route and 
make games with basic pixel 
graphics but then forget to 
put the fun in. Shovel Knight 
not only looks like something 
you could have seen on the 
NES near the end of its life, 
but is also brilliant fun to 
play. A steady stream of DLC 
adventures have cemented 
its status as one of the best 
retro-inspired games. 

5 tekken 7
The first Tekken launched 
just a couple of months into 
PlayStation’s life. Tekken’s 
well-known for its odd 
mini-games, in particular the 
brilliant Tekken Bowl, which 
featured in Tekken Tag 
Tournament. That’s where 
Tekken 7 comes in, as it 
recently got a new version 
of Tekken Bowl added as 
DLC, bringing all those PS2 
memories flooding back.

6 thiMbLeweed 
Park
The point-and-click genre 
was once one of the most 
popular in gaming, thanks 
partly to Ron Gilbert and 
Gary Winnick, and their 
offerings like The Secret Of 
Monkey Island. Thimbleweed 
Park sees the point-and-click 
kings return with a brilliantly 
funny old-school adventure.

7 woLfenStein:  
the new order
The modern Wolfenstein 
games were inspired by id 
Software’s 1992 game 
Wolfenstein 3D. One of the 
first important first-person 
shooters, there’s a good 
chance that without it 
there’d be no Doom, no Call 
Of Duty, no Battlefield. That’s 
why we love the bonus 
Nightmare level in The New 
Order, in which BJ dreams 
that he’s in Wolfenstein 3D.

8 Sonic Mania
Sega’s been trying to make a 
brilliant modern Sonic game 
for decades, and it still 
hasn’t cracked it. That’s why 
it was an inspired move to 
hand the ’hog over to 
Headcannon and PagodaWest 
Games, who made something 
that feels exactly like what 
we’d have enjoyed for years 
if Sonic had never gone all 
polygonal and fancy.

9 night traP
When it was released in the 
early ’90s, Night Trap was 
groundbreaking, using 
full-motion video in an 
interesting way. FMV games 
died shortly after this, and 
there’s still really nothing like 
Night Trap. It’s ridiculously 
cheesy, but those who recall 
the Sega Mega CD days will 
get a chuckle out of it.

H o n o u r a b l e  m e n t i o n s

Did we miss your favourite oldie? Got a brilliant In The Mood For idea? Show and tell at twitter.com/opm_uk.

vvvvvv
A modern game with a retro 
look, VVVVVV combines the 
low-fi visuals of C64 games with 
Metroidvania-style exploration.

atari flashback classics
Each volume of this two-part 
PS4 retro collection contains 50 
vintage Atari games, including 
favourites like Centipede.

doom
Not to be beaten by Wolfenstein, 
the 2016 Doom reimagining 
has its own hidden sections 
that look like the 1993 original.

1

2

3
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When you’re skitting about the coggy world 
of Hob take a moment to stop and listen. 
The ambient sounds will transport you to 

the little chap’s alien world of tranquil rivers and 
waterfalls, but also ancient relics and lost machinery.

We’ve got the ten-track score to give away. It’s 
composed by the award-winning Matt Uelmen, who’s 
also composed for games such as Blizzard’s Diablo series. 
See below for a full track listing.

To download your Hob soundtrack, use these links:  
(UK & Europe, and US & rest of the world readers will  

need to access separate download options.)
 

UK/Europe readers go here: hobgame.com/UKusbd (Link ends on 11 Dec)
  

US/ROW link: hobgame.com/USq8nj (Link activates 11 Dec & ends 8 Jan)

DownloaD
 your Hob 

sounDtrack
we loved Hob so much we convinced 

runic Games to share its music

01. Samba 7:55
02. Forest 6:24
03. Prisex 8:27
04. Valisita 2:52
05. Saturnesse 13:14

06. In the tank 7:45
07. Tower 4:57
08. Senotaph 4:55
09. Anima 4:12
10. Gemini 5:01

Track lisTing

“runic’s game
offers a connecTed 
world THaT demands  

To be explored, and pulled 
aparT, and remade. iT’s brillianT.”

wHaT we said
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c o n t e n t s

super meat boy forever 38 | lost sphear 40 | under night in-birth exe:late[st] 41
switchblade 42 | attack on titan 2 44 | city of brass 46 | mothergunship 46  
locoroco 2 46 | sociable soccer 46 | guacamelee 2 46

34 shadow of 
the colossus
fee, fi, fo, fun! giant-slaying has 
never looked so magnificent.
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The third colossus 
here, in all its glory. 
Taking it down requires 
perseverance and agility. 

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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The sense of scale never leaves 
you. As the third colossus slowly 
rumbles to life in our hands-on, 
we gaze up in awe. The creature 
is a peculiar concoction of stone 
and fur, with a long granite club 

seemingly grafted onto its arm and an awkward 
shuffle. We can never quite get all of it in frame, 
which makes us feel like we’re taking on a god. 

Co-developers Bluepoint and Sony Japan might 
feel the same way. Originally coming out in 2006, 
Team Ico’s greatest game is an indisputable classic. 
Following a young warrior named Wander’s quest 
to bring a maiden known as Mono back to life, you 
must slay 16 giant monsters which roam across 
the Forbidden Land. What follows is a haunting 
experience, with fights that function more as 
platforming puzzles, and an open world that is 
unique in its barrenness. At least you have a trusty 
steed in Argo for company. Put simply, there’s 
nothing else quite like it. 

History lesson
Which is probably why this also isn’t the first 
resurrection for the colossi. An HD remaster on 
PS3 gave us a chance to revisit the series in 2011. 
That version has a stable framerate, an increase in 
resolution, and a stereoscopic 3D mode (which the 
PS4 version is ditching), so the question we naturally 

sHadow of  
tHe colossus
Team Ico’s classic is shaping up to 
destroy your emotions once more

  format ps4 / eta 7 Feb 2018  
Pub sony / dev bluepoint games/japan studio

“bluepoint is 
building this 
From the  
ground up.” 
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left Those throbbing sacks 
might look disgusting, but 
you’ll need to shoot them 
if you want to take on this 
flying colossus.

right Maybe it’s just us, 
but we’re getting a real 
Neverending Story vibe from 
this shot. what do you mean 
you haven’t heard of it? 

1The second colossus is like 
a horse and will try to attack 
you with its hooves. Placing 

an arrow in one should give you a 
chance to mount it. 

3The 11th Colossus might be 
small in comparison to its 
peers, but don’t mistake that 

for a respite. it’s much faster than 
the others, so prepare to dive.

2The fifth Colossus is a flying 
one, which means you’ll need 
to find a way of grabbing onto 

a wing to find its weak points. Good 
job it’s a fan of diving at you then. 

4The 16th and final Colossus 
you face might be immobile, 
but is an absolute nightmare 

to take down, as you might expect 
from your final test. 

the biggest boys
Fantastic beasts and where to fight them

if the eyes are orange, 
prepare for a colossus 
attack. Handy if you need 
to find a way onto it, mind, 
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ask is: why remaster it again? Well, because this 
isn’t a remaster, but an incredibly faithful remake. 
Bluepoint is building this from the ground up, which 
means new assets and details that weren’t possible 
in the original or the PS3 remaster are evident here. 

When we first discover the third colossus, we 
need to swim through a lake to get up to the 
pedestal where it resides, and when we do get out, 
we can hear the water sloshing in Wander’s boots. 
By the time we get to meet it, we note how the hair 
on its limbs waves realistically as it rumbles into life 
and starts to take swings at Wander. 

There’s also a slightly different control scheme 
for us to get to grips with. For instance, the dive is 
purely on e and your jump is on q, instead of w. 
This makes our life slightly easier and our struggle 
with this towering foe is not quite as awkward as it 
would have been in the past… Although it’s still a 
pain to cling onto the giant’s head when it tries to 
shake us off.

Just deserts
Once our fight with the third colossus is over, we 
have a chance to take on the 13th one during this 
hands-on, which sends us into the sandy dunes 
on one far corner of the map. When we arrive on 
reliable old Argo, we’re taken aback by the way the 

sand kicks up into air and how we can see 
the hoof- and footprints that we leave.

When the flying colossus breaks out 
from underneath the ground and starts to 
glide through the air, we need to find a way 
to get it close enough to the earth again for 
us to leap onto it. To do this, we shoot at 
the sacks on its underbelly, which deflate 
like an old football when we hit them. Once 
we’ve hit all three weak points, it starts to 
swoop down, giving us the chance to ride 
up alongside and admire the way its wings 
scythe through the desert, bringing up 
clumps of sand. This then leads to the most 
exhilarating moment of the entire demo, as 
we leap from Argo’s back onto a wing and 
start to clamber up. 

By the time we’re securely on the graceful beast, 
there’s a rush as we admire the view from this flying 
creature, which is made even better by the stable 
30fps framerate, something the original PS2 version 
could struggle to deliver. Once we have our fill of the 
scenery, we head for the weak points on its body and 
start to stab away, only to have the giant rotter dive 
into the desert and knock us off. That’s what we get 
for dilly-dallying. 

rose tints?
What this remake does so effortlessly well is that it 
inspires more than just mere nostalgia. As we take 
on these towering titans, the minor touches and 
rejigged controls help to ease any of the familiarity 
factor. Of course, it should also go without saying 
that PS4 Pro support means that it’s not just these 
new flourishes that help make this look incredible, 
but 4K and HDR ensures the art design finally gets 
the technical backing it deserves.

Whether it’s your first or fifth playthrough, there’s 
never a bad time to experience one of the all-time 
PlayStation greats. But, considering the stellar work 
going into this that makes it look the equal of the 
current crop on PS4, this will also be the best time 
to. Just make sure the tissues are nearby. 

f a c t r i c k

the original ps2 version 
sold over a million copies. 

Frankly, it deserved to shift 
a lot more than that.

1 .  m a g i c  m i l l i o n 

originally, there was going 
to be 24 colossi, but eight 

were cut and only appeared 
in a japanese artbook.

2 .  c u t t i n g  r o o m

the game gets a rather big 
feature in the adam sandler 

9/11 drama (yes, really) 
reign over me. 

3 .  H o l ly w o o d  H i t

above The haunting and detailed beauty on display here makes us think this 
could be the album art for a melancholic indie band. 

above The beams of light in the distance indicate which colossi 
you have already vanquished, as well as looking proper pretty. 

above riding through this sandstorm impairs visibility, but is 
suitably exciting as you try to spot Phalanx, the 13th colossus. 

“we’re taken aback 
by the way the sand 
kicks up into air and 
the visible hooF 
prints we leave.” 
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“It’s never felt 
so good to see 
those bloodIed 
meat saws.”

Super Meat Boy Forever
The punishing platformer returns with twice as many buttons

 What would you do if someone stole 
your precious Nugget away from you? 
The only acceptable answer, of course, is 
power slide, punch, and kick your way 

through enemies and levels alike on your way to 
rescuing it. The titular chap – who’s surprisingly 
not made out of offal – is back with his love, 
Bandage Girl, having just welcomed the latest 
addition, Nugget, to their little family. All too 
soon disaster strikes when Dr Fetus kidnaps their 
child and, just like the MaccyD’s drive-through at 
5pm on a Friday, you’ll have to go through hell to 
get your Nugget.

The developer, near-palindromic Team Meat, 
promises more of the same challenging but fair 
gameplay that made the first game so well loved – 
but now with a twist. Both playable proud parents 
are always running throughout levels because, as 
the developer explains, “If someone kidnapped your 
kid, you’d run all the time too.” You’re no longer 
defenceless; you’re able to punch or kick enemies 
out of your way. And this time, you’ll have a whole 
two buttons to press, letting you dive, jump, aerial 
attack, and slide your way through levels.

preMiuM Meaty chunkS
The levels themselves are different this time around 
too. Featuring adaptive difficulty, they’re randomly 
generated, but the game does even this slightly 
differently. Team Meat explained “Levels need to 
have a certain cadence to them so they don’t feel like 
just random stuff thrown at you.” So, to address this, 
levels are generated from a variety of ‘chunks’ (with 

the average level being made up of 
40 to 50 of ’em). The chunks are like 
mini-Meat Boy levels that have already 
been designed with a set difficulty 
rating. If you breeze through a level, 
the game takes note and uses a more 
difficult set of chunks to generate 
something that’s going to challenge 
you next time.

It looks like fans of the first game 
will have many reasons to rejoice as 
the sequel sets out to build on the 
foundations laid by its predecessor. 
With no two runs ever being the 
same, and difficulty that scales to your 
ability so you’ll always have something 
to aim for, this latest instalment 
employs a number of tricks to keep 
you playing. While there are a lot of 
new twists on the classic formula, the 
visual identity is familiar. It’s never 
felt so good to see those bloodied, 
constantly whirring meat saws. 

  ForMat Ps4 / eta summer 2018 / puB team meat / Dev team meat

vaMpyr
Join one man on his epic 
quest to find the best darn 
blue steak in town. There 
are trials and tribulations 
as more squeamish 
establishments try to force 
napkins and table manners 
on him. Not to mention the 
horror of garlic butter.
ForMat Ps4 eta 2018

Detroit: BecoMe 
huMan
You’ve heard of the red light 
of death, but the white ring 
is worse. Consoles gain 
sentience and judge you. 
“Every trophy in Cat Quest 
but only a bronze award in 
Bloodborne? Git gud!”
ForMat Ps4 eta 2018

ni no kuni ii: 
revenant 
kingDoM
Google Maps takes two 
costume-partygoers to a 
fantasy land. Will they make 
it home? Will they even 
figure out they’re lost?
ForMat Ps4 eta 19 Jan

on 
the  
box
judged only by  
their covers

above This time around, Bandage Girl gets 
more than just one level to shine. 

POW! Both Super Meat 
Boy and Bandage Girl 
can punch and kick their 
enemies to the kerb.
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Lost sphear
A throwback in name and nature

  Format Ps4 / eta 23 Jan 2018
pub square enix / Dev Tokyo rPG FacTory

“LosT sPhear 
caPTures The 
maGic oF The  
16-biT era.”

 Being ‘more of the same’ is often a 
damning indictment of a game’s lack of 
originality, but to Tokyo RPG Factory 
it’s a badge of honour. The dev wants 

nothing more than for us to chime, “It’s more of 
the same classic 16-bit RPGing.”

The whole premise of Lost Sphear is to evoke the 
feeling of playing a classic ’90s RPG – top-down 
colourful heroes, turn-based combat, and an epic 
story of loss and learning, all told in cute little text 
boxes. In many ways Lost Sphear nails every conceit, 
and also finds time to develop the formula. For 
instance, combat is turn-based but you can move too, 
great for tactical flanking or setting up multiple hits. 

Kanata is the hero of this throwback. Waking one 
morning he discovers his besty is missing, and much 
of his home is vanishing too. In fact, everything in 
the world is disappearing, with large white spaces 
sitting where homes and forests used to be – it’s 
an arresting aesthetic. Getting to the nub of the 
problem will involve a lot of monster slaying, item 
management, and maybe a fight with the moon.

Lost Sphear certainly captures the magic of the 
16-bit era. Swords clash with same clinking noise, 
and menus emit a satisfying ‘poing’ when clicked on. 
More of the same? Yes, but in a very good way. 

This watercolour art 
style translates into the 
game. It’s a beautifully 
realised fantasy world.

above Lost Spear is a celebration of the 16-bit era, when 
turning Sunny-D orange was something to be proud of.
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“enter ‘Vorpal’ state 
to deliVer extra 
damage… eVery fight 
is a feVerish eVent 
where it pays to 
play aggressiVely.”

Above Green-haired newcomer Phonon wields a nifty whip. Above There are four new characters – the white-haired bloke is Gaien enkidu.

 Look past the name that breaks every 
grammatical convention and this 2D 
fighter impresses. Mixing in the same 
anime gaming circles as Persona, Guilty 

Gear, and BlazBlue, French Bread’s colourful 
characters sit comfortably alongside their peers.

Under Night’s appeal is it combines the ease of 
Street Fighter with the zaniness of Guilty Gear – it’s 
effectively a gateway fighter into Arc System Works’ 
complex classic series. Characters feel light and 
effective, and a double-jump feature ensures more 
flexibility than most 2D fighters offer. The chain 
system – as in Guilty Gear – means impressive 
combos can be performed with ease, while the Grind 
Gauge mechanism ensures you’re forced to play at 
pace. A tug-of-war bar fills when you attack and 
depletes when you defend; the player with the most 
Grind can enter ‘Vorpal’ state to deliver extra damage, 
access specials, and extend combos. It’s a simple 
mechanic, but ensures every fight is a feverish event 
where it pays to play aggressively.

Over the course of a ten-round Arcade mode we 
get to pull off some incredible specials. As you’d 
expect from a dev with connections to Arc System 
Works, there’s a good balance of characters, and the 
four new characters even bend the rules – Mika is a 
grappler but she’s small and fast. As an intro to the 
intricate anime fighting genre, look no further. 

Above The new stages include The Cathedral Of The Far east and, erm, 
Cafeteria. we suppose all that fighting could be hungry work…

Under night in-Birth 
exe:lAte[st]
A complex name hides a streamlined, 
accessible anime fighter

 FormAt ps4 / etA early 2018
PUB french bread / dev pqube
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Switchblade
A very mobile MOBA

 If you’ve ever dipped a toe into the 
MOBA (that’s ‘multiplayer online battle 
arena’) bubble bath, chances are you’ve 
either dived in head-first or retreated a 

shivering mess – the genre can be quite divisive. 
With the intricate interplay between player roles 
and game meta rules, it’s not always a genre 
welcoming to newcomers. But Switchblade wants 
to change all of that.

This game is what you’d get if Rocket League ditched 
the footie and lent its sweet rides to its new bestie 
Fortnite. Players pick from a range of specialised 
vehicles, putting the pedal to the metal for victory. 
You’ll be gunning down the opposition as well as 
their minions, disabling turrets, capturing various 
flags across the map, and annihilating enemy bases. 

Switch it up
That’s as standard as this game gets because the 
preview build reveals a few new twists on the 
winning MOBA formula. First, match times are 
significantly shorter than those in a traditional arena 
and the game lends itself well to shorter bursts of 
play. In addition to brevity, buttery-smooth controls, 
and an attentive lock-on, gameplay is accessible to 

players of a range of skill levels; you 
won’t need to be an elite sniper or a 
Formula One racer to knock out your 
objectives or the opposition.

Twist two: you can pick two classes 
of vehicle and switch between them 
during a match. Perhaps you’re a 
hardcore healer but you want more 
offensive options when things start to 
sour for your team mates. Or maybe 
you’re a sneaky assassin but would like 
to be a little tankier so you can chase 
the thrill of that pentakill. You can 
dual-role however you like, combining 
vehicles to match the playstyle you’re 
most comfortable with. With skins 
and character customisation options 
too, you can really leave a lasting 
impression on the opposition.

We charged through our hour with 
the game, blasting through tutorials 
and playing two 5v5 matches with 
bots. But we can already see, from 
the approachable gameplay to the ole 
switch-a-roo, there’s a lot to love even 
if you don’t love a lot of MOBAs. 

  Format PS4 / eta SPring / pub Lucid gameS / dev Lucid gameS

above With the detailed 
customisation options, 
you and your team can be 
colour-coded… just like the 
Power Rangers!

Guess which rapid-firing set 
of wheels is the Tank, which is 
the Support, and which is the 
Assassin. Go on, guess! 

“There’S a LoT 
To Love even if 
you don’T Love 
a LoT of moBaS.”
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AttAck On titAn 2
Tarzan’s got nothing on these nimble fighters

How so? Some Titans now have a 
Rage state. Should they enter this, the 
colour will fade to black and red and 
the Titan will be able to deal more 
damage. As we discover from one 
hefty swipe, it’s best to zip away from 
them when they get a bit lairy. 

However, you’ll also have a few 
innovative tricks up your own 
sleeve. The introduction of a stealth 
monocular gives you the chance to 
spy on them from afar. If they don’t 
catch on to the spying, you’ll be able 
to perform a devastating attack on 
your looming enemy. Plus, you now 
latch onto a Titan with w instead of 
r, which will ease the issues with the 
Spidey-esque movement that featured 
in the first game.

nApe nAtiOn
Our demo ends with an introduction 
to the Beast Titan, a hulking ape-like 
monster who will be instantly familiar 
to fans of the series. Taking him on is 
as daunting as it should be, as we have 
to chip away at specific limbs before 
we get the chance to land a strong 
blow on the nape of his neck – the 
key to taking down these giants.

Smart changes mean this second 
round of giant slaying should be as 
addictive as the cult favourite show 
that spawns it. 

  FOrmAt PS4 / etA March 2018 / pub Koei TecMo / Dev oMega Force

F A c t r i c k

Universal Studios Japan 
once housed an attack on 
Titan exhibit, including a 

15-metre tall statue of eren.

1 .  t A l l  t A l e

There’ll be over 30 playable 
characters in this entry, 

with minor characters like 
Miche Zacharias stepping in.

2 .  w h O  A r e  y O u ? 

Season three of the anime is 
due to air in Japan from July 
2018. Fingers crossed we 

won’t be waiting long.

3 .  t v  t i m e

Above New Town Life 
sections give you the chance 
to take a break from battle 
and build relationships. 

“TaKing on The 
hUlKing beaST TiTan 
iS aS daUnTing aS  
iT ShoUld be.”

Titans are to be feared, 
as if you needed us to tell 
you that giant cannibals 
should be avoided. 

 
This anime slasher might be from 
the makers of Dynasty Warriors, 
but you wouldn’t necessarily know 
it at first glance. Elaborate combos 
and dense crowds are out, strategic 
movement and terrifyingly tall 

Titans are in. But, as we dash along the walls of 
Castle Utgard before leaping at the monsters who 
are stumbling towards us, we start to feel that 
same effervescent joy at slicing our sword through 
various, albeit gigantic, foes. 

This sequel will follow the storyline of the anime’s 
second season, and our demo level takes 
place in the early part as the outpost 
we’re defending is overrun with Titans. 
Before we start, we have a choice of three 
preset character models that give us an 
idea of what will be possible with the new 
character creator. Plus, this early section 
also helps us get to grips with the basics 
of combat. Animations are improved when 
using the omni-directional mobility gear, so 
it’s easier to see when you’re wall-running 
or skidding. This makes moving across 
environments a joy, thanks to the nippy feel.

Of course, there’s only one reason we’re 
here and that’s for some Titan slaying. We 
spot one on the mini-map and leap towards 
it. While the general systems remain the 

same – you target parts of the Titans by latching 
onto them, before zooming in to strike – a few 
tweaks have been made to ensure that fighting them 
is now scarier and trickier. 

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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1eren Yeager is the series’ 
protagonist, who witnesses 
his mother die in the jaws of 

a Titan. Naturally, he has a bit of a 
grudge against them.

3 Armin is one of eren’s best 
friends and what he lacks 
in muscle, he makes up for 

brains. Still, who needs muscles 
when you have huge blades? 

2Gelgar is a new character 
to the game. His pompadour 
haircut and large nose make 

him pretty easy to pick out in the 
midst of the frantic battles.

4Fan favourite Levi – aka 
“Humanity’s Strongest Soldier” 
– is a real hard case, who can 

cut through Titans like week-old 
paté. Also looks like an emo singer. 

Familiar faces in worn-out places
Who’ll be making an appearance in this sequel?

when a Titan grabs 
you, you’ll have to save 
yourself from its clutches 
by mashing a button.

left By the looks of things, 
being a ten-metre-tall 
monster is an absolute gas. 
Look at those massive grins!

Above The monocular in 
action, although we don’t 
think you need it to spot a 
Titan that close by. 
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Preview

What a month for 
classic game lovers! 
We get rogue-lites 
and frantic bullet hell 
shooters, as well as  
old-school arcade 
football and another 
remaster to fall in 
love with…

preview  
round-up

city of brass
 format PS4 / eta 2018 

pub uPPercut gameS 
dev uPPercut gameS

already released on Pc, 
this arabian-Nights-themed 
first-person platformer is 
already into its new DLc 
content, all of which will 
be heading to PS4. the 
rogue-lite adventure offers 
plenty of scope for fun; you 
can use a whip to act out 
those repressed Indiana 
Jones fantasies and swing 
to hidden chambers, past 
enemies or, in combat, 
snap swords from your 
adversaries’ hands. You’ll 
need every trick in the whip-
book too, as traps, demons, 
and puzzle rooms will 
thwart your effort to scoop 
up as much treasure as you 
can and escape the city with 
your one life. Die and you’ll 
start from scratch.  

sociable 
soccer

 format PS4 / eta 2018  
pub combo-breaker 
dev combo-breaker 

readers of a certain vintage 
will remember losing their 
social lives to Sensible 
Soccer, an arcade football 
game that played with 
physics the way Wolfenstein 
plays with history – balls 
could be curved almost 
back on themselves. It was 
amazing. Sociable Soccer 
is the follow-up, created by 
the original’s John Hare. 
tiny player sprites have 
been replaced with tiddly 
polygonal footballers, but 
this new game offers the 
same simple kick-and-run 
appeal as the ’90s original. 
Featuring 1,000 clubs, 
30,000 players, and 67 
leagues, Sociable Soccer 
has the content, too.  

Guacamelee 2 
 format PS4 / eta tbc  

pub DrINkbox StuDIoS 
dev DrINkbox StuDIoS

an evil menace threatens 
to destroy mexico, and with 
it all of time and space, so 
Juan aguacate grabs his 
spandex and chicken and 
leaps into action. a sequel 
to the beloved platform 
actioner, guacamelee 2 
does what all sequels do 
best and doubles down on 
what works. meaning more 
combo attacks, a bigger 
game, and even the chicken 
gets new moves, including 
the ability to dive and smash 
the scenery to uncover 
new areas. a tricksy new 
‘dimensional’ system has 
been introduced too – 
aguacate can only harm 
enemies when within a 
coloured zone, which keeps 
moving. one to dip into.  

motherGunship
 format PS4 / eta 29 Dec / pub SoLD out  

dev terrIbLe PoSture gameS & grIP DIgItaL

Sporting the best name since 
guacamelee, this bullet hell FPS has 
a lot to live up to. but as its a pseudo-

sequel to tower of guns we’re confident 
the gunplay will match its moniker. each 
mission tasks you with invading an alien ship; 
you jump, dodge, and strafe your way past 
walls of bullets, lasers, and rockets. but the 
firepower’s not all on one side, as you can 
create customised weapons to aid in your 
fight, resulting in a series of bFgs Doom 
guy would eye with envy. bullet hell? bullet 
heaven more like.

locoroco 2
 format PS4 / eta 12 Dec 

pub SoNY / dev SoNY

one of the highlights of 
our year was listening to 
the little Locoroco voices 
singing from our DualShock 
4 in the first game’s 
remaster, so why not sign 
up for more? this remaster 
of the PSP sequel sees the 
squidgy characters back in 
4k. Playing Locoroco 2 is 
as simple as before, with 
the o and u buttons 
used to tilt the landscape 
and roll Locoroco to 
new areas. Now you can 
change shape as well as 
size, squeezing Locoroco 
into small crevasses and 
passages, or splitting him 
down into tiny, multiple 
Locoroco creatures. on 
top of everything there’s an 
ultra-cute music minigame… 
We’ll be livin’ la vida Loco.  
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monster hunter: world

OPM visits Capcom in Japan to discover 
why Monster Hunter: World will  
be your next obsession
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Get the PS4  
exclusive beta  
on 9 Dec, plus  

download Aloy’s 
armour and 

weapon! 
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If you’ve never played a Monster 
Hunter game – and chances 
are you may not have, since the 
series’ last PlayStation outing was 
on PSP in 2008’s Monster Hunter 
Freedom Unite – this giant 
creature turf war will take your 

breath away. Get used to it, as 
Capcom’s latest is literally a world 
of monsters doing their thing, 
and their thing is killing each 
other. Your thing is to hunt them.

If you have played a Monster 
Hunter game before, there are 

some things you need to know: 
this PS4 entry features changes 
that diehard Hunters could sneer 
at, subtle shifts in how the game 
is played, such as menus that 
don’t force you to read every 
item’s description, and tutorials 

T
he hunt’s going badly wrong. It seemed so simple: 
we were on the trail of Jyuratodus, a giant catfish-like 
creature that loves to wallow in the warm muddy pools of 
The New World’s Wildspire Waste. Midway through our battle 
it turns out Jyuratodus has legs, big legs, and it raises itself from 
the mud to charge us. Running terrified we stumble into Barroth (a 
giant lizard that uses dried mud for armour) going monster-on-monster with 
Rathian (a fire-breathing dragon). We dive for cover and watch as Jyuratodus joins 
the fray, wrapping its eely body around Barroth. As its grip tightens Rathian hurls a 
fiery blast at the pair just for the heck of it. We’ll wait this one out.

{fig.1}
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we’re taking on Jyuratodus 
here with fire, hoping its 
watery nature means 
flames are its weakness.

helping you through the many 
features of the multi-faceted 
action-RPG. Yes, really, Monster 
Hunter fans, we now have 
tutorials. Previous games would 
drop you into the action with 
myriad weapons, traps, and 
monsters, and only the game’s 
name as a clue as to what you 
need to do next.

Monster Hunter: World’s 
director Yuya Tokuda explains: 
“The purpose of all of these 
quality-of-life improvements is to 
lose the drop-out rate of players 
who maybe start a game and want 
to get into it but all these 
different little things build up and 
they don’t get through to the 
meat of the game, which I think  
if they got to that point and 
pushed through they’d really 
enjoy the core gameplay. So we 
aren’t changing the core gameplay, 
we’re just making an easier road 
to get there – we don’t want you 
being put off before you get to 
the good stuff.” 

Hunt Master 
There are two very good reasons 
behind introducing a guiding hand 
into the game’s more complex 
mechanics (including an actual 
‘guide’ in the form of a Handler 
who will chat mid-mission and 
offer advice): one, this is the 
biggest Monster Hunter to date 

on the world’s most widely used 
console, and two, the game has 
had the longest development time 
of any title in the series, which 
means the developer had time to 
“rethink and revisit and go back 
and make changes,” says Tokuda-
san. He adds: “We have time to 
challenge our own assumptions 
about what were obvious things. 
We want to add flexible options, 
we aren’t taking complex systems 
and dumbing them down, we’re 
taking complex systems and 
giving players the chance to be 

more free to choose how they 
want to interact with the game.”

The core game loop is 
very straightforward: 
hunt, kill, and loot 
your way to 
success either 
solo or with 
three friends 
(but we’ll get to 
this Destiny-trumping 
aspect later). Within each strand 
of the loop are endless 
opportunities to play how you 
want and put your stamp on 
the world.

Hunting is, on the surface, as 
simple as discovering tracks and 
footprints, and hitting q to 
launch Scout Flies to track the 
monster. The more clues you 
gather, the stronger the flies’ 
signal becomes.

Once you’ve found your prey 
you’ll need to take a tactical 
approach. Monsters have 
weaknesses – against certain 
weapons, elements, and even the 
environment – that you need to 
discover and use to your 
advantage. These aren’t boss 

“huNT, kIll, ANd looT youR 
WAy To success solo oR 
WITh ThRee fRIeNds.”

{fig.1} Jyuratodus This ancient fish-like creature has a number of attacks to memorise. Often it will rise up and spit mud at you – get caught and you slow down. Jyuratodus will also slide 
into you, or dart from underwater and pile-drive on top of you, and when angry will flop around manically on the ground, making it hard to get in close for a strike.  
{fig.2} Barroth This lizard-like creature can be found hiding under the mud in Wildspire Waste. His tubular horns are a giveaway – watch out for air bubbles rising from the mud. His attacks 
include a standard charge, a tail swipe, and claw strikes. He can create armour from mud, and shake of blobs of the sticky stuff to slow you down.

{fig.2}
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fights, these monsters are living 
creatures in their own world, and 
you have to take time to study 
them. Producer Ryozo Tsujimoto 
explains, “You have to observe 
their quirks, read their ‘tells’, and 
when you put all of that to good 
use you get an incredible sense of 
achievement as you finally 
manage to pull off the hunt. You 
will take on a huge monster that 
you never thought possible to 
defeat, and you’ll learn how to 
slay them. That really is the core 
joy of Monster Hunter, that sense 
of achievement of putting the 
things you learned into play and 
being able to enjoy this incredible 
action experience.”

Once the monster’s slain it’s 
time to carve up your prey and 
loot its carcass for materials to 
use to forge new, more powerful 
weapons and exotic armour sets. 
Each crafted piece of gear is 
imbued with characteristics of its 
monster. For example, armour 
created from Jyuratodus is weak 
against fire but strong versus 
water attacks. Tsujimoto-san says: 
“There’s an incredible variety of 

monster designs and all the 
monsters’ parts can be broken 
down and made into armour, into 
different sets, so the fashion 
aspect of the armour is one of the 
quick ways you can show yourself 
off in the world. So when you log 
in and your friends pop up in the 
game it’s like ‘Hey, look at what 
you’re wearing today… where did 
you get it?”

We’re particularly proud of our 
Kulu-Ja-Ku headgear, the feather 
bandana design inspired by the 
bird-like, Raptor-ish egg thief we 
killed early in our Monster 
Hunter: World expedition. Later 
we’ll slay the giant electrically 
charged squirrel-panther Tobi-
Kadachi to craft a furry coat for 
our feline Palico, to create a 
super-cuddly fur-on-fur sidekick.

reap reWards
Like all action-RPGs everything 
in Monster Hunter: World yields 
XP rewards. Armour and weapons 
can be crafted and imbued with 
elemental buffs, and you’ll earn 
Research Points for each track 
you find. Collect enough and 

Get assiGned
start by speaking with your handler or 
looking for Quests and expeditions on 
the notice board. everything is star-
ranked so you know going in how tough 
the challenge will be. we’ve chosen our 
beastie. It’s time to get our kit on. 

suited and booted
Pay a visit to the smithy to craft new 
armour and weapons, set up your kit 
loadout, and generally get prepped. use 
the monster Field Guide to see which 
kit will be most effective against the 
creature you’ll hunt.

bountiful options
In order to earn more rewards you can 
assign up to six Bounties, passive goals 
such as collecting mushrooms, that will 
sit in the background and you’ll earn 
bonuses when each is met. want to earn 
sweet bonuses? set these up regularly.

Chew the fat
Before you head out we suggest getting 
a bite to eat at the new world base 
camp Canteen. run by Chef meowscula, 
here you can cook up tasty meals. each 
meal offers buffs for the Quest ahead, 
such as an increase in your attack and 
stamina levels.

sCout patrol
there’re no flies on us… they’re 
swooshing ahead to track our prey. 
every time you discover a muddy 
footprint or slime trail your research 
level rises, giving you more information 
on your quarry, but better still your pack 
of scout Flies gets the scent.

KinG of monster (fiGhts)
we’ve reached our target. once you’ve 
found your quarry, you need to consult 
the monster Field Guide to learn how 
to take the beast apart. study the 
creature’s patterns, its attacks and 
movements, and use the world around 
you for an advantage.

in the loop
Monster Hunter: World is a dense game, so let’s break it down

{fig.3}
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{fig.3} Kulu-Ya-Ku This crazy creature is found early in the game, and is director Yuya Tokuda’s favourite. Kulu-Ya-Ku is an egg thief so you’ll likely find it around other monsters’ nests. His 
primary attack is a jumping raptor claw strike, but he’ll also grab a big rock to bludgeon you with or use as a shield.  
{fig.4} tobi-Kadachi A snake-headed panther creature, Tobi-Kadachi is one of the tougher monsters in the early stages of the game. He’ll climb trees and swoop down onto you, causing 
massive damage, but it’s the electrically charged strikes that will have you scrunching your pad in frustration. Still, slay it enough and you’ll be able to craft a super-cute fur armour.

your research level will increase, 
revealing new creature intel. This 
can be accessed in the Monster 
Field Guide, a kind of Wikipedia 
of monster facts. The more 
clues you gather, the more you’ll 
discover about a creature’s habits 
and abilities, and weak spots 
will be added. The New World 
base camp can be developed to 
expand the Smithy, Canteen, and 
Botanical Research Centre, all 
useful places offering crafting and 
time-limited buffs. 

Just as we’re realising what a 
massive amount of ‘game’ there is 
in here, Tsujimoto-san makes a 

very interesting observation: 
“Unlike most games where your 
character levels up the more you 
play, in Monster Hunter: World 
your character never levels up. 
You’re the one who levels up 
because you will be learning how 
to hunt monsters.”

It’s a subtle play on the ARPG 
rulebook but one that highlights 
the persistent, believable nature of 

the game. The land of the New 
World is a thriving ecosystem, 
one you can’t control or dominate 
but you can learn to live within 
and bend to your advantage. 
Remember that moment 
Jyuratodus, Barroth, and Rathian 
had a kaiju three-way? It’s 
because, as Tokuda-san explains, 
“the monsters are all intelligent, 
living beings that have their own 
behaviours that are determined by 
our AI. It’s unscripted so we are 

also taken completely by surprise 
at times, such as when one 
monster fights another.”

In the game everything can be 
exploited, including the monster 
AI and those epic battles: “You 
can absolutely use that to your 
advantage. You need to think 
about how can you lure this 
monster to a different area where 
he normally doesn’t go and he’ll 

be attacked, the second monster 
will attack the first for you.”

Kulu ca cHoo
After 16 hours in the game we’ve 
become adept at collecting flora 
and fauna for research, mined 
for ore, and gathered clues on 
the creatures we stumble upon. 
Our Monster Field Guide is 
bursting with information, and 
now tells us which weapon types 
will be most effective against 

“youR chARAcTeR NeveR 
levels up. you’Re The oNe 
Who levels up.”

the first time we fought 
this, we were terrified. 
since then, we’ve learned  
its weak points.

{fig.4}
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Pukei-Pukei is by far the most 
entertaining of the monsters 
we’ve met to date. watch out 
for that tongue!

{fig.5}

opM: do all the 
monsters have 
unique sounds?
Hideki Hosoi: we 
strive to make 
each monster’s 
characteristics 
come out in each 
sound that it 
makes. I can close 

my eyes and just imagine a sound and 
know exactly what is coming at me 
and what is coming around the corner. 
And that is true of every member on 
the staff because we are very much 
aware of each monster’s weight of 
their footsteps, how they sound when 
they’re carrying different things, even 
how many claws are part of their feet 
when they’re walking around; all these 
things are unique to each monster and 
consciously designed into the sound.

opM: How do you create a monster’s 
signature sound?
HH: with any monster we already have a 
visual basis in place, we’ve designed the 
look, from that we can start picking up 
the characteristics of the that monster. 

take the example of Pukei-Pukei. 
the inspiration there comes from a 
chameleon, a kind of reptilian aspect, 
so it begins with the sound recordings 
of those actual animals to get us the 
most realistic and biological a sound 
as possible. And, of course, we do go 
in and affect those sounds like they 
did on Jurassic Park, we adjust those 
sounds, we lower the sound range, 
but just doing things like that doesn’t 
really capture that essence of the 
monster, after all it’s just an altered 
animal sound. so on top of that we 
then start testing out different kinds 
of props, different kinds of sounds, to 
add that monster’s personality to the 
sound. In the example of Pukei-Pukei 
we hit upon the idea of the accordion 
for the visual aspect of the expansion 
and the contraction, the shrinking and 
stretching of the different parts of the 
Pukei-Pukei, combined with that reptilian 
sound, that was all put into the sound of 
the Pukei-Pukei.

opM: can you explain how sound affects 
the game’s world?
HH: we’re very confident that players 

will be able to go out into the monster 
hunter: world and experience the sound 
the world makes. For example, in the 
Ancient Forest there’s this enormous 
ancient tree and the whole forest 
sprawls out from around it, and in this 
part you’ll notice as a player the insect 
sounds are louder here and softer 
the further from the tree you get, or 
they may notice different aspects of 
environment and the atmospheric 
sounds that are interplayed and 
nuanced throughout the 
environment.

a monster Calls
Sound designer Hideki Hosoi reveals the importance of an accordion
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each monster we’ve encountered. 
In fact, it’s in the 14 weapon 
types that Tsujimoto-san’s 
insight makes the most sense. 
Each weapon, be it hammer, 
long sword, lance, or bow, has 
a unique combo set to master, 
but fundamentally you’ll never 
level up your hero and unlock 
new move sets. Instead you, 
the player, will gradually master 
each weapon, understanding 
its strengths and weaknesses, 
learning to harness the world 
around you and make use of the 
monster AI to set traps and lure 
creatures to fight each other.

Back in the hunt, and after 
collecting tracking clues, we now 
know Barroth – last seen ruining 

our Jyuratodus hunt – has 
breakable parts, which bits 
they are, and which weapons 
will do the most harm. 
It’s time for payback. 

While combos can be 
launched on w and e, 
damage is really done by 
making use of the 
Foresight Slash move, 
which offers a window of 
opportunity to link combos. 
Landing hit after hit our Spirit 
Gauge soon fills, which means we 
can unleash more damaging Spirit 
attacks. There are no health bars 
to whittle down; instead we need 
to constantly assess Barroth’s 
movements. Is he stumbling? Are 
his attacks slowing down? Is he 
making a run for his beloved mud 
pool to rebuild his armour? This 
isn’t our first Barroth party. In 
past fights we’ve studied his 
movements and know when he’s 
weakened he’ll make a break for 
the mud, so we lay down a Shock 
Trap in advance and as he makes 
a break for home he’s literally in 
for the shock of his life.

Big gaMe Hunt
So far, so solo, but this game 
truly comes alive when you play 
online as part of a four-player 
team, called Squads in the game. 
Quests and Expeditions can be 

played on- and offline, there’s 
no distinction. But we want to 
try out the game’s team hunts. 
Selecting a Quest to hunt the 
gecko-like Pukei-Pukei we team 
up with three other players and 
venture into the Ancient Forest. 
It’s now we come to understand 
the map system in greater detail. 
The map’s divided into numbered 
segments, and members of our 
Squad are ticking off areas as we 
go. “Two clear,” says one. “Can’t 
see tracks in four,” adds another. 
“Pukei spotted in five,” is the 
news we all want. Gathering in 
this zone we team up and begin 
to take down the beast. 

Our team has done its research, 
so we’re armed with greatswords, 

lances, and hammers – weapons 
we believe will be most effective. 
We plan our assault: two of us 
target the tail – a source of a 
poisonous attack; the Pukei-Pukei 
will expand its tail and spew gas 
from its rear – while another 
aims for its head, and our final 
teamster goes for the spines. 
Adorable as he is, Pukei-Pukei 
doesn’t stand a chance against 
our well-drilled crew. 

Remember we said Monster 
Hunter: World will be your new 
obsession? Right here, working in 
unison to take apart this giant 
lizard feels as rewarding as any of 
Destiny 2’s Strikes. Loot boxes? 
No, we’d rather carve up our prey 

“The gAMe TRuly coMes 
AlIve WheN you plAy 
oNlINe As pART of A TeAM.”

there’s a sense of competition 
to monster hunter: world. From 

showboating your prowess with a hard-
won armour set to taking charge of a 
squad and leading your team to victory, 
you’re always looking for the best 
bragging rights.

If that sounds like your sort of thing, 
then the time-limited Arena Quests 
are unmissable. these arenas will pit 
you and a friend against a randomised 
monster with a preset weapon set. It’s 
a test of your creature knowledge and 
dexterity with a combo flourish. 

the fastest time wins the Quest and 
will be ranked globally, and both players 
earn rewards for their efforts.

attaCK the floCK
Arena Quests will offer the 
chance to hone your skills

Killed a monster? You can turn its parts 
into new armour and weapons.

{fig.5} pukei-pukei Our favourite, Pukei-Pukei, is an odd beast that has some distinctly icky attacks. It will lash you with its bulbous tongue, but when it runs to chew down on some poison 
berries you need to get worried. The more it eats, the larger its tail swells until it expels a gas, causing you to stumble and lose health. Oh, and it vomits on you. Pukei by name…
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KanaMe FuJioKa
Art dIreCtor

saKaYa KenBe
leAd ArtIst

and turn our labours into new 
armour sets. It’s telling that 
post-hunt the Squad immediately 
begins to plan the next monster-
mashing expedition. One member 
needs an Anjanath piece to 
complete her armour set, so it’s 
agreed, we’re back in the hunt. 

“In Monster Hunter you’re not 
tied into a class that you have to 
balance out with other people 
[like in Destiny],” reflects 
Tokuda-san. “You can change 
your gear at any time, change 

your weapon at any time, so here 
there’s more flexibility. It’s simply 
a communication tool, a means to 
access the game in a different 
way, with certain missions 
[Quests] that you can only do as 
a Squad.”

You’ll be able to track your 
progress in Monster Hunter: 
World in a variety of ways. 
Offline you have a house to 
decorate with trophies, and online 
you have Guild Cards, 
customisable cards 
that show 
detailed 
statistics 

of everything you’ve done in the 
game. “So you can see how many 
Quests you’ve been on, stats 
breakdowns of all 14 weapon 
types; it’s a really good way of 
players to get to know each 
other’s styles through a quick 
breakdown of what makes their 
play style unique,” qualifies 
Tsujimoto-san, adding: “There are 
definitely features in there that 
make the player feel like they are 
impacting the world, like they are 
a very unique hunter.”

Pulling on the strings of 
Destiny 2 a little more, Monster 
Hunter: World will have planned 
free DLC, scheduled events, timed 
challenges, and special Quests 
that can only be played in Squads. 
“We want to encourage people to 
log in and go online and earn 
bonuses,” says Tokuda-san.

And what bigger bonuses can 
you ask for than for Capcom to 
dig into its past catalogue and 

offer cross-game, online 
Quest-exclusive DLC? 

“We also have some 
plans for special 
collaboration items that 

cross over with other 
brands,” teases Tsujimoto-san. 

We already know Horizon Zero 
Dawn’s Aloy armour will be in 
the game, but we’re imagining 
taking down Devil May Cry’s 
Bael and Dagon to get some 
sweet gear. Those old toads will 
make great hats. 

monster hunter: world

“IT WIll hAve plANNed fRee 
dlc, scheduled eveNTs, 
ANd specIAl squAd quesTs.”

Great Jagras? sliced Jagras, more like.

{fig.6}

{fig.6} great Jagras Unlike past Monster Hunter games, World throws some large creatures at you in the first hour of 
play, including Great Jagras. This iguana-like creature has the unique ability to swell its body to over twice its size and 
try to squish you by rolling around. He’s easily dodged.

opM: Working out weak spots is a 
great challenge. do you consider how 
players will battle the monsters when 
they are being designed?
Kaname Fujioka: In the beginning our 
game planners have a really firm design 
concept in mind for monsters, and 
sometimes it is the case that if they 
have something in mind for maybe the 
leg parts may be softer or these parts of 
the monster are harder. It really is part 
of an overall design for each monster, 
and that gets communicated to the 
designers, who are always very conscious 
of these things in the design process. 
For example, take tails: they need to 
be long enough so that you want to 
cut them off. Players need to see these 
things that entice them to behave in 
different ways. Adding things into the 
design like horns and parts of the head 
or the top area that are breakable, and 
serve these other gameplay elements 
have always been a part of Monster 
Hunter, that’s always something the 
artists are very conscious of.

Art director Kaname Fujioka and 
lead artist sayaka Kenbe sit down 

to discuss how they make such 
memorable monsters

it’s aliVe!
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sayaka Kenbe: It’s 
always in the forefront 
of the artists’ minds to 
incorporate elements 
into each monster that can 
communicate where you want the 
players to attack, how you want them 
to attack the monsters, that really 
forms the basis of what parts and 
what limbs and what kind of features 
the monster has.

opM: How do you ensure these 
monsters feel alive to players, and not 
just like a puzzle to be solved?
sK: It’s always about making monsters 
and designing them for ecosystems, and 
for the maps and the environments that 
we construct. So it’s all about laying out 
this ecosystem and this natural structure 
where these monsters live. Starting at 
the bottom, we consider what kinds of 
plants and what kind of animals live in 
this environment, and what living things 
eat those plants and what predators are 
there for those animals. And then on top 
of that which predators exist even further 
and what their hierarchy is, what are their 
territories are and how they interact with 
their environment, because that all affects 
the design for very specific points, like 
what their teeth look like is defined by 
what they eat, and their fangs and how 
their claws are shaped are also affected by 
where they live, what they eat and how 
they’re general behaviours are. 
So all of these things from the 
ecosystem serve as cues and 
serve as guidelines for how a 
monster gets designed.

opM: do you create 
specific animations for how 
the different species of 
monsters fight one another?
KF: We are definitely very conscious of 
how monsters behave in their ecosystems 
and how they interact with other 
monsters, because from a very early point 
we’ve already decided on an ecosystem 
level which monsters are strong, which 
ones are weak, and how their relationships 
play out. So if there’s a battle between 
two monsters the strong one will naturally 
drive away the weaker one, but in some 
cases it might be that they’re on an even 
footing and they’re giving each other a 
pretty good fight. But also additionally 
we wanted to emphasise each monster’s 
special characteristics. That’s why you 
might see something like Jyuratodus 
wrapping itself around Barroth when 
they fight together, because it’s all about 
not only emphasising each monster’s 
characteristics but what kind of unique 
interactions are possible in their own 
ecosystems and their own environments.

opM: there are so 
many different types of 
monster in the game – 
how do you ensure you 
maintain a good balance 
of types?

sK: In the beginning we 
have an idea in place of just how many 
monsters we want and how many we have 
in each environment, in each map. From 
there the next stage is really to decide 
where we want place these monsters 
and what kind of monsters we have, and 
how they are positioned in the overall 
scope of the game. So we’ll put a weird 
monster here, and a ‘serious’ monster 
here, but making sure they don’t group 
up in unnatural ways, for example you 
wouldn’t want to see all of the same weird 
monsters in a row. Also we need to be 
conscious of the elements, so that there 
aren’t a number of fire monsters in a row 
– it’s about keeping that balance gameplay 
wise. From a gameplay and design 
standpoint we also want to be conscious 

of these difficulty levels and difficulty 
impediments, we want to make sure there 
are strong monsters in the right places 
so that the players can proceed through 
the game in the way that we want them 
to. And from a design standpoint there’s 
also the fact that we don’t want colours to 
group up unnaturally either, we want the 
monsters to be visually and gameplay-wise 
well balanced throughout the entire game.

opM: How do you ensure these 
fantastical beasts look realistic?

KF: It all starts with this basic concept 
of having a living animalistic design, 
so of course every monster has 
different aspects of it, like hardness, 

rock aspects come to mind, and we 
mix those [textures] with other parts of 
actual animal references, like scales and 
skin, we really want things to appear as 
natural as possible.
sK: Of course, as part of our datasets we 
do have lots of actual photos of lizard skin, 
of elephant skin, but to actually achieve 
a look that is unique to each monster… 
that’s something that we can’t just 
photograph, that’s something that we have 
no basis for. We haven’t got images we 
can just use as they are because everything 
needs to be adapted to fit these monsters. 
So we use references, we use things like 
trees and rocks to achieve the looks that 
we want for the monsters’ horns and the 
fangs because they’re just things that 
we can’t easily grab onto as reference. 
Everything comes together in the 3D 
modelling at the end.

opM: do you design the whole creature, 
from its organs up?
sK: We are definitely conscious of the 
bone structure of the monsters, because 
while they are not really actual living 
things, they’re not real living creatures, 
we try to approach them as if they are as 

much as possible. We use 
things like birds and other 
living creatures as references 
to decide how the wings 
will grow and where from, 
here’s where the muscles 
might attach, and then 
because of that we have 
an understanding of how 
it looks, that it moves in 

certain ways, and how it behaves.
KF: We don’t really have the organs 
mapped out in the design but we have a 
sense of where they are. For example, we 
do have a conscious understanding that 
if a monster has softer parts it’s because 
there’s an organ there. We have a sense of 
how the monster is put together even if 
we don’t have a concrete map of how their 
insides are laid out.

“We TRy To AppRoAch The 
MoNsTeRs As If They ARe 

lIvINg cReATuRes As Much 
As possIBle.”

our monster Field Guide is filling up nicely thanks 
to our awesome tracking and hunting skills.

If the game’s fun played alone, it’s even better 
when you’re part of a four-person squad.
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01 Glacier White 
PS4 Pro 1TB 
Destiny 2 Bundle 
£349.99
For the gamer who 
appreciates the finer 
things in life but doesn’t 

quite have everything, 
this special edition PS4 
Pro bundle will make a 
worthy addition to their 
collection with a 
gorgeous glossy white 
console as well as 
Destiny 2, Dishonoured 
2, Doom, and Fallout 4. 
game.co.uk

02 Qanba Obsidian 
Fight Stick 
£187.85
There are fight sticks 
and then there are fight 
sticks. Qanba’s 
tournament-quality 
sticks are usually not 
sold outside the US, but 
the Obsidian is available 
for all, and is sure to 

delight any Street 
Fighter fanatic. Okay, so 
it’s *blorp*ing 
expensive, but the build 
quality is exceptional 
and the buttons light to 
the touch. If your credit 
card can handle it, the 
Qanba Obsidian is worth 
grabbing hold of. 
amazon.co.uk

03 Thrustmaster 
T300 RS Force 
Feedback Wheel 
£249.99
If you’re serious about 
improving your lap 
times in GT Sport or 
making a cleaner 
getaway in Need For 
Speed then you need 

Thrustmaster’s new 
wheel, the T300 RS. 
With the titular Force 
Feedback feature, you 
can be sure that every 
push of the brakes or 
slide into the dirt will 
feel accurate… and fun. 
amazon.co.uk 

04 Call Of Duty 
Device Chargers 
£24.99
You can be sure your 
COD-Father will never 
be short of battery life 
when it counts with 
these novelty charging 
stands. It’s just what 
every Call Of Duty fan 
wants: a way to charge 
a DualShock (or any 

USB-powered gadget) 
while celebrating PS4’s 
gung-ho shooter series.
game.co.uk

05 Samsung 
UE49MU7000 HDR 
1000 4K Ultra HD 
Smart TV 
£849
This stunning TV 
delivers on both colour 
and depth courtesy of 
Samsung’s Dynamic 
Crystal Colour tech, 
which ensures every 
PS4 Pro game played on 
its sweet screen will 
shine. The perfect but 
expensive gift for the 
tech-head in your life. 
(And see this issue’s 
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unless the only person in your life is Mariah Carey, you’re going to 
need to buy some Christmas presents. To help you out, we’ve 
assembled the finest things PlayStation fans can give and receive. 

All we want for Christmas is this little lot…

Great things to give – or to ask Santa to bring you 

OPM’s ChristMas 
Buyer’s Guide

01

04

have-to-
haVe it 

hardware
We’re not playing around; 

this is the tech that 
should be on your wishlist

03

06

02

05
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supplement for yet 
more tremendous TVs.)
johnlewis.com

06 PlayStation 4 
Camera 
£39.85
Know an up-and-coming 
wannabe streamer who 
wants to capture 
picture-in-picture 
footage, dabble in PS 
VR, and add visual 
effects with ease? Their 
broadcasts will be much 
improved with the 
redesigned, no-stand-
no-problem, Official 
PlayStation Camera. 
When they hit YouTube 
gold it’ll be down to you.
amazon.co.uk 

07 Special Edition 
DualShock 4 
Controllers 
£51
Tell that special gamer 
in your life how you feel 
with this blinged-out 
gold DualShock. Sony 
also has classy Crystal 
DualShocks, a new GT 
Sport design, and a 
camo design (for those 
moments when you 
want to play unnoticed).
amazon.co.uk

08 Gran Turismo 
Sport PS VR 
Bundle 
£449.99
Really put yourself 
behind the wheel this 

Christmas and enter 
the world of virtual 
reality with this very 
special, all-the-bells-
and-whistles racing 
bundle. Inside the 
package you’ll find 
PlayStation VR, a 
PlayStation Camera, 
and PlayStation VR, 
Worlds as well as a  
copy of Gran Turismo 
Sport (see p84). 
amazon.com

09 Sony Platinum 
Wireless Headset 
£129.99
If you’ve got money to 
burn and want the best 
head-speakers for your 
ears, then slip the 

Platinum Wireless 
headphones over your 
lobes and enjoy 
enhanced 7.1 virtual 
surround sound 
powered by 3D Audio 
tech that claims to 
replicate the sound of 
100 speakers.
steelseries.com

10 Official PS4 
Wired Chat 
Headset 
£13.95
Don’t think your kid 
brother deserves a pair 
of super-expensive 
Platinum Wireless 
headphones? Or on a 
tight budget? Then pick 
up this cheaper option. 

The PS4 Wired Chat 
Headset does 
everything you’d want 
headphones to do 
without needing to 
shout about it. 
amazon.co.uk

11 PS4 Games 
Tower And Dual 
Charger 
£29.95
You’re desperate to 
show your cousin that 
new raid but the game’s 
gone walkabout, your 
controllers are dead 
and someone’s walked 
off with the charging 
cable. Two birds, meet 
one stone. Job done. 
amazon.co.uk

PS4 Pro Star Wars Battlefront II Bundle £341.18
At last! An end to the constant barrage of “Can I play?” is in sight 
with this Star Wars console bundle – that’s a customised PS4 Pro 
and DualShock 4, plus Battlefront II. Give it to someone you love, 
or keep it and give your old PS4 to your annoying sibling.  
amazon.com

❆
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01 PS Hoody
£40
We all have a best friend 
who always has our 
back, playing online and 
off. So celebrate being 
besties and get 
matching hoodies 
(choose black or grey) 

for you and your 
partner in crime. 
insertcoinclothing.com

02 Urban Mage 
Beanie & Snood 
Set 
£14.99
You won’t need to cast 
Firaga to keep nice and 
toasty on the mean 
streets of Midgar if 
you’ve got this Winter 
accessory set. 
gametee.co.uk 

03 Crash Bandicoot 
Xmas Sweater 
£34.99
All we wumpa for 
Christmas is the Crash 
Bandicoot Christmas 

sweater. Okay, so it’s a 
green and beige jumper, 
but just look at Crash’s 
face festooned across 
it. We’d hug it. Heck, 
we’re getting the 
mistletoe right now. 
yellowbulldog.co.uk 

04 PS Lounge 
Pants 
£30
Allay the incessant, 
crack-of-dawn chorus 
of “Can I open my 
presents now?” by 
presenting these fancy 
pants the night before. 
They’re certain to 
ensure peaceful 
relaxing at home.
insertcoinclothing.com 

05 Assassin’s 
Creed Origins – 
Crest Rolltop Bag 
£25.99
This leather-effect 
rolltop bag features 
some not-so-subtle 
details any Assassin’s 
Creed fan would love, 
including Origin’s gold 
logo and shiny buckles. 
What better way to 
celebrate the 
triumphant return of 
Assassin’s Creed than 
wearing it with pride?
playstation-gear.com

06 Ryu Varsity 
Jacket
€99
On the outside this 

varsity jacket looks 
pretty standard – only 
the subtle logo on the 
back suggests what’s 
to come. But open the 
jacket and you’ll reveal a 
stunning Ryu print on 
silky lining material. The 
jacket has some great 
details too, such as the 
writing from Ryu’s 
gloves printed small  
on the front. 
musterbrand.com

07 Undertale 
Human Jumper 
£27.31
While we don’t pretend 
to have human 
emotions, we imagine 
it’s miserable to be cold 

01

gamer
gear

Hide your nakedness 
and shout out 

your favourites

03

02 04

05 ❆
Skywalker X-wing Sneakers €229
Any Star Wars fan would love to step out in 
these nappa leather sneakers designed with 
Luke Skywalker’s X-wing suit colours and 
detail. The detachable panel is a nice 
touch, but it’s the boldness of orange 
and white sneakers emblazoned with 
the Rebel logo that we love. Feel 
the (very comfy) Force! 
musterbrand.com
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and unfashionable. This 
shirt will neatly solve all 
of your human problems 
though we can’t 
guarantee it’ll help much 
if you climb Mount Ebott 
this Christmas. 
fangamer.com

08 ‘Kojima’ Hoodie 
£29.99
It may not be the 
stealthiest way to 
represent your 
favourite district in 
Okayama, Japan, but 
taking fashion cues 
from Norman Reedus is 
bound to be a 
conversation starter! 
This Kojima hoodie will 
surely excite any fan, 

and the bold design 
ensures even 
non-Kojima lovers will 
look on enviously. 
gametee.co.uk

09 The Legends 
1995-2005 T-Shirt 
£13
Wrap yourself up in 
nostalgia, remembering 
PlayStation’s classics 
by the fireside this 
Christmas. It may well 
cause more squabbles 
over the dinner table as 
you either have to 
remind your siblings 
who Abe was, or the 
age-old argument of 
who’s best, Crash or 
Spyro, will cause a fuss. 

(We can’t wait for 
Christmas. Really.) 
Quertee’s featured 
designs change daily, 
but this one’s in its 
full-time shop.
qwertee.com 

10 MGS Tiger 
Stripe Cotton Shirt 
€79
This high-quality 
herringbone-weave 
cotton shirt features 
the iconic Tiger Stripe 
camouflage pattern 
from our favourite 
stealth series, and 
proves game-branded 
clothes don’t need to  
be styleless. 
musterbrand.com

01 Video Games 
FAQ: All That’s Left 
To Know About 
Games And 
Gaming Culture 
£14.39
Whether you’re part of 
the gaming old guard or 
relatively new to the 
medium, this book 
offers an education in 
videogames – how they 
started, who made 
them, what innovations 
have changed games, 
and what videogames 
are now. From the 
primitive pleasures of 
Spacewar! to the violent 
delights of today and 
beyond, the book offers 
an approachable 
account of the history 
of videogames.
bookpeople.co.uk

02 The Gamers’ 
Survival Guide 
£5.60
When everything’s said 
and done, when the 
turkey has been 
stripped bare and nan’s 
zonked out on sherry, 
it’s difficult not to turn 
your mind to future 
resolutions… like, 
‘maybe I should really 
branch out into 
shooters next year’. The 
Gamers’ Survival Guide 
is a light-weight, 
light-hearted work with 
lots of suggestions for 
ways to level up your 
gaming. Git gud.
amazon.co.uk

03 Stardew Valley 
Guidebook 
£22
Having logged in an 
alarming number of 
hours in Stardew Valley 
already (we could’ve 
started a real farm in 
the same time), we 
cannot stress enough 
how valuable a quick 
reference guide like this 
will be at the beginning 
of your time in Pelican 
Town. You’ll be selling 
chickens and finding the 
spouse of your dreams 
in no time. Bright and 
beautifully presented, 
this guide is a must for 
any aspiring farmer or 
librarian alike. 
fangamer.com

04 The Little Book 
Of Bad Video Game 
Translations 
£11.38
Translating videogames 
is hard. Harder still if 
you’re working on the 
shoestring budget 
typical of a production 
40 years ago. (Who can 
forget ‘All your base are 
belong to us’?) This 
book illuminates and 
immortalises some of 
the very worst 
translation goofs, 
offering insight into 
what exactly went 
wrong and why. 
Definitely a coffee table 
conversation starter. 
fangamer.com

books
There’s knowledge

in them
thar pages
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01 The Last 
Guardian vinyl 
Soundtrack 
£26.55
Obviously, we hope you 
don’t live amid obtuse 
ruined architecture and 
abstract puzzles. But 
there may be some 
stranger known to you 
who possesses a most 
arcane device – a 

record player – who will 
appreciate this. 
iam8bit.co.uk

02 Grim Fandango 
Noir Art Print 
£9.99
Make no bones about it, 
this art print will bring 
an air of class to any 
ex-supply-closet-office. 
Classic game plus 
timeless art equals a 
perfect gift.
gametee.co.uk

03 Codsworth Vinyl 
Figure 
£7.92
While we’ve yet to see 
the arrival of Mister 
Handy-style robots in 

our shops, you can still 
bring home a 
nine-centimetre tall 
replica for the 
apocalypse prepper in 
your life. 
amazon.co.uk 

04 PlayStation 
Coasters 
£12.40
Protect against the 
coffee ring of doom 
with these snazzy PS1 
game cover coasters. 
(Or you could order a 
back issue of OPM #142 
where we gave away a 
set of four coasters for 
free. It’s not being 
cheap, it’s being smart.)
amazon.co.uk 

05 Rapture Large 
Tin Sign 
£14.99
This beautiful JC 
Leyendecker-style tin 
sign by Jake Briggs is 
bound to fill any home 
or office space with a 
certain vigour. 
gametee.co.uk 

06 Persona 5 Vinyl 
Soundtrack 
£75.86
Know someone who 
wants to feel like a 
Phantom Thief? Give 
them the gift of the 
Persona 5 soundtrack 
to punctuate their 
day-to-day-doings. 
iam8bit.co.uk

07 Toluca Lake 
Tourist Guide  
Art Print 
£14.99
While maybe not the 
best gift for your other 
half, this fine art print 
will look otherworldly 
hanging on your wall. 
Isn’t that the real point 
of gift giving? 
gametee.co.uk 

08 Fallout Vault Boy 
Heat Reactive Mug 
£9.99
Come in from the cold of 
a nuclear winter and 
have a cuppa with 
Codsworth. He has 
missed you, after all. 
amazon.co.uk

homeware
Make their abode less

humble – there’s no place
like a gamer’s home
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01 Healing Potion & 
Mana Potion Hip 
Flask 
£14.99
We all know a wizard 
who enjoys a little 
pick-me-up from time to 
time. Make sure they’re 
well-equipped with one 

of these appropriately 
themed hip flasks. 
gametee.co.uk

02 PS4-shaped Gift 
Card Holder 
£19.99
’Tis the season for 
receiving gift cards and 
then promptly 
forgetting about them. 
Pop them in this 
super-swish holder and 
you’ll remember them. 
amazon.co.uk

03 Mana Potion & 
Health Potion 
Candles 
£4.99
After the hectic part  
of the holiday has 

passed, treat yourself 
to a relaxing, candlelit 
soak with these gifts  
and be revitalised. 
gametee.co.uk

04 PS Now & PS 
Then Socks 
£7.00
You can’t go far wrong 
with socks, the 
much-derided – though 
actually very useful – 
Christmas staple gift. 
These ones are ace.
insertcoinclothing.com 

05 Main Menu 
Backpack 
£24.99
Keep your Christmas 
loot inventory in check 

with this college-style 
backpack emblazoned 
with RPG menu options. 
gametee.co.uk

06 Console 
Keyrings 
£4.96-£4.99
Keep the whole console 
family close to you at all 
times with these cute 
keyrings featuring 
miniature hardware. 
Look, a tiny PS3! Aww!
amazon.co.uk and 
game.co.uk

07 PlayStation-
Shaped Bifold 
Wallet
£14.99
For the cashless chap 

or chapette, this sleek 
grey PS1 wallet will 
keep all of their cards 
organised and their 
street cred in check. 
amazon.co.uk

08 Undertale Plush 
Bundle 
£60.01
It’s the season to 
surround yourself with 
skele-friends and family. 
You can finally give your 
goat-mom a hug in real 
life! These plushies can 
be bought all together 
or separately. But what 
heartless monster 
would only want one 
Undertale plush toy? 
fangamer.com

stocking 
fillers

Fill them to the gills with
these gaming treats and 

plushy knick-knacks
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The new wave

Sony left us breathless at Paris Games Week 
earlier this month when it revealed 17 new 
games for PS4 and PS VR. We’ve cherry-picked 
the ten hottest you’ll be eager to play in 2 18

the 
new 
w ve

PARIS GAMES  
WEEK 2017
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“I fell in love with 
Concrete Genie the 

moment ash pulled out 
his brush [ahem - ed] and 
dabbled on the walls. It’s 

such a novel idea.”
Ben Tyrer

team picks

C o n c r e t e  G e n i e

A lone, a teenager wanders 
through the empty streets of 

his town. Trapped between the 
drab walls of his home and the 
oppressive bullies making every 
day far harder than it needs to 
be, he turns to art to escape. He 
creates glowing forest flora and 
long-forgotten creatures on the 
walls of the dark brick buildings 
around him. It’s beautiful. 

In this new game from the 
developer of Entwined, you’re that 
artsy boy, Ash, wielder of a 
magical paintbrush and possessor 
of a big imagination. With your 
DualShock 4’s motion sensor 

working overtime you can paint 
living art on to the town’s walls. 

Ash’s artistic creations serve a 
purpose beyond brightening up the 
place. For one, the game’s setting, 
a small fishing town called Denska, 
is heavily polluted but Ash’s 
paintings can clear away the smog. 
Not only that, the charming 
creatures you paint can assist Ash 
in accessing blocked off areas or 
even in evading his bullies.

art of fiGhtinG
For many, an action adventure 
game that emphasises artistic, 
non-violent conflict resolution will 

offer a much-sought-after palate 
cleanser (or ‘palette cleanser’ if you 
really want to go there). The clip 
art, gesture-based approach to the 
game’s central painting mechanic 
is also a novel idea and will be an 
especially welcome one for the less 
artistically inclined. 

It remains to be seen how 
PixelOpus broaches such a broad 
subject as bullying but, after 
seeing the announcement trailer, 
our hopes are high – after all who 
doesn’t want to create their own 
cast of Where The Wild Things 
Are and run amok? We’re already 
doodling our dream menagerie.

 format PS4 / Eta 2018 / PublishEr Sony / DEv PixeloPuS 

This adventure’s a brush-stroke of genius

we can’t wait to start 
painting glowing 
monsters with ash’s 
magic brush.
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The hong Kong 
Massacre

This top-down shooter, developed by Swedish studio 
Vreski, plays like a mash-up of Max Payne and Hotline 
Miami set in a John Woo movie-verse. With at least 
partially destructible environments, and sparks 
flying every time you pull the trigger, you’ll feel every 
shot even as you belly-slide across a table. With its 
dual-wielding, bullet-time gunplay this one is for Woo 
fans. The killer twin-sticker shooter of 2018? Maybe.

A balletic bullet frenzy

 format PS4 / Eta 2018  
PublishEr VReSki / DEv VReSki 

t h e  G a r d e n s  B e t w e e n

this surreal puzzler follows 
friends Arina and Frendt as 

they traverse a world of 
beautifully surreal islands, each 
with a secret to uncover.

You don’t control either Arina 
or Frendt. The pair merrily explore 
under their own steam. No, The 
Voxel Agents has also thrown in 
control over time itself, and that’s 

where you come in. Massive Jenga 
pile blocking the best buds’ path? 
No problem: rewind time to before 
it fell over. The inspiration for this 
mechanic, came from a scene in 
the film Minority Report where 
the protagonist scrubs back and 
forth through someone’s memory. 

Oh, and that aforementioned 
pile of Jenga blocks isn’t the only 

hit of pure ’90s nostalgia PS4’s 
oldies can look forward to either. 
With huge CRT TV sets, 16-bit 
videogame systems, controllers, 
and cartridges from yesteryear 
littering the pastel landscape, this 
puzzler is intended as an ode to 
the simply devised but beautifully 
crafted games the development 
team grew up playing.

 format PS4 / Eta 2018 / PublishEr THe Voxel AgenTS / DEv THe Voxel AgenTS

A grow your own adventure 

invector, featuring the music of AViCii and playing 
like Amplitude with the rhythm game sensibilities 
turned up to 11, follows the adventures of space 
pilot Stella. Flying from one neon-soaked planet to 
the next, you’ll be able to play solo or with friends 
across three difficulties. The idea is for invector to 
be a more approachable Thumper, appealing to both 
hardcore rhythm gamers and the more casual crew 
alike. even if you’ve got no sense of rhythm, the 
game will still be a visual treat.  

This could be the one
Invector

 format PS4 / Eta 2018 / PublishEr Hello 
THeRe gAMeS / DEv Hello THeRe gAMeS

With the 25th anniversary of night Trap, FMV-style 
games are having a moment. A Playlink crime 
thriller, erica follows the titular protagonist as she 
tries to move forward from a traumatic childhood 
experience. unfortunately, a mysterious caller 
thinks she might know something that could finally 
bring in a loose serial killer. Things get complicated 
when the killer contacts her and erica quickly finds 
herself trapped between two versions of the truth. 
We can’t wait to solve this game’s mystery.

it’s your call…
erica

 format PS4, PlAylink / Eta 2018 
PublishEr Sony / DEv FlAVouRWoRkS

“a complex timey-
wimey puzzler with 

shades of Ico and Life Is 
Strange? Yes please! Sign 
me right up because I am 

ready to cry.”
Jessica Kinghorn

team picks

“An ode To THe 
gAMeS THe 

deVeloPMenT 
TeAM gReW 
uP PlAying.”

Yes, televisions  
really were that  
shape once. ask an 
old person to explain.
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the new wave

A p e x  c o n s t r u c t

Set in a future when two 
competing AIs are fighting 

for dominance, and you’re the 
only human left (or are you?), 
Apex Construct is a full-fat PS 
VR first-person adventure. 

Encouraged to explore the world 
by solving puzzles and using items 
to unlock new paths, Apex 
Construct has all the complexity 

of a standard PS4 adventure piped 
into the headset. 

While you travel by teleporting, 
you do so because it means the PS 
Move controllers can be used to 
pull the strings of a bow – your 
weapon. There’s a tactical edge to 
the combat too, with different 
arrows being more effective against 
certain enemies, which in turn 

dovetails into the need to explore: 
items scavenged in the world can 
be used to upgrade your bow, 
arrows, and gear.

New VR game developer Fast 
Travel Games was founded by 
former Mirror’s Edge Catalyst 
designer Erik Odeldahl, so we’re 
expecting big things from this 
virtual adventure.

 format PS VR / Eta 2018 / PublishEr FAST TRAVel gAMeS / DEv FAST TRAVel gAMeS

A PS VR adventure that’s on target 

Back in the heady days of PS3 we loved MotorStorm; 
its mix of physics-based off-road racing and arcade 
fun resulted in some screen-shredding mayhem. 
now some of the team behind the Sony classic are 
back with onrush, an equally chaotic dirt racer with 
bouncy buggies and lots of explosions. The game’s 
Macguffin is the Rush meter; driving with flair and 
style will pump fuel into the meter, and when it’s full 
you’re able to unleash a special power that’ll wreak 
havoc. MotorStorm reborn? We’re already there. 

The best PS VR games make you look like a wally in 
your PJs, waving your arms at nonexistent polygonal 
entities. Virtual reality, you see, is all about 
immersion. Sprint Vector is so good, so easy to sink 
into, it’ll make you flail away in your living room, as 
swinging your arms like a sprinter while holding PS 
Move controllers makes you run in-game. What you 
do with your arms has greater control over the 
action too, enabling you to swerve objects and soar 
through the air like a ski jumper.  

The debut trailer for disruptive games’ Megalith 
gives very little away, other than it teases we’ll all 
get the chance to ‘become a god’ in 2018. despite 
looking like a stylised adventure, the game is actually 
a first-person ‘hero’ shooter in which you play as a 
creature called a Titan and use your enormous size 
and power to compete against other players. Think 
of Megalith as a virtual reality overwatch and you’re 
on the right track to finding your new ‘mega’ 
obsession for next year.  

MotorStorm’s spiritual successor A Bolt from the blue overwatch in PS VR…
onrush Sprint vector Megalith

 format PS4 / Eta SuMMeR 2018 
PublishEr deeP SilVeR / DEv CodeMASTeRS

 format PS VR / Eta 2018 
PublishEr SuRVioS / DEv SuRVioS

 format PS VR / Eta 2018 / Pub diSRuPTiVe 
gAMeS / DEv diSRuPTiVe gAMeS

“I’ve been after a 
reason to plug back 
into PS vR, and apex 

Construct’s mix of BioShock 
and horizon Zero Dawn 
looks to be the game.”

Milford Coppock

team picks

Using your PS Move 
controllers to pull 
your bow string will be 
a good workout.
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“PlayStation and 
cockney gangsters have 
a long history together, 

so Blood & Truth feels like 
a match made in virtual 

reality heaven.”
Ian Dean

team picks

Playing as Ryan Marks, fresh 
out of the daft and barmy 

(army), we come home to find 
our family murdered and some 
cockney low-life is to blame. It’s 
not original, but the simple 
setup is all we need when the 
action is this much fun.

A character who’d rather read 
and write (fight) than walk away is 
the perfect lead for a PS VR 
shooter. Sony London Studio is at 
the helm, the developer’s past 
experience with The London Heist 
ensuring the gunplay is flawless. 
Using two PS Move controllers we  

reload our pistol in a similar way 
to its spiritual predecessor and 
generally tear up the scenery of a 
casino by sending a hail of bullets 
at anything that moves.

it’s a tufnEll Park 
However, there’s more to Blood & 
Truth than blowing hundreds of 
holes in the East End’s virtual 
underbelly. You need to harness 
lock-picking techniques to unlock 
doors and discover new routes 
though the levels, and even crawl 
into air vents and go full John 
McClane to get the jump on the 

goons responsible for your misery.
At moments the game drags 

itself out of bullet hell and offers 
some gruesome opportunities, 
with the option of shooting a thug 
in the pins and pegs (legs) to 
extract information. 

Blood & Truth has got the 
Captain Hook (look), the gunplay 
is none too Westminster Abbey 
(shabby), and the setting means we 
can act out our cockney dreams in 
virtual reality [we get it - ed]. 
There’s no PS Aim controller 
support – as yet – but it still 
looks like a slick PS VR release. 

B l o o d  &  t r u t h

 format PS VR / Eta 2018 / PublishEr Sony / DEv Sony london STudio

A PS VR shooter you need to grass and hay (play)

“uSing PS MoVe 
ConTRolleRS We 

Juggle PiSTolS 
And SPRAy 

MACHine gunS.”

This is the face of a 
man who’s playing 
the deadliest game of 
pattycake ever.
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c o n t e n t s

call of duty: WWII 76 | hIdden agenda 80 | WWe 2K18 82 | echo 83 | cat quest 83 
gran turIsmo sport 84 | assassIn’s creed orIgIns 86 | horIzon: zero daWn – the 
frozen WIlds 91 | WolfensteIn II: the neW colossus 92 | south parK: tfbW 96

10 incredible
the kind of phenomenal 
experience rarely seen in  
a console generation.

9 Outstanding
unreservedly brilliant – this 
should be in every collection.

8 Very gOOd
a truly excellent game, marred 
by just a few minor issues.

7 gOOd
a great concept unfulfilled or 
the familiar done well, but still 
well worth playing.

6 decent
fun in parts, flawed in others, 
but more right than wrong.

5 aVerage
What you expect and little 
more, this is for devotees only.

4 belOw aVerage
any bright ideas are drowning 
in a sea of bugs or mediocrity.

3 POOr
a seriously flawed game with 
little merit on any level.

2 awful
disgraceful: the disc would be 
more beneficial as a coaster.

1 HOrrific
own this and you’ll be swiftly, 
justifiably, exiled from society.

OPM scOres

gOld award
awarded to a game that’s 
brilliantly executed on every 
level, combining significant 
innovation, near-flawless 
gameplay, great graphics 
and lasting appeal.

editOr’s award
not at the very highest 
echelon, but this is a game 
that deserves recognition 
and special praise based on 
its ambition, innovation or 
other notable achievement.

Gold  
award

editor’s  
award

90 tHe eVil 
witHin 2
Immerse yourself in this smooth 
and s-creamy horror…
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“the omaha beach landing is the 
clear best in a long line of 
spielberg impersonations.”

The attack on Omaha 
Beach sees your 
character, ‘Red’ Daniels, 
clearing bunkers.
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review

i n f o
Format ps4
Eta out now
PuB activision
DEv sledgehammer 
games

W
orld War 2, then. 
After taking you up 
into space, down to 
high-tech facilities on 
the ocean floor, and 
many other improbable 
locations for a gunfight 
in recent releases, Call 

Of Duty goes back to where it all began in 
2017. This was a fantastic decision.

Call Of Duty: WWII represents the biggest 
and best tonal shift for the series since the 
release of COD 4: Modern Warfare, ditching 
the complex gadgets and parkour movement 
options that made recent games unfathomable 
to casual players and wielding a newfound sense 
of restraint in its campaign, which provides 
something more memorable than the weightless 
mass destruction that had become the series’ 
calling card. Yes, there are still moments when 
your character looks at his own hands in slow 
motion in the aftermath of an explosion – but 
not as many. And you’re still killed in unlikely 
and humiliating ways during multiplayer matches, 
but at least your assailant isn’t performing a wall 
run while dual-wielding orange Uzis as they do it. 

Pick your BattlEs
As ever, what we’re really talking about is three 
distinct experiences on one disc or download. 
There’s campaign for eight hours of Hollywood 
war movie spectacle, multiplayer for many 
thereafter of headshots and gear-grinding, and 
Zombies for co-op bantz and panicky wave 
survival. With the introduction of War mode 
in multiplayer, a multi-stage affair blending 
elements of Rainbow Six: Siege and Overwatch, 
you could even argue there are four components 
to COD: WWII, but let’s not split hairs. 

The period setting forces the game’s hand: 
there’s no room for laser scopes or pantsing 
grenades in a recreation of World War 2’s 

@PhiliwaniukcoD oF War

call oF 
Duty: WWii
Back to COD’s glory days, you say? 
I’ll see you on the beach
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combat, so even as players progress through 
the ranks and earn more unlocks, the gunfights 
remain dictated by reaction speed and accuracy 
more than superior equipment. Weapon unlocks 
do improve your guns, but not to the extent 
that you’re hopelessly outclassed at Level 1. The 
nature of the fight is easier to comprehend in 
each multiplayer mode, too, where movement 
options are simplified to ‘running’ or ‘vaulting 
over something quite slowly’. That means you 
can focus on taking the Hardpoint or Confirming 
the Kill without having to try to play Mirror’s 
Edge at the same time. Perhaps the best example 
of COD: WWII finding the essential fun and 
stripping away the rest is in Gridiron mode. 
Two teams charge towards a ball at the centre 
of the map and run it to the opponent’s base to 
score. It’s Uplink, minus the pinball physics and 
superhuman speed, and it’s all the better for it. 

As for the aforementioned War mode, there’s 
plenty of tactical depth to each of the three 
missions – the Normandy landing, an assault 
on a country manor, and a tank mobilisation 

operation – but Sledgehammer 
does a good job communicating 
what’s happening at a given 
moment, and what you as an 
individual grunt should be 
doing about it. Trying to get 
off the beach at Normandy 
requires teamwork (aka 
snipers), as does pushing a 
tank forwards (as in payload 
maps from Overwatch and 
Team Fortress 2). And knowing 
when to build or destroy 
walls and gun emplacements 
(Sledgehammer wears its 
admiration for Rainbow Six: 
Siege openly) requires a bit of 
headset chatting, too. And I 
mean requires – it’s no fun if 
you’re playing with strangers 
and not working as a team, but 
that’s not the game’s fault. 

tEnnant’s suPEr
Onto Zombies, then. Among 
the always-illustrious voice cast 
for this mode, David Tennant 
lends his tones this year with 
Ving Rhames, Elodie Yung, 
and Katherine Winnick. Nazi 

zombies are a well-trodden 
path in games and have a sort 
of quasi-historical context in 
that the Third Reich got a bit 
into paranormal investigations 
under Heinrich Himmler’s 
leadership. COD: WWII 
doesn’t say much more than 
that about it, instead placing 
you in an ever-expanding 
research facility and sending 
the waves your way. As ever 
it’s instantly enjoyable and 
surprisingly deep, the different 
roles and accompanying special 
abilities once again encouraging 
more co-ordination than 
simply aiming at the zombs’ 
heads and pressing i. There 
are Zombies mode aficionados 
out there who’ll play this more 
than any other mode, but for 
me multiplayer and campaign 
represent stronger, more 
cohesive WW2 experiences.

About that campaign. After 
Battlefield 1 brandished The 
Great War around with such 
modern detachment that many 
found it offensive, you could 

“it’s clear sledgehammer 
has done its utmost to 
remain respectful.”

right COD: 
WWII is slightly 
slower paced 
than previous 
games but just 
as thrilling.
 

left War mode 
is a fantastic 
addittion to 
COD, with  
an emphasis  
on teamwork.
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review

be forgiven for feeling nervous 
about Call Of Duty’s return to 
World War 2 in a narrative and 
thematic sense. You need not: 
it’s clear from opening to finale 
that Sledgehammer has done 
its utmost to remain respectful 
to the millions who died during 
the events it depicts. It does so 
by placing its narrative focus 
on the heroism of everyday 
soldiers, who gain strength 
from camaraderie – a point the 
first Call Of Duty made very 
well too. And like that original, 
friendly troops all have names. 
They’re not set dressing but 
individuals, each on their own 
journey, each missing home. 

counting thE cost
This carries over into mission 
design, too, where you operate 
as part of a small team that 
accomplishes modest objectives 
with great effort and human 
cost. Admittedly your personal 
body count is beyond the 
realm of reason, but that’s a 
concession to the genre rather 

v e r d i c t

above Still a 
twitchy shooter, 
but COD: WWII 
feels more 
grounded than 
recent games.

right Omaha 
Beach is an 
overused locale, 
but it’s still a 
truly moving 
experience.

above Frantic turret sequences abound. Well, it is COD after all. 

the opm breakdown

revitalised and exemplary fps 
gaming. multiplayer trims back 
to the essentials, campaign 
shows sensitivity and Zombies… 
well, it’s a new excuse to play 
cod Zombies. Phil iwaniuk

than a conscious effort to 
make you a one-man army. 
The Omaha beach landing is 
the clear best in a long line of 
Spielberg impersonations, and 
at numerous points while the 
artillery bombards you and the 
natural geography is obliterated 
in real-time, COD: WWII 
manages moments of genuinely 
moving drama. 

Three years in the making, 
Call Of Duty: WWII recaptures 
the form of many more years 
ago. The fussy elements of 
multiplayer are gone, as are 
the emotionally empty solo 
experiences. In their place is a 
masterfully stripped-down trio 
of experiences that reminds us 
why Call Of Duty became a big 
name in the first place. 

the series’ fourth 
entry, moving away 
from ww2 was its 

high point, we admit. 
modern warfare was 
pretty much flawless.

s e r i e s o g r a p h y
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s t a t  p a c k

Multiplayer 
classes 

– although don’t 
expect it to play 

like Team 
Fortress 2. 

Men in your 
squad. You’ll get 
to know most of 
them during the 

eight-to-ten-hour 
campaign. 

Players found in 
Headquarters 

mode, an online 
hub area similar 

to Destiny’s 
Tower.

3 125 48
Years in 

development at 
Sledgehammer 
Games. All the 
extra time paid 
off handsomely.

2% feeling sad 
that this is all 
based on reality.

20% chilling  
at the online  
hQ social  
hub between 
multiplayer 
games.

11% cursing the 
mate who ran off 
on their own  
in Zombs.

28% throwing 
back enemy 
grenades. so. 
many. enemy 
grenades.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  c a l l  o f  d u t y :  w w i i

33%
Crouching for 
cover behind 

neck-high  
burlap sacks.

6% enjoying the 
trademark  
thwack of  
a headshot.

c o m p e l - o - g r a p h

That 
beach 
landing.

First 
Gridiron 

touchdown.

Hand-watching 
cutscene.

Creamed in 
multiplayer.

Muscle 
memory 

headshots: 
engaged.

TIMe0 20 hours

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

yes

cod was lost, but now 
it’s found. 2016’s 

effort represented a 
low point for narrative 

and design.

dice turned war 
crimes into game 

mechanics, 
sledgehammer does 

not. easy as that.

yes

wolfenstein ii is 
another very good 

game, but cod: wwii 
has a more coherent 

tone, so edges it.

yes
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta 22 November
Pub SoNy
DEv SuPermaSSive 
GameS

HiDDEn agEnDa
It’s a fair cop, but this rookie is still green

as elevator pitches go, a crime 
procedural party game where players 
vote for what happens next has a 
lot going for it. As detective Becky 

Marney, you follow the cruel trail of the 
‘Trapper Killer.’ There are many dangling 
questions throughout the investigation but 
none are more pressing than ‘does the game 
make good on its promise in its execution?’

Alone or with friends, you’ll be looking for 
clues, investigating leads, and navigating QTEs 
via smartphone. It’s a novel concept and works 
well, mostly. Sometimes what you do through the 
PlayLink app doesn’t match up exactly to what’s 
happening on your TV screen but this never 
becomes more than mildly annoying, happening 
infrequently and never making QTEs unwinnable.

PartnErs in CrimE
Because each PlayLink game has its own app 
and every player must have it to play, Hidden 
Agenda takes a little time to set up. While not 
a complicated process, it does feel quaintly old-
school in a post-Jackbox-Party-Pack world. The 
main downside of this arrangement is that the 
app needs to be open throughout play, so you’d 
better hope everyone brings their phone charger.

The narrator’s pleasant voice guiding you 
through the game, and playing through your 

phone, give proceedings a 
lighthearted feel. Unfortunately, 
the story takes a different 
approach, being more Saw than 
CSI. The performances, while 
strong, are played painfully 
straight, and the writing 
handles extremely dark themes 
without much of a clue how to 
do so sensitively. Core elements 
of the plot are tonally at odds 
with the fun vibe the game’s 
going for. The instructive 
voiceovers work against the 
hard-boiled atmosphere the 
plot and brooding score work 
to build, making it difficult to 
commit yourself either way. 
From the beginning of part 
three the voiceovers retreat, 
and the game comes into its 
own as a high-stakes detective 
story, making for some 

We can’t overstate just 
how dark the story 
gets… it’s not exactly 
sensitive about how it’s 
handled, either.

genuinely tense sequences if 
you’re playing solo. Multiplayer, 
however, always adds a 
welcome element of chaos.

Competitive mode turns 
Hidden Agenda into a 
deduction parlour game where 
you’re playing for points and 
the perverse thrill of stabbing 
your buddies in the back. This 
mode is the most enjoyable, 
leading to a lot of… discussion, 
let’s say. One of you is given 
a Hidden Agenda card telling 
you to influence the story 
in a particular way without 
being detected by your fellow 
players. Watching a friend try 
to justify choices that the rest 
of you know is utterly batty is 
a definite highlight.

If persuasion doesn’t work, 
you can play a takeover card 

@KoeniginKatzeultErior motivEs

“ComPeTiTive moDe TurNS 
HiDDeN aGeNDa iNTo a 
DeDuCTioN ParLour Game.”
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review

I found this difficult to get into at first, as it’s 
hard to immerse yourself in a gritty story 
when you’re clowning around with a bunch of 

mates. However, once we got into the game, I was keen 
to see how the story developed. The Hidden Agendas 
seemed a bit of a red herring, though; there wasn’t 
enough reward for guessing correctly, or penalty for 
getting things wrong, and I didn’t feel our actions 
affected the plot enough. Miriam McDonald

f o U R T H  o p i n i o n  f R i E n D  o R  p H o n E ?

The problem I have with this – barring the fact  
I keep getting accused of being the person 
with the Hidden Agenda because of my 

inherently suspicion-raising face – is the tonal 
mismatch between the story and the systems. This 
works best when you have a group of friends, yet who 
wants to sit around watching a tale that touches on 
child abuse with their mates? The concept is fun, but it 
really needs a narrative that suits it. Ben Tyrer

T H i R D  o p i n i o n  p H o n E  A L o n E

Just as you may not sit around bantering while 
watching Seven, it’s hard to enjoy party-playing 
such a dark, complex thriller. That aside, 

there’s fun to be had pulling apart the hokey dialogue 
that feels bad enough to be in a ’90s thriller, and 
pointing the finger at a friend you’re convinced has a 
Hidden Agenda – though you’d need a ‘sixth sense’ to 
work it out, as the link between on-screen choice and 
in-game outcome is often unclear. Ian Dean

s E c o n D  o p i n i o n  p H o n E -Y  D E T E c T i V E

and railroad for the decision 
you want, possibly leaving 
another player’s Hidden Agenda 
dead in the water or bringing 
suspicion upon yourself in the 
process. This adds another 
strategic layer and gives 
some wiggle room to those 
who aren’t social deduction 
sleuths. After pivotal decisions, 
everyone votes for who they 
think has ulterior motives. 
Successfully completing QTEs 
nets some points but finding 
the rat or avoiding being found 
gets you the most. Ultimately, 
the points matter a lot less 
than the conversations you 
have trying to earn them.

Both Competitive and Story 
mode are short but the number 
of branches, or Ripple Effects, 
will have you coming back for 
more. Story mode is a welcome 
addition if you want to go back 
and look at a scenario from a 
different angle or you’ve just 
got to get all of those trophies. 
While I got a good ending 
playing alone, there are still 

unanswered questions that 
make me want to return and 
pursue different plot hooks.

CoP out
Despite Supermassive Games 
hitting upon a compelling 
concept, the execution lacks 
confidence and suggests 
Supermassive’s not 100% sure 
what to do with this idea yet. 
While Until Dawn was far 
more certain of what it was, I 
still had a lot of fun with the 
flawed but no less entertaining 
follow-up. It’s an idea that can 
only be improved upon through 
iteration, either through the 
continuing cases of Detective 
Becky Marney or a new 
member of the force.

V E R D i c T

THE opm bREAkDown
right It takes 
real skill to 
pull the wool 
over the other 
players’ eyes.

below It may 
seem like case 
closed but there 
are a fair few 
twists left.

above For pivotal choices, you all need to agree… which is easier said than done.

Not exactly family-friendly 
Christmas fare, but definitely 
worth a look with friends this 
New year’s. Compelling even 
if Supermassive hasn’t quite 
worked out the winning formula 
yet. Jess Kinghorn

2% Trying to 
find your  
phone charger 
before your 
battery dies.

10% Wishing 
there were 
slightly fewer 
close ups of 
Katie Cassidy’s 
porous face.

15% replaying to 
see what other 
ripple effects you 
can trigger.

23% marvelling  
at every single 
pore on Katie 
Cassidy’s face.

w H A T  Y o U  D o  i n …  H i D D E n  A G E n D A

25%
Arguing about 
whether you 

should be rude to 
the person aiming 

a gun at you.

25% Trying to 
convince people 
you don’t have a 
Hidden agenda.

Supermassive’s love of branching storylines is 
clearly hardwired into Hidden Agenda’s DNA, 
but it just doesn’t seem to work here as well as 

it did in Until Dawn. I was never really sure how I 
succeeded in getting my unknowing participants to 
agree with my Hidden Agenda, and the choices seemed 
a little fluffy. Overall, it’s a neat idea that I’d spend a few 
hours with, but it never really achieves what it sets out 
to do. Milford Coppock

f i f T H  o p i n i o n  p H o n E  i D L E
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta Out nOw 
Pub 2K GameS
DEv YuKe’S/ViSual 
COnCePtS

WWE 2K18
Wrestles with greatness until minor niggles take hold

No Way Jose. Nick Miller. Nikki Cross. 
Shane Thorne. If you’re gawping at 
this page stumped by these seemingly 
random names, wonder no more: 

they’re just four of the lesser-known grapplers 
included on WWE 2K18’s roster. Totalling 
close to 200, it’s as comprehensive a past-
and-present round-up of meat and muscle as 
you’ve ever seen in a wrestling game, for which 
2K must be highly commended.

Still, you could cram 2000 accurately rendered 
brawlers into a wrestling sim and it’d mean 
nothing if the action failed to pass muster. 
Thankfully, 2K18 gets the between-the-ropes 
business right. It’s a fighting game that cleverly 
teases the choreographed elements of ‘real’ WWE: 
downed foes subtly amending their position in 
order to take your next move, tag partners rolling 
to the arena floor when exhausted, giving you 
a short window in which to double up on their 
buddy. There’s the right blend of fisticuffs and 
fakery, although it inevitably falls short of Street 
Fighter V in terms of pure fighting mechanics. 

It also struggles to hold up where some of its 
new features are concerned. Eight-man matches 

expand your options in a very 
literal sense, and offer some 
fun – once you adjust to 
near-crippling frame rate woes 
which turn reversals into a pot-
luck guessing game. Similarly 
Universe mode, in which you 
set up shows and book feuds 
as you see fit, is enhanced by 
a plethora of new cutscenes, 
and the AI-fuelled gestation 
of potential rivalries which 
develop or die dependent on 
your actions. Great features, 
undone by the mode’s tendency 
to crash randomly and myriad 
other bugs.

graPPliNg hooK
Customisation options, much 
like the colossal roster, are 
unfathomably deep, and those 
who prefer commandeering 
fictional bruisers to real 
ones should enjoy the again-
reconfigured MyCareer. This 
year the mode is more linear 
in that you must meet specific 
criteria to climb the WWE 
ladder, but freedom comes 
from being able to move 
round backstage and chat to 
other wrestlers. Yes, even The 

Rock. Yet that comes with 
limitations, too: unlocking 
moves for your created 
character is done by playing a 
separate mode called Road To 
Glory, in which you’re rewarded 
for wins with… lootboxes. Yes, 
the dreaded L word arrives in 
WWE 2K.

If I’m coming across as 
negative it’s only because 2K 
has set high standards with its 
previous two WWE games; for 
the most part this surpasses 
what’s gone before, which is 
what makes the sucker punches 
harder to stomach when they 
do come. In-ring, this is up 
there with the generation’s 
best sports sims, such as 
MLB 18 The Show and b-ball 
broski NBA 2K18. But can I 
recommend it unreservedly, 
given its out-of-the-ring 
misdemeanours? No Way Jose.

@benjiWilsonKaNE you FEEl it?

v e r d i c t

It’s taken three PS4 games 
to get there, but this WWE 
2K has finely mastered 
wrestler likenesses.

Great looking and robust to 
handle, 2K18 authentically 
replicates the full wwe 
experience – right down to the 
occasional, entirely senseless, 
unhappy ending. ben Wilson

“eiGht-man matCheS  
exPand YOur OPtiOnS in  
a VerY literal SenSe.”
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i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub ultra ultra DEv ultra ultra

Echo
Gets repetitive

one of the keys to a great stealth 
experience is making enemies who 
are just as capable as yourself, if not 

more so. ultra ultra’s1 debut takes a novel 
approach to achieving this by taking that 
philosophy as literally as possible. You see, 
you’ll be fighting clones of your character, 
En across the gorgeously grand Palace.2 
and not only do these deadly doppelgängers 
mimic your appearance, they learn from 
your actions as well. Pull the trigger on En’s 
gun and they’ll begin to return fire. Spend 
your time crouching and you’ll have to cope 
with a room full of sneaky enemies. 

the twist is they’re like computers, 
constantly rebooting whenever the lights 
go out, only ever taking note of your actions 
from a previous cycle. Echo quickly becomes 
a hugely enjoyable juggling act as you try to 
nerf your enemies, which in turn, makes life 
harder for yourself. 

Echo’s biggest problem is that the initial 
buzz of its concept gets fainter the longer 
it lasts. repetition becomes apparent in the 
mission design, which saps some of the fun 
out of the action. One particular scenario 
that you undertake on several occasions 
involves trying to capture blue lights which 
are scattered around huge rooms. while the 
rooms and number you need to collect get 
larger as you progress, it disappoints by 
not offering anything significantly different 
to what you did early on. Plus, the story 
just isn’t compelling enough to make up for 
waning enthusiasm in the final third, with  
a lot of it delivered with exposition dumps  
as En walks through the Palace. 
It’s a fantastic conceit, sure,  
but I hope that ultra ultra’s  
next effort adds a little more 
variety. ben tyrer

FootNotES 1 It may be new, but the team is made up of ex-IO 
developers. 2 the opulent art design for the Palace will leave your 
jaw hanging on more than a few occasions.

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub PQubE DEv thE GEntlEbrOS

cat QuESt
You gotta be kitten us right meow

an rPG populated by cats? It had 
me squealing with joy from just the 
darling launch icon. unfortunately, I’ve 

since found it isn’t quite the cat’s pyjamas, 
as few games can sail along on charm alone.

at the meow-tset, it’s a tale of siblings 
separated and ancient magic awakened. 
It’s a beautifully presented1 rPG-lite that’s 
just self-aware enough that its particular 
reference-heavy, punny sense of humour is 
unlikely to have you yowling like a cat on a 
hot tin roof.

however, gameplay becomes a familiar 
grind all too quickly. Major plot beats are 
spread out and you are encouraged to work 
up to them through tackling side quests 
and dungeons, of which there are a great 
many. unfortunately, quests tend to boil 
down to the essential pattern of ‘Go here, 
thwack the baddies, thwack them some 
more, and then come back. here is your gold 
and experience.’ Combat, too, becomes a 
well-practiced dance of dodging, whacking, 
and magic-ing, but when death does occur, 
though you don’t have nine lives it incurs 
little penalty with barely a loss of progress.

that said, there are a few good ideas Cat 
Quest has wisely let out of the bag. For one, 
you’re going to find a lot of duplicate loot 
but, rather than clutter up your inventory, 
these items level up and improve the 
original equipment.2 Shops also have an 
interesting twist: for a bit of gold, you get a 
randomised piece of armour. normally such 
a mechanic would frustrate, but the game is 
so mechanically lightweight and just so gosh-
darn cute that it gets away with 
it. Indeed, Cat Quest has walked 
all over my love of rPGs and 
I’m not even mad because it’s 
purring. Jess Kinghorn

FootNotES 1 really, I can’t stress enough how purr-fect the art 
and music is. 2 this is something that should be in more in rPGs 
instead of ‘You are over-encumbered.’

i n f o Format PS4 Eta Out nOw  
Pub bIGbEn IntEraCtIvE DEv EkO SOFtwarE

rugby 18
a bronze star for trying

this is a short review, so let’s answer 
the first and perhaps only question 
that matters: does rugby 18 bear any 

resemblance to the game it’s based on? Yes. 
Occasionally. that makes it better than the 
previous two attempts. but is it good?

not especially. this is a series creeping 
closer to tolerability, and this is the best 
attempt yet. the basics have improved: 
rucking feels more urgent and impactful; 
players who make isolated breaks are more 
likely to lose the ball when caught; big hits 
make turnovers easier. this makes for 
a rugby game where every inch can feel 
precious. Making ground feels rewarding, 
and there’s a fresh sense of relief when you 
ease pressure with a tactical kick.1

but sadly, it’s still waylaid by shambolic 
bugs and lackwit aI. rather than joining 
rucks, players pirouette like southern 
belles dreaming of romance. and I’ve had 
to restart numerous games because of 
technical issues, including a player wedged 
in the centre of a scrum, like a sailor 
marooned in a sea of husky men. but 
most of all, its constant, all-pervading lack 
of finesse takes you out of the moment: 
the referee’s advantage calls are always 
incorrect; commentators get the winner of 
the matches wrong; and the tutorials are 
hidden behind a byzantine system of slides 
and sub-menus. 

If you love rugby union, there’s enough 
here2 to spark fleeting moments of 
satisfaction. but congratulating rugby 18 
for its base functionality is like cheering for 
FIFa because they remembered 
to include the ball. we’re still 
nowhere near the perfect rugby 
game – but we’re stumbling in 
the correct direction. matt Elliot

FootNotES 1 Front-row forwards still inexplicably take free 
kicks, and clearing the ball takes too long. 2 the selection of teams 
is spot-on – every club league and international side is in the game.
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i n f o
Format PS4
Eta out now
Pub Sony
DEv PolyPhony 
digital

Gran turismo sPort
It’s back – leaner and, unfortunately, meaner

For anyone looking for the time-
honoured Gran Turismo experience on 
current-gen hardware, it’s bad news. 
The car-collecting, turbo-charged 

family hatchback era is over, and in its place 
is a hard focus on ultra-competitive online 
racing that wants to bring iRacing’s organised 
championships to PS4. Change is always scary, 
but that doesn’t mean that fear’s unwarranted.

The numbers alone tell a story: Gran Turismo 6 
had almost 1,200 vehicles. Gran Turismo Sport 
has 162, fewer than the 1998 PS1 game. The 
number of tracks has been halved since the last 
game too, and with that smaller but undoubtedly 
better-polished collection of motors and locales 
(gone are the PS2 relics in PS3 clothing with 
their blacked-out cockpits) GT Sport offers little 
in the way of single-player content. There’s 
Arcade mode, which does what it’s always done, 
albeit with the added challenge of score-based 
drift racing. And then there’s Campaign, which 
consists entirely of brief timed challenges, the 
likes of which used to comprise the Driving 
License trials in previous GTs. The message from 
Kaz Yamauchi and his Polyphony team is clear: 
solo play in GT Sport exists only to prepare you 
for online racing. 

Hang on a minute, though. Does racing two 
corners of a particular track until you hit a gold 

medal time really teach you 
about cornering speeds or 
handling properties, as the 
lessons profess? More likely it 
instils some transferable skills 
to online competition, just as 
Arcade races against the much 
improved AI do. Just as the 
single-player campaigns in 
previous GT games did. For 
anyone looking to get their 
kicks solely from offline play, 
GT Sport simply doesn’t have 
enough content.

GolD DiGGEr
What it does have, mind you, 
is some fantastically believable 
driving. Whether it’s any more 
or less realistic than Project 
Cars 2 could only really be 
established by scrutinising 
their relative physics engines 

At least you don’t get 
a penalty when the 
AI drivers hit you.

on an anatomical level way 
beyond my pay grade. What 
I can say is that the sense 
of weight shifting, laterally 
through corners and front 
to back on corner exits, is 
so precisely conveyed from 
vehicle to vehicle that you 
can lose yourself in just 
appreciating and mastering 
each car’s characteristics. More 
impressively, that much is true 
whether you have a wheel or a 
pad in your hands. 

And the best place to enjoy 
that best-in-class handling 
is online, where the game 
naturally funnels you with its 
lightness of solo options. Lobby 
multiplayer offers player-
created events of all kinds, 
without vehicle restrictions or 
penalties for shunts, and that’s 

@PhiliwaniukPolyPhony sPrEE

“Solo Play in gt SPort only 
exiStS to PrePare you for 
online racing.”
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A L S o  o n  P L A y S t A t i o n  V R

Gran Turismo Sport is compatible with PS VR. 
Only one-on-one races are available in VR 
Arcade mode, and you won’t earn 
in-game experience or currency but 
you can choose any track. Turn to 
p61 to see more on Sony’s special 
Gran Turismo VR bundle.

GT Sport plays superbly and the online mode 
really feels like it’s different – a true online 
motorsport, worthy of that FIA recognition. 

Participating in the daily events and regular 
championships makes you feel like a real racing driver. 
But the single-player mode is comparatively poor and it 
all feels a bit sparse, akin to the single-player mode in 
Gran Turismo on PSP, and lets things down a little. 
Should have been better, really. Justin Towell

S e c o n d  o P i n i o n  S e R i e S  e x P e R t

a nice option for letting your 
hair down and messing about 
with friends. The titular Sport 
mode, a mega-serious racing 
hub, is the heart of the game, 
though. This is supposed to be 
a platform for sim racers who 
want to compete at the highest 
level, and for eSports teams 
which want an infrastructure  
to broadcast regular events 
to the world. And it is those 
things. Sort of. 

stEwarD’s inquiry
Putting aside the fact that there 
are currently only three daily 
races to compete in, taking 
place three times an hour, 
Sport mode’s hamstrung by 
dodgy adjudication. GT Sport 
simplifies the problem of 
apportioning blame by dealing 
penalties to both drivers 
whenever there’s contact, and 
lowering the Sportsmanship 
Rating of each, which governs 
who you’re matched with over 
time. I’m sure you can see the 
problem. While Polyphony 

obviously intended for this to 
incentivise clean racing, in fact 
it’s just as reckless as in any 
other online driving game, the 
difference here being you can 
not only have your current race 
destroyed by being punted into 
the gravel and getting a ten-
second penalty for it, but you’ll 
watch your Sportsmanship 
Rating plummet as a result, 
affecting future match-ups. 

Whatever this game grows to 
be in subsequent updates, right 
now it’s a flawed multiplayer 
game that can’t justify a raft 
of missing features that have 
defined the series for years. 
The driving’s better than ever 
– as if that were in doubt – 
but it’s harder to enjoy it now.

V e R d i c t

the oPm bReAkdown
right Great with 
a pad, great 
with a wheel. 
Polyphony is still 
the master of 
vehicle handling.

below Time-of-
day effects are 
pretty, but not 
dynamic as they 
were in GT5.

above left Photo mode is incredibly detailed. Screenshotters rejoice!

a deeply flawed online penalty 
system and lack of content, solo 
and online, fail to support gran 
turismo’s best-ever driving 
model. here’s hoping the online 
side, at the very least, develops 
further. Phil iwaniuk

20% driving 
School lessons. 
endless bloody 
driving School 
lessons.

7% flicking 
through 
luxuriously 
presented 
manufacturer 
museums for a 
history hit.

10% remembering 
the good old days in 
your Suzuki escodo 
Pikes Peak.

8% trying out 
the casual lobby 
races and 
getting smoked 
by lMP cars.

w h A t  y o u  d o  i n …  g R A n  t u R i S m o  S P o R t

45%
Grinding one of the 

three currently 
available Sport 

races.

10% finding the 
right shade of 
beige for your 
custom helmet.

r
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u
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 6
6 

racEr

t R o P h y  c A b i n e t
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FinalE

bRonze
drive 2,451 miles, the 
length of america’s 
famous route 66. it 

sounds a lot, but you’ll 
find it doesn’t take long.

SiLVeR
unlock the ending 

movie to claim silver. 
Just like you earned 
trophies in the old 

days, eh?

goLd
Match Michael 
Schumacher’s 

formidable 91 race 
victories. then you too 
can be the greatest.

gRAnd touR
feeling that weighty handling model 
through a dualShock 4 is a pleasure, 
and the revamped physics beneath it 
makes for better driving than ever.

touRiSt tAt
the longstanding gt experience has 

been gutted and Polyphony hasn’t 
put anything as substantial and 

polished in its place. 

L o V i n g / h A t i n g
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“You’ll never have to do a single 
tailing mission with a screaming 
countdown clock ever again.”
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Gold  
award

i n f o
Format Ps4
Eta out now
PuB ubisoft
DEv ubisoft

D
eath comes to us all. If there 
is one thing you’ll learn from 
your trip to Ancient Egypt, it’s 
that while it might not be the 
end – that’s between you and 
your gods – shuffling off this 
mortal coil is easy in 49BCE. 
Whether taking in the sights of 

mummies in tombs lit only by your stuttering 
torch, stalking temple rooftops on the hunt 
for nefarious priests, or risking life and limb 
on the hippo-infested banks of the Nile, in 
Origins the end is always nigh for someone.

The good news is that after 10 years of the 
Creed, it’s not time to send the stabby franchise 
to see Anubis just yet. Pushing the reset button 
on combat and mission design, Origins hands 
over Egypt as a giant playground of ‘kill or be 
mauled to pieces by crocodiles’. This is an open 
world of gloriously unpredictable proportions. 

HooD tiDings
Gamers expecting sand, desert, and the odd palm 
tree will definitely get those, but why stay in Giza 
when you can travel to bustling Memphis? Why 
stay in Memphis when Bayek can run across the 
red-tiled Greek rooftops of Alexandria? But why 
while away your time there when you can journey 
north into the lush mountains where lions stalk 
and lakes glimmer? Previous Creed worlds have 
been impressive but nothing compares to Ancient 
Egypt, and all you have to do is jump on your 
horse or ship of the desert, stick a waypoint on 
your map, and hope you don’t get too distracted 
on the way. Spoiler: ready your hidden blade, 
you’re not getting there any time soon. 

Origins’ new quest system is “just one more 
hour” in action. Head in the direction of a 

assassin’s 
CrEED 
origins
You can never have tomb  
much of a hood thing

@shiny_demonmummY issuEs

Yes, you do indeed go 
on a bruise cruise in the 
latest Assassin’s. Ship 
combat is tough, too.
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question mark on your overhead compass – 
rest in pieces, mini-map – and you’ll uncover 
whole cities, hidden underground villages, and 
enemy encampments, each delivering Bayek new 
objectives and missions. The people of Egypt 
don’t offer up XP for nothing, either. Quests are 
multilayered and entwined with the area, sending 
you into hidden tombs or rescuing hapless 
victims from bandits in fortified barracks. There 
are no obvious side quests here. The richness of 
the main campaign spills gorily into everything 
around it, making every quest a mini adventure 
that pulls you further into Ancient Egypt. Origins 
feeds previous irritating Assassin’s staples to the 
hungry hyenas. Nope, you’re never going to have 
to do a single tailing mission with a screaming 
countdown clock ever again, but those cackling 
creatures might make for a good tool upgrade. 

And should you care about new hooded hero, 
Bayek? In short, yes. Alongside wife Aya – yes, 
a husband and wife duo of killing machines 
– Bayek has more heart than the last three 
Assassins combined. There’ll be no spoilers here 

but the pair’s emotional and 
physical journey across Egypt is 
a refreshing change of pace for 
the franchise, with a campaign 
that’ll make you laugh and cry. 

First BlaDE
Everything gets its own 
origins story too. From the 
hidden blade to that missing 
finger, you’ll get a seamless 
introduction to the franchise 
you’ve been hurtling your way 
across for a decade. Oh, and 
switching out eagle vision for 
an actual eagle doesn’t just 
make sense but is a beautiful 
feathery way to take in the 
world. Unsure how to proceed 
in a camp? Send Senu up to 
check the lay of the land and 
she can tag enemies ahead and, 
if you’ve chosen to upgrade 
your abilities in her direction, 
even harass those on the 
ground while you stealthily slip 
past. Thanks, pal. 

But where would be the joy 
in that when you could go in 
and cause chaos with your 

latest loot? No longer chained 
to dull weapon upgrades, 
Origins feeds your RNG-
hungry soul with chests full 
of deadly implements with 
damage-per-second stats and 
perks galore. Fancy some sickle 
swords that poison on hit? 
What about a sword that’s on 
fire but is ‘cursed’ so takes away 
three-quarters of your health? 
Combine these with the new 
combat system where you’ll 
genuinely have to fight to stay 
alive and Origins opens up 
into a previously unimaginable 
Creed dream. Whether you’re 
smashing shields with spears, 
and keeping your distance 
between dodges, or getting up 
close with dual swords, combat 
constantly evolves. 

Evolution is key here. 
Bayek’s ability tree, while 
initially intimidating, becomes 
an unlockable treasure trove 
that means he (and you) are 
constantly learning. Carefully 
constructed to let you choose 
exactly how you want to play, 

“origins feeds Your rng-
hungrY soul with chests 
full of deadlY imPlements.”

above Arrows 
can be set on 
fire by dabbing 
them into naked 
flames to do 
extra damage.

left Sync points 
are back but 
don’t unfog the 
map. Instead 
you’ll get XP 
and Senu’s 
perception will 
increase.
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the tree offers up eternal 
evolution. Animal taming and 
poisoning guards’ bodies might 
be a fun distraction, but choose 
to upgrade your bows and the 
whole game changes. 

graDE PYramiD
Suddenly Bayek can leap from 
buildings, kick in slow motion 
as he aims with his bow, and 
actually steer arrows. Egypt 
becomes the backdrop to your 
Hollywood dreams. Plus, the 
levelling system means you’ll 
find safe regions, but head 
into a higher-risk area and 
every tool at your disposal will 
become vital. Even 50 hours 
in, high-level enemies and 
Gladiatorial Phylakes will end 
you in seconds. Origins is in it 
for the long haul. Oh, and no 
spoilers but there is a modern 
day element, yes it does matter, 
and fans will be hungry for 
more. Don’t worry, though, 
those who don’t care for the 
21st century can happily leave it 
alone without consequence. 

v e r d i c t

above In Photo 
Mode, you 
can see and 
heart others’ 
Instagram-style 
delights.

right Weapons, 
materials and 
gear can be 
upgraded or 
looted from 
hidden tombs.

above Why walk like an Egyptian when you can travel by camel?

the opm breakdown

with a beautiful world you’ll 
repeatedly die for and lethal 
toys to play with, assassin’s 
creed origins finally delivers the 
game you always wanted from 
the series. brilliant. louise Blain

And then there are the 
tombs beneath the sands, 
puzzles that hide treasure and 
ancient secrets, the hippodrome 
where chariots clash, the 
coliseum, the underwater 
temples, the day/night cycle 
you can control, the hungry 
cheetahs and swirling vultures. 
Photo Mode. Layers upon layers 
of Ancient Egypt that create 
a living world that the Creed 
has never managed to deliver 
before. Egypt is simultaneously 
a country of tiny details and 
sprawling vistas. The constant 
unpredictability, the new ways 
to play and the eternal hunt for 
sweet, sweet loot mean Origins 
finally delivers the experience 
we were always promised. In 
short: Creed is good.

a triumphant return  
to form in the tenth 

year of the franchise, 
origins takes us back 
to the heady heights  
of ezio’s adventures.
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14% delving 
into egypt’s 
claustrophobic 
tombs to solve 
puzzles and take 
in the mummified 
sights… and loot.

20% staying 
stealthy before 
accidentally 
setting it all on 
fire and battling 
to stay alive.

11% Playing with 
Photo mode to get 
the ultimate 
screenshot.

8% dodging huge 
hammers and 
smashing enemy 
shields in the 
coliseums as 
crowds roar.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  a s s a s s i n ’ s  c r e e d  o r i G i n s

35%
Taking in the lush 
views of Ancient 
Egypt and getting 

distracted. 
Again.

12% recovering 
from surprise 
attacks from 
egypt’s wildlife.

h o w  t o …  t a k e  d o w n  a n  e n e m y  c a m p

1 send your eagle, senu, up to scope out the place, making sure she 
tags the highest-level foes and the brazier. 2 booby-trap the brazier 
(without being detected) to make sure no-one can call for 
reinforcements. 3 kill everyone either stealthily or in a fireworks 
display of burning oil and lion fur. don’t forget to nab the treasure on 
your way out to complete the location for XP. 

1 2 3
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bronze
find all five hermit 

locations and not only 
will you get a nice view 
but also an ability point 

for each one.

silver
one for the stealthy, 

this requires ten 
enemies to be 

assassinated in a row 
without detection.

Gold
exactly what it says on 

the tin. finish all the 
story quests and you’ll 
get the only gold trophy 

in the game. *Ping*

Want Ancient Egypt to look even prettier 
than it already does? Upgrade to PS4 
Pro. While both versions are attractive, 
the Pro adds bonus texturing and detail, 
and noses out in front when it comes to 
framerate for super-busy environments 
like Memphis and Alexandria.

a l s o  o n  p l ay s t a t i o n  4  p r o
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thE Evil Within 2
Change of direction for grisly horror (mostly) works

at first glance, this schlocky sequel sets 
out a rather different stall than our 
first trip with Sebastian Castellanos. 
A new structure gives you larger levels 

to sneak around, crafting systems and side-
quests give you the ability to tackle challenges 
however you see fit and, most importantly, 
those divisive black bars are no more. Instantly, 
this is a more approachable horror shooter.

Certainly, the story is a little more coherent for 
newcomers. Our drunk and destitute detective is 
still processing the trauma of the events of the 
first game when his ex-partner Kidman informs 
him that a) the daughter he thought was dead 
isn’t and b) she’s actually under the control of 
shadowy organisation Mobius inside the STEM 
machine he sought to escape in the first game. 

thE Evil is in thE DEtail
Addressing one of the chief complaints of the 
original, following what’s going on is a lot easier 
this time, and with more clearly defined stakes 
it’s a little more engrossing too. There’s still an 
assortment of accidentally hilarious lines – a 
personal favourite is “I’m going to stab the shit 

out of you!” – but that’s part 
of the charm.

The new location of Union is 
also impressively disconcerting. 
While it might appear to be 
a bland place at first glance, 
the landscape is twisted out of 
recognition, with other areas of 
town floating in the distance in 
a pitch-black sky. Sadly, your 
time is split between Union 
and another, more boring, 
location called The Marrow. 
An underground military 
compound that allows you 
to travel between the town’s 
different districts, it’s a grey 
and empty set of corridors that 
lack any sort of distinction. It’s 
a shame that it detracts from 
the more unsettling locations 
you’ll spend time in. 

Fortunately, the action stacks 
up wherever it’s taking place. 
Old-school survival horror 
mainstays such as ammo 
conservation and health packs 
are back but within a new 
context thanks to the open 
levels that don’t try to funnel 
you. This freedom leaves you 
in a constant state of tension, 
as you never know what the 

corner you’re sneaking around 
is hiding. [Something bad - ed.]

The anxiety is brutal in the 
early stages when you have 
only a pistol and your wits 
to rely on. You have to juggle 
enemies and think creatively, 
setting traps and making the 
most of limited resources. 
Plus, there’s a hugely enjoyable 
variety throughout, with a few 
surprises and unexpected left 
turns in both side missions 
and the main story that help 
keep you on your toes. But as 
the focus on action ramps up 
later on, this tension starts 
to dissipate and really, that’s 
the main flaw that stands 
out. Minor concessions to 
accessibility remove some of 
the menacing personality of 
the original, turning this into 
an enjoyable, but much less 
distinctive, head trip.

@bentyrerbath timE

v e r d i c t

Headshots aren’t always 
enough with some of The 
Lost, so make sure you 
use bullets wisely.

a likeable follow-up that 
addresses valid criticisms of  
its predecessor and provides 
gory fun, but loses a little of 
what made it special in the 
process. ben tyrer

“iN the early StageS yOu 
have ONly a PiStOl aNd 
yOur witS tO rely ON.”
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Horizon zEro Dawn: 
tHE FrozEn wilDs
The cold never bothered her anyway

snow crunching underfoot. The gentle 
hooting of an owl filtering through 
the trees. Horizon Zero Dawn’s first 
DLC looks like it could be a scene 

from a festive card as it takes you to the Cut, 
a territory belonging to the mystical Banuk. 
But Frozen Wilds isn’t just a picturesque 
playground. We have to save it from the 
Daemon. Beginners beware, though – fighting 
the Daemon’s spawn is devilishly difficult.

If you want to push Aloy to her limits – and 
relish the ever-present threat of death via 
machine mauling – this is the DLC for you. At 
one point having three boss-level machines set 
on us feels deviously sadistic, despite the fact it 
raises Horizon’s level cap to 60. But to help with 
these tough fights are the Frozen Wild’s new 
weapons. By the All Mother, it’s criminal how 
much fun they are. Over-the-top and filled with 
raw power, we feel indestructible when we’re 
wielding them (and might have cackled evilly 
at the sight of the carnage we wrought). It’s no 
exaggeration to say that they make every fight 
look like it was directed by Michael Bay. 

Yet far from making things easy, our new 
arsenal just evens the odds between us and the 
new machines. These beasts are as fascinating as 
they are deadly. Forcing us to reassess our combat 
techniques, battling them brings back the thrill of 

killing our first Sawtooth in the 
main game – and a decent slice 
of the fear too.

FrozEn FriEnDs 
Mind you, harder enemies isn’t 
all Frozen Wilds has to offer. 
A couple of the lines from the 
side-quests made us laugh out 
loud, as humanity and warmth 
shine out from characters with 
far more sophistication than 
we saw in the main game. Aloy 
isn’t above literally facepalming 
in certain situations, making 
her feel more rounded than the 
righteous hero she was in the 
base game. Similarly, people we 
meet in standalone side-quests 
have a surprising amount 
of depth considering how 
briefly they’re on the screen. 
Upgraded facial animation 
lets us see every emotion that 
flickers across their faces, 
with astonishing (and slightly 
uncanny) accuracy.

One of our regrets is that 
there aren’t more side-quests 
that let these vibrant characters 

shine. Once we finish the 
main quest, the large map feels 
sparse. If you’re the kind of 
person who likes doing side-
quests to procrastinate from 
following the main story, in no 
time at all you’re going to find 
yourself with no other option 
but to take on the Daemon. 

But after that rather large 
main quest is over, the lore-
heavy answers about Horizon’s 
world are worth waiting for. As 
are the audio tapes you’ll find 
scattered around – poignant 
reminders of those who died 
hundreds of years before Aloy 
enters the Cut. For those 
looking for a challenge, Frozen 
Wilds will certainly give it 
to you. Just make sure you’re 
ready for it. For Aloy’s sake.

zoe_delsaloy it’s colD outsiDE

v e r d i c t

These control towers 
might look like robotic 
flowers, but they’re 
much more deadly…

a ruthlessly challenging, rich 
expansion to the world we fell 
in love with complete with a 
touching backstory – if a bit 
sparse on the side-quest front. 
zoe Delahunty-light
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“Racial divides, fascism, abuse; 
the game RaRely shies away  
fRom haRd issues.”

BJ’s back and he’s 
gunning for every Nazi 
that’s dared step foot  
on American soil.
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B
ack in ye olden days of 2014, 
MachineGames released a 
shooter that caught everyone 
unawares. Brimming with 
character and superbly paced, 
Wolfenstein: The New Order 
was a throwback to the 
FPS storytelling style Valve 

mastered in Half-Life 2. Three years on, 
MachineGames returns with the Third Reich-
pummelling follow-up, and it’s most definitely 
been worth the wait.

Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus has a lot to 
say for itself. Racial divides, bigotry, fascism, 
childhood abuse; the game rarely shies away from 
tackling uncomfortable issues head-on. About 
90% of the action may revolve around murdering 
armour-clad robo-Nazis, but don’t for a second 
think there isn’t serious subtext bubbling 
beneath all those headshots. 

Play it again, BJ 
Though his game is outspoken, returning lead BJ 
Blazkowicz isn’t in a talkative mood when you 
first reunite. Last time we saw him, the poor 
sod was bleeding out following a battle with 
über-villain General Deathshead. Suffice to say, 
his condition hasn’t improved. In fact, Blaz is in 
such bad shape at the beginning of Wolfenstein 
II, he spends the entire first level strapped to a 
wheelchair, shooting Nazis from a seated position 
in a pleasingly inventive set-piece that involves 
rolling along conveyor belts. Thankfully, BJ gets a 
robotic suit (fitted with super-speedy legs) that 
gets him back on his feet shortly after.

As an opening statement of intent, The New 
Colossus’ first 30 minutes lays down a grisly 
gauntlet that immediately chokeholds your 
attention. Upsetting, expertly handled flashbacks 

@mcmeiksBlaz From thE Past

WolFEnstEin 
ii: thE nEW 
Colossus
Nazi-nerfing sequel proves you’ve  
got to fight the alt-right to party
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to Blaz’s childhood punctuate a reintroduction 
to Wolfenstein’s alternate reality, a world where 
the 1960s isn’t a time of bohemian love but 
outright oppression. Not only did the Nazis win 
World War 2 in this hellish bizarro-land, but 
now Hitler’s forces rule America. Even worse, the 
dictator’s troops are working with the Ku Klux 
Klan – both a terrifying and brazenly awkward 
partnership that’s showcased brilliantly in a level 
involving a Nazi parade in Roswell, New Mexico. 

Against this backdrop of worst-case-scenario 
alternate history, Wolfenstein II slots back into 
the groove laid down by its predecessor. You 
shoot a whole bunch of Nazis, perform stealth 
takedowns, and return to a hub area occasionally 
to converse with ragtag rebel chums before 
getting right back to the Nazi-whupping fun. 

hEal thysElF 
The sequel is as resolutely old-school as The 
New Order. MachineGames spits at the notion of 
regenerating health, instead making you pick up 
retro medpacks to keep Blazkowicz alive. Though 

there are sporadic checkpoints, 
diligent use of the game’s 
manual quick-save system can 
also save Blaz’s bacon when the 
scheisse starts to hit the fan. 

You’ll need to save regularly 
too, because Wolfenstein II is 
tougher than a titanium-coated 
bratwurst. Be warned: the Nazis 
suck up bullets like freedom-
hating sponges. Although 
there are an eye-rubbing seven 
difficulty presets to choose 
from, don’t be afraid to whack 
the challenge down to one 
of the ‘easiest’ two settings if 
you’re struggling. Trust me, 
your future self’s still-intact 
sanity will thank me later. 

Even at the lowest ‘Can I 
play, Daddy?’ difficulty, combat 
is engaging thanks to a cracking 
selection of weapons – lord is 
the Schockhammer shotgun 
ever a double-barrelled treat. 
BJ’s arsenal is so empowering, 
firefights are never less than 
brilliantly booming affairs. 
Just don’t play on ‘I am death 
incarnate’… unless you’re 

really curious to see how much 
damage an airborne DualShock 
4 can inflict upon a TV screen. 

Resist the urge to smash 
your telly to pieces every time 
a Panzerhund barbecues you 
with its flame breath, and 
you’re in for a hell of a ride. At 
its best Wolfenstein conjures 
up moments to rival Call Of 
Duty’s most daring set-pieces 
– and I’m talking ‘golden 
era Modern Warfare’ COD. 
Actually, there’s a midway twist 
that’s so shocking, it almost 
matches the savage surprise of 
COD 4’s nuclear blast.

The campaign may only last 
eight to ten hours, but there 
are half a dozen set-pieces 
that rank among the most 
memorable you’ll play this year. 
An exchange over milkshakes in 
a sleepy diner mimics Michael 
Fassbender’s tense undercover 
interrogation from Inglourious 
Basterds. A rollicking ride on 
a Panzerhund through the 
remains of New Orleans ups 
the shooty spectacle. But best 

“some set-Pieces Rank 
among the boldest you’ll 
Play on Ps4 this yeaR.”

above BJ gets 
to dual-wield 
an impressive 
arsenal. You’ll 
need all that 
firepower too.

left A certain 
side quest asks 
you to find 
stuffed toys  
for hulking 
sweetie, Max.
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of all? Let’s just say you won’t 
forget Blaz’s meeting with a 
certain moustached monster 
for a loooong time. 

hitlEr-anD-miss
That’s not to say everything 
works. As well executed as 
many of the cutscenes are, if 
MachineGames stitched them 
all together, then charged you 
a tenner to watch them as a 
90-minute supercut down 
at your local cinema, you’d 
most likely walk out. Tonally, 
the game is all over the shop. 
Individually, the best scenes 
can be tender, disquieting, 
and genuinely sobering in an 
admirably adult way. Yet taken 
as a whole, the plot doesn’t 
sync up anywhere near as well 
as a true narrative great like 
The Last Of Us. 

Wolfenstein II’s trouble is it 
tries to have its strudel and eat 
it. One minute it respectfully 
deals with the upsetting issue 
of domestic abuse. The next, 
it’s playing for yucks when 

v e r d i c t

above The 
cast of allied 
characters is 
a varied and 
engaging one.

right Fire-
breathing Nazi 
dog-mech? No 
problem for a 
gung-ho hero 
like BJ.

above Your allies are an odd bunch, but at least they remember BJ’s birthday.

the opm breakdown

shocking, silly and brutal, bJ’s 
comeback spins an enjoyable, if 
tonally confused, yarn. despite 
its issues, this is still a rollicking, 
thoughtfully driven shooter. 
Dave meikleham

a Scotsman loses his robotic 
arm after one too many belts 
of moonshine. Placing serious 
issues alongside moments 
of sci-fi buffoonery leads to 
a story that feels massively 
disjointed. Though individual 
moments shine, these wild 
tonal shifts mean Wolfenstein 
II can’t quite be considered a 
truly great story-driven game.

What it can be considered, is 
a thoroughly enjoyable shooter 
that has more personality in 
its ten-hour run than the last 
four COD titles combined. 
With impactful shooting, and 
set-pieces that will stay with 
you long after the end credits, 
Wolfenstein II is a game that 
respects your time. Reward Blaz 
and co by giving it yours.

21% using 
clever stealth 
takedowns to 
take out nazi 
scum without 
making a sound.

15% taking  
out all of the Über-
commanders 
after the end 
credits roll. it’s an 
Über-onslaught.

19% dual-wielding 
sturmgewehrs. not 
terribly accurate, but 
it looks badass.

4% admiring 
some clever 
foreshadowing 
involving a cat/
monkey hybrid.  
no, really.

w h a t  y o u  d o  i n …  w o l f e n s t e i n  i i

35%
Using a mech 
suit to either 
squeeze into 

small spaces or 
smash in walls.

6% Pretending  
to be yourself in 
an inspired 
casting set-piece.

On a 4K TV, Wolfenstein II gets a bump to 
1440p on PS4 Pro; a 77% resolution 
increase over a standard PS4. Whether 
you’re playing on a Pro or regular PS4, it 
rarely drops below 60fps. The resolution 
boost on PS4 Pro emphasises the 
game’s strong art even more. 

a l s o  o n  p l ay s t a t i o n  4  p r o

t h e  f i r s t  f i v e  h o u r s …

1 the action opens on a really upsetting flashback to bJ’s childhood. it’s 
doubly distressing if you’re a dog lover. 2 blaz recovers from his 
injuries thanks to a nifty robotic suit. 3 a trip to new orleans reveals an 
unwelcome croc surprise and new alliances. 4 getting out of the big 
easy alive proves tricksy. stupid nazi transformers. 5 bJ does a spot of 
acting for the world’s most evil man. are you not entertained, adolf?!

1 32 4 5

i s  i t  b e t t e r  t h a n ?

blaz’s sequel isn’t quite 
as considered as the 

original wolvey reboot, 
which tells a more 

coherent tale. 

intergalactic Jon 
snow aside, cod’s 
trip to space has 
nowhere near as 
much personality.

wolfenstein has 
eclectic set-pieces, but 

none can match 
corvo’s amazing void 

timepiece level.

no noyes

a sweary liberationist 
who gives damn 

inspiring speeches. 

the sadistic nazi is 
back, and pissed at bJ 

for scarring her. 

this communist leader is 
colourful… and a 

hooch-loving drunk. 

f r i e n d s  &  e n e m i e s
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South Park: thE 
FracturED but WholE
Bigger, longer, and cutting the cheese

the Fractured But Whole’s predecessor, 
The Stick Of Truth, achieved the 
impossible: it was a good South Park 
game. Developed by RPG veteran 

Obsidian, it mixed the long-running show’s 
trademark close-to-the-bone humour with 
genre staples – item hoarding, class selection, 
and turn-based battles – to represent a sea-
change in the franchise’s interactive fortunes. 
And this sequel builds on that success, shifting 
role-playing preferences but maintaining a 
high standard of two-dimensional adventuring.

The Fractured But Whole sees South Park’s 
fourth-graders become superheroes. Cartman’s 
The Coon has his crew, including the player’s 
The New Kid (aka the mega-gassy Butthole), and 
they’re at loggerheads with the Freedom Pals. 
Naturally, these childish spats snowball, leading 
them down this quiet town’s shadiest streets.

Navigating this tale of missing cats, corrupt 
cops, and Professor Chaos is as simple as poking 
your face into every trashcan and backpack to 
sweep up collectibles, and overcoming turn-based 
battles. These are performed on a grid, each 
square occupied by one character. Sometimes it’ll 
be Butthole plus three pals – you can swap them 
around, pitting abilities against the enemies at 
hand – and at others, just you against a single 
opponent. The scraps are never unenjoyable, 

but some of the dialogue 
becomes repetitive when you’re 
steamrolling identikit sixth-
graders to gain XP. 

claSS WarS
Every controllable character 
has their own class, and you 
can change The New Kid’s as 
the game progresses. Started 
out as a cyborg, but fancy 
being an assassin, taking 
down rivals with burns and 
blades? No problem – a chat 
with Cartman reformats your 
powers, with a brief backstory 
providing a tutorial for testing 
them out. It’s always a sensible 
idea to have a healer on hand, 
however, for the few encounters 
that can catch you out, and 
leave you floored, at the first 
time of asking.

The humour is expectedly 
South Park. Some gags catch 
fire, others fall flat, and your 
appreciation of the punchlines 
will depend on your experience 
of the show. The Fractured 
But Whole isn’t as laughs-

per-session consistent as 
The Stick Of Truth, but it’s 
never a chore to listen to. 
What can frustrate are various 
obstructions around the town, 
which require a specific buddy 
to overcome – you’ll run into 
many long before you unlock 
the necessary power, and forget 
their locations in the heat of 
the main storyline.

That storyline is compelling 
enough to keep you hitting 
those combat QTEs and leaving 
stinky XP-boosting deposits 
in the toilets of South Park – 
your thumbs are guaranteed 
a workout – until the credits 
roll. The element of surprise is 
gone, but these air-turned-blue 
boys can still walk and talk a 
good game.

@mikediverWork oF Fart

v e r d i c t

The visuals are 
perfect, making it easy 
to become immersed in 
this fragrant world.

it’s not the game its forerunner 
was, but the fractured but 
whole’s accessible combat 
tactics and occasional rib-
ticklers ensure most players will 
have a good time. mike Diver
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last month  
on ps plus

November’s en pointe selection had the 
OPM team either pirouetting around 
the office or snickering over fart jokes, 
depending on the person. To say this 
month’s selection was an eclectic mix is 
a bit of an understatement. 

Prancing on stage 
was Bound (PS4 
and PS VR), an artsy 
platformer where all 

movement is part of an extended dance. 
Playing as the unnamed Princess, we 
went on a largely metaphorical journey, 
exploring childhood memories through 
a gorgeous geometric landscape. The 
game is designed to be played in one 
sitting, so we could fully relax and enjoy 
the emotive tale that unfolded.

Sometimes you 
want something 
silly, and the 
INCOMING! Worms 

Battlegrounds (PS4) fitted the bill 
there. Between lobbing livestock at our 
enemies, blitzing them with an uzi, or 
siccing Granny on them, there were 
plenty of options for turning the tide of 
battle in this tactical turn-based title.

Personalised PlayLink quiz game 
that’s You! brought us and all our 
friends to PlayStation. Bringing your TV 
and phone together to play, we could 
test how well we knew each other – or 
whether we still wanted to.

Last was Until Dawn’s VR follow up, 
rush of Blood. This on-rails shooter 
carried us through a haunted carnival 
ride of violent delights stacked with call 
backs to the original game, and kept us 
awake late into the night.

Thank goodness PS Vita was there 
to soothe our sleepless minds, with 
an enjoyable adventure in episodes 
1 and 2 of the fifth instalment in the 
Broken Sword series, the serpent’s 
Curse. We also got in a bit of tag-team 
action in side-scrolling RPG dungeon 
punks. PS3 wasn’t neglected either; its 
goodies were side-scrolling shoot-’em-
up anthology r-tYpe dimensions and 
ridiculous fighter rag doll kung fu.

@KoeniginKatze

P S  V R  R e V I e W

stifled
Nothing is always scarier

You wake up near the 
broken shell of your 
car. You call out for 
your wife but she’s 

nowhere to be seen. All you 
can see is shards of glass and 
a trail of blood leading into 
the oppressive darkness that 
surrounds you. Extracting 
yourself from the wreckage, 
there’s nothing left to do but 
follow the gore, using sound 
to locate obstacles and clues 
in the blackness.

This latest echolocation horror 
drops you into a wire-frame 
world that looks not unlike 
Vib-Ribbon on a very bad 
day. You can reveal the world 
around you using either your 
own dulcet tones (via your 
headset’s microphone) or 
the protagonist’s voice. The 
former’s by far the better 
choice, as it greatly increases 
the sense of immersion. 

And the more immersive 
your method of playing, the 
better. You can play Stifled 
sitting in front of your telly but 
this is definitely an experience 
built for VR. There really is 
nothing scarier than staring 
down the darkness, wondering 
what’s hiding in not-so-plain 
sight. This, along with sound 
design that knows less is more 
and an opening that never lets 
you get too comfortable, makes 
for an intense early game 
atmosphere and one of the 
best horror VR experiences I’ve 
played in a long time.

i n f o format PS VR also on PS4 eta OUT NOW  
puB SONy dev GaTTaI GaMeS

@koeniginkatze

v e r d i c t

mum’s the Word

Stifled is split into three 
main stealth sections, 
each with its own unique 
phonically-preoccupied enemy 
type and puzzles and flashbacks 
sprinkled between. Every 
stage gets its money’s worth 
of tension and scares from its 
chosen creature, the final stage 
being especially memorable. If 
you alert your uneasy floormate 
one too many times, you’ll die 
and lose some progress. That 
said, seeing the death screen is 
never as anxiety-inducing as 
trying to avoid it. 

sound of violenCe
Unfortunately, the mawkish 
voice acting lets the otherwise 
stellar sound design down. The 
story too is disappointing in 
how by-the-numbers it is, a 
tale of failed relationships and 
creepy children that covers no 
new ground. An out-of-sorts 
orphanage features, adding 
little except a few more done-
to-death tropes to the roiling 
story broth. At the very end 
the game’s faults become 
especially egregious, with the 
true ending locked away behind 
a binary choice. Getting there, 
however, is a still a tense and 
claustrophobic experience.

a short, spooky soundscape  
with bags of atmosphere and 
sterling sound design, marred 
mainly by a lacklustre story and 
corny voice acting.  
Jess kinghorn
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FIFA 18
We put our best FUT forward and find ourselves 
hopelessly addicted to online football. 
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What makes Chloe tick? We find out, 
as the teen drama continues.



multiplayer modes put 
through their paces  
by our team of expertsonline tests

FIFA 18
Ben Tyrer ponders  
the unthinkable: 
leaving a match
A man’s got to have a 
code. Mine involves not 
quitting out of an online 
match, even when my 
pants are well and truly 
down, and my tummy is 
getting the tickling of a 

lifetime. So imagine my horror when, 
playing at work, I notice the time is a 
lot later than I thought it was and I’m 
well on track to missing my train 
home. It doesn’t help that the match is 
the drabbest of deadlocks. But I can’t 
help myself. I see it through and force 
myself to sprint through the streets of 
Bath. Of course, the train is delayed. 
Still, at least I honoured the code…

what we’re 
playing now

ForTnITe
Jess Kinghorn is 
feeling so attacked 
right now
Take a ride on the Battle 
Bus, they say. It’ll be fun, 
they say. I have doubts, 
and they’re confirmed as I 
consistently fail to be one 
of the final 50 players in 
every Battle Royale. That 

is until a fellow, far more experienced, 
Fortnite Fiend asks if they can have a 
go and is promptly ousted… leaving 97 
players still in. That said, I can’t be too 
proud as I still squeak every time I’m 
shot at. Every. Time. For completely 
unrelated reasons, I’m not allowed to 
play Fortnite in the office any more.

GrAnd TheFT 
AuTo V
Ian dean double-
dips into rockstar’s 
californian dream
If you own a PS4 then you 
own a copy of GTA V – it’s 
Adele’s 21 of gaming with 
a foul mouth to match. 
After re-acquainting 
myself with the dos-and-

don’ts of GTA V (note to self: there 
aren’t many don’ts) I’m struck my how 
real Rockstar’s world feels. First-
person makes all the difference, a 
subtle shift that alters my perception 
of the game. As the winter nights draw 
in, there are few better ways to spend 
my time than cruising the sprawling 
highways of Los Santos with Robert 
Plant’s Big Log on the radio.

100

review

ThE BALAncE BETwEEn 
BuyInG PAckS And EARnInG 
ThEM IS wEIGhTEd AwAy FROM 
ThE MOnETARy OPTIOn.

i n f o

FormAT PS4 
PuB EA  
deV EA
reVIew #142, 9/10

Y
ou know the drill by now when 
it comes to FIFA online. You’re 
either already a few months 
into tinkering with your 
Ultimate Team, finding the 

right combination of players from pack 
pulls and accumulating coins for that 
special In Form card you’ve had your 
eye on for a while, or none of that 
makes sense to you because EA’s 
football sim isn’t for you. 

This year’s entry continues the 
steady evolution of the series’ headline 
mode with Squad Battles. Now, you get 
four matches every day where you can 
play against AI versions of other 
peoples’ teams, with your goal being to 
creep up the leaderboard throughout 
the week. Now while it’s a big ol’ time 
commitment, the rewards on offer are 
surprisingly generous even if you don’t 
manage to play every game. 

In fact, with Squad Building 
Challenges (where you can trade in 

players you don’t use in 
exchange for rewards) 
returning as well as the 
Weekend League and 
Draft mode, this might 
be the first year where 
the balance between 
spending money on 
packs and earning them 
through playing is 
weighted away from the 
monetary option. Not 
something you can say 
about an increasing 
number of games 
nowadays. There are 
now so many different – 

and, more importantly, 
fun – ways of playing 
that I’ve yet to spend a 
single penny on FIFA 
points, even if the 
temptation lingers. 

If there’s any problem, 
it’s that outside of 
Ultimate Team, the online 
options are now at a 
virtual standstill. Pro 
Clubs returns with a few 
tweaks, while Online, 
Co-Op, and Friendly 
Seasons are also back 
without any noticeable 
difference from last 

FIFA 18
Strong showing from premier footballer
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RB Leipzig are a 
favourite this year, 
thanks to werner’s 
pace up top. That’s your actual British 

comedy icon John Cleese 
giving us orders as we 

take down the Nazi regime. I 
love this game. Mission five 
completed, bunkers destroyed, 
gold scavenged, terrible swarmy 
AI slaughtered, and low-texture 
environments survived. I also hate 
this game. It promises so much – 
fun co-op heists into the heart of 
Nazi Germany – but it plays like a 
five-year-old PC shooter.

There are few problems with the 
net code; everything is stable, and 
missions are found and launched 
quickly. The mission hub ensures 
once you’ve found a team to play 
with you’re locked in with them, 
even randoms, which is actually 
nice, as it forces communication. 
But in a world where Destiny 2 is 
your alternative, why bother?

It’s stable and features John 
Cleese, but it all feels so outdated 
and flimsy compared to what else 
you could be playing. You’ll end up 
choosing something else. Ian dean

i n f o

v e r d i c t

FormAT PS4 
PuB STARBREEZE  

deV LION GAME LION
reVIew N/A

This is one of the best racing 
sims in the world, and as 
such it should be drawing 

the virtual motorsport elite to 
its servers like middle-aged men 
who’ve made poor life choices 
to a Wetherspoons. There’s a 
problem, though: the much-touted 
online championship feature and 
accompanying league admin toolset 
that was going to make organised 
sim racing easy is… not here. 
Apparently it’s coming in a future 
patch, so for now the options are 
limited to quick online races, time 
trials, and community events (aka 
time trials). The matchmaking 
system, which connects players of 
similar skill levels and sensibilities, 
seems to be working well at this 
stage, but we’re still waiting for 
multiplayer to expand into the 
meaty mode the game deserves.

Hats off to Slightly Mad for 
making a matchmaking system 
that works, but until online league 
features appear this feels like a 
multiplayer aperitif. Phil Iwaniuk

i n f o

v e r d i c t

FormAT PS4 
PuB BANDAI NAMCO  
deV SLIGHTLY MAD 

STUDIOS
reVIew #142, 8/10

Men of steal

Fast and fair(ish),  
but a little limited

Raid: world war II

Project cars 2

SuPer STArS?
One To watch cards make a 
welcome return. If a player 

performs well in real life, it’ll 
be reflected in a stat boost for 
their OTw card. They’re pricey 

on the market, but worth it.

The never-better main attraction in 
ultimate Team continues to shine 
thanks to strong additions, even if 
other online modes are effectively  
in a holding pattern. Ben Tyrer

v e r d i c t

year’s entry. When you consider the 
amount of time and effort that appears 
to go into FUT, these modes feel bare 
bones by comparison. 

At least any match you play online, be 
it FUT or not, has had a few small but 
worthwhile quality-of-life improvements. 
Pauses are now queued rather than 
instant during a match, which means 
fewer people are trying to abuse that 
function, and Quick Subs offers a sleek 
way of making changes during a game 
without having to dip into menus. Plus, 
the majority of games I’ve played have 
been stable, both at home and at OPM 
Towers, with lag at a minimum, if still 
present every now and again. Naturally, 
smoother matches with fewer 
interruptions are very welcome.

With Ultimate Team continuing to be 
the standout mode of any sport game, 
though, this will continue devouring the 
evenings of the converted.



empty your wallets 
now with the latest 
downloadable diversionson the store

Middle-earth: 
Shadow of war 
– Slaughter 
tribe NeMeSiS 
expaNSioN
The first of four planned 
expansions introduces 
the macabre Slaughter 
tribe of orcs. These 
gorehounds are bound 
to leave an impression 
– you’ll never forget how 
they deck the halls.

CitieS: SkyliNe – 
SNowfall
’Tis the season to 
snuggle up and get cosy 
with Cities: Skyline’s 
winter-themed 
expansion. This DLC 
adds a seasonally cold 
weather system and 
suitably themed towns 
with streets that need 
to be ploughed and 
heating pipes that need 
to be maintained.

Sword art 
oNliNe: hollow 
realizatioN – 
the oNe who 
reSiStS god
The final part of the 
Abyss Of The Shrine 
Maiden triptych takes 
place upon a new stage, 
the Elionward Dominion. 
Here, you’ll be reunited 
with Alice and Eugeo, 
and the mystery of the 
masked NPC will come 
to its conclusion.

dlc

£14.99

£TBC

£7.99
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T
hings are going from bad to 
worse for Chloe Price when 
you return to Arcadia Bay in 
episode 2 of Deck Nine’s 
prequel series. From the very 

beginning and throughout you must deal 
with the consequences of the choices 
you have made. And without spoiling the 
story for you, let’s just say no-one 
comes out smelling of roses when all’s 
said and done. 

This episode fully delivers the 
top-notch teen drama the series is 
renowned for, continuing to force you 
to make impossible choices and then 
live without the benefit of time travel 
allowing you to correct them. This 
instalment maintains the balancing act 
set up previously, making its teen 
protagonist sympathetic even as she 

continues to deeply hurt 
those close to her.

The core relationship 
between Chloe and 
Rachel begins to come 
into its own, though it 
feels no less rushed with 
the pair hatching a plan 
to leave town after 
knowing each other only 
two days. The focus is on 
Chloe and what makes 
her tick, leaving Rachel, 

as mysterious as she is, 
feeling one-note in 
comparison. This is a 
shame as the rest of the 
cast is by no means 
two-dimensional, with 
this episode revealing 
glimpses into their rich 
inner lives. But there’s 
still time for the series to 
reveal whatever cards it 
may be holding close to 
its chest. 

also on psn

new episode

Rin ChaRaCteR PaCk
Ready to really commit 
to 3on3 Freestyle? This 
new character pack 
introduces a new team 
member, Japanese 
exchange student and 
basketball fanatic Rin.

Loki PaCk
In Marvel Heroes Omega 
you can finally add 
the trickster, adopted 
brother of Thor to your 
hero roster as well as  
a new costume and  
other goodies.

MonsteRs PaCk
In your Lego Worlds, it’s 
time to find the place the 
spooky scary skeletons 
call home. This pack 
includes an entire town 
of monsters, mansions, 
and more.

toweLie: YouR 
GaMinG Bud
Welcome a new friend 
to take you through the 
highs and lows of South 
Park: The Fractured But 
Whole. Take a load off  
with Towelie.

sCaPes Content 
PaCk
In GT Sport, you can put 
your baby in the picture. 
The pack introduces a 
number of options to play 
with, from shutter speed 
to motion blur.

£4.99/£9.99

£12.99 £14.99 £3.29 £1.69 FrEE

THE FOCuS iS vEry MuCH 
ON CHLOE, LEAviNg rACHEL 
FEELiNg ONE-NOTE iN 
COMPAriSON.

The storm’s far off but clouds hang over Chloe

Life Is Strange: Before  
The Storm – Episode 2:  
Brave New World
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Do you dream of flying 
through the skies like 

Superman? Wonder how you 
would avoid inflicting the damage 
Zack Snyder’s Supes does in Man 
Of Steel? This superhero 
first-person smash-up does a 
decent job of letting you play out 
that very specific scenario. Giving 
you a very literal open world, you 
can fly across the entire planet 
and then zoom from city to city, 
attempting to stop an alien 
invasion without destroying too 
much of the city around you. 
Flying from space to cities is 
genuinely exhilarating but the 
problem comes from trying to be 
a hero. You see, watching 
buildings crumble is almost more 
fun than taking on the UFOs that 
glide across skylines. Trying to 
shoot them is pretty tricky with 
the head tracking, so maybe we 
shouldn’t be hard on Krypton’s 
favourite son after all.

Across all timelines, the 
word ‘charming’ is overused 

by approximately 204%. But it 
really is the most fitting word for 
this delightful VR puzzle-
platformer, where you try to 
rescue a stolen toy bear. It’s set 
apart from other VR experiences 
by putting all the hand-drawn art 
style action on a stage, effectively 
making this look like a piece of 
theatre. But the way you interact 
constantly changes. One moment 
you might be placing a virtual 
DualShock in a wheel to raise a 
bridge to scamper across, the 
next using it as a torch to light the 
path you need to take. As you 
make your way through some 
slight horrors in an effort to 
reunite a child and their toy, it 
shows how VR can enhance 
traditional genres, using tricks 
that just wouldn’t possible without 
the format. Call this a prince, 
because it’s mega-charming.

According to my notes you’re 
currently in 2017, otherwise 

known as: “The Bad Year”. So 
no-one can blame you if you want 
to pack it all in for a few hours 
and see something a little more 
relaxing, which is exactly what 
this freebie aims to do. You 
choose between two different 
locations – either a beach in 
Okinawa or a lake beside Mount 
Fuji – and just while away some 
time, with soothing music tinkling 
away in the background. If that 
sounds too much like a snooze-
fest, there are a few minigames 
to keep you preoccupied. Plus, if 
you download the smartphone 
app, you can cast that to the VR 
experience and read your phone 
in your relaxation zone. Which kind 
of defeats the point of escaping 
the horrors of the modern world, 
but each to their own. And hey, if 
you already own a headset, it’s 
cheaper than a holiday.

Another bundle of VR joy
What delights are in store for you this month?

The Virtual 
Realtor
If we took his helmet 
off, we don’t know 
what we’d find…

Because I get to 
experience all of 
time at once, that 
means it is actually 
Christmas every 
day for me. So here 
are three strong 
VR games under 
the metaphorical 
tree for you.

Mixing an inventive presentation 
with some devious ideas, The 
Lost Bear is my pick of the loot 
this month. What can I say? 
I’m a sucker for heartwarming 
animation at Christmas time, 
and you should be too.

free 
anywhereVr 

£7.99 
The LosT 
Bear

£15.99 
MegaTon 
rainfaLL

next issuethe choice

Credentials

A new year for you and an old 
one for me, but a good one 
either way. Let’s see 
what’s in the 2018 
selection of my 
virtual reality 
treasures.
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 At one point the Apes visit 
the hotel that doubles for 
the Overlook in The Shining.

O
ver the course of a 
groundbreaking simian 
trilogy, Andy Serkis and the 
VFX wizards at Weta have 
built the strongest case yet 

for a computer-generated character to 
be lauded with major acting awards. 
That won’t happen (not yet, anyway) but 
this latter-day Apes series may be the 
most consistently brilliant trilogy since 
The Lord Of The Rings.

Set roughly two years after Dawn Of 
The Planet Of The Apes (and one year 
after upcoming videogame Planet Of 
The Apes: Last Frontier), War… opens 
with Caesar’s tribe living a relatively 
peaceful and isolated existence in the 
woods, until an act of aggression by 
Woody Harrelson’s Colonel sends 
Caesar on a mission of vengeance.

Unlike previous Apes films, which 
have split their time between human 
and primate protagonists, War spends 
the majority of its runtime with its ape 
cast, and the flawless, unfussy effects 
are more than up to the challenge. But 

War isn’t a traditional 
effects movie. Rather it’s 
a sombre revenge 
western, starting with a 
road trip across a 
desolate landscape 
before transforming into 
a gruelling prison movie 
that’s Escape From 
Alcatraz with monkeys.

It’s poignant, 
beautifully performed, 
with evocative music, 
and has no right being as 
heartbreaking as it is. 
But with laughs in short 
supply it can be a bleak 
watch – hardly the stuff 
fun Friday nights are 
made of. And that “war” 
never truly materialises. 
But if it’s a VFX-powered 
blockbuster with loftier 
ambitions you’re after, 
this is top banana. 
Jordan Farley

blu-rays

coming soon

Atomic  
Blonde 
Charlize Theron kicks 
posterior – to a rad ’80s 
soundtrack – in this Cold 
War spy thriller. Confusing 
story, but fab fights.

the dArk 
tower 
Stephen King’s multi-novel 
fantasy western gets the 
big screen treatment, but 
even Idris Elba and Matthew 
McConaughey can’t save it.

Girls trip 
Four friends 
reconnect at a music festival 
– raunchy, sometimes 
scatological, chaos ensues. 
Worth a punt if you’re a big 
fan of Bridesmaids.

shin GodzillA 
Separate from 
Gareth Edwards’ 2014 
Godzilla, which is getting a 
sequel in 2019, this reboot 
combines political satire 
with monster mayhem.

the hitmAn’s 
BodyGuArd 
Ryan Reynolds and Samuel L 
Jackson bring the badinage, 
but the anticipated action is 
lacking in this bodyguard-
buddy comedy.

overdrive 
Ana de Armas co-
stars in this direct-to-disc 
actioner about high-end car 
thieves. Only watch if your 
Fast And Furious Blu-rays 
are worn out.

the emoji 
movie 
This CG ’toon about the 
emojis that live in your phone 
is a soulless exercise that 
rips off Pixar’s Inside Out. 
Avoid like the poop emoji.

the odyssey 
Jacques Cousteau 
was the inspiration behind 
Bill Murray’s character in 
The Life Aquatic. Sadly, this 
straight-faced Cousteau 
biopic isn’t half as much fun.

ronjA, the 
roBBer’s 
dAuGhter
Don’t have Amazon Prime? 
Now’s your chance to catch 
this 26-episode series 
produced by Studio Ghibli. 

vAleriAn And 
the city of A 
thousAnd plAnets 
Luc Besson’s space opera 
adapts the comic that 
inspired Star Wars. The VFX 
will give a 4K TV a workout.

27 NOv

27 NOv

04 Dec

04 Dec

04 Dec

04 Dec

11 Dec

11 Dec

11 Dec

11 Dec

War For The 
Planet Of  
The Apes
No more monkey business…
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Streaming now

T 
he first season of Netflix’s 
sci-fi horror series became a 
phenomenon through little 
more than word of mouth. With 
its ’80s aesthetic, pitch-

perfect casting and moreish storytelling 
about a Silent Hill-like netherworld, 
season two builds on much of what 
made the first year special, even if it 
lacks the element of surprise.

Life has moved on in small but 
meaningful ways in Hawkins, Indiana. 
But with the Demogorgon Demo-dust, 
Stranger Things 2 ups the threat by 
introducing a Lovecraftian cosmic entity 
known as the Shadow Monster that 
plagues Will Byers’ waking dreams while 
extending its tendrils into our world.

The start is slow, and to a certain 
extent Stranger Things 2 suffers from 
difficult second album syndrome. The 
kids are kept apart for far too long, it 

repeats a few too many 
familiar tricks, and a 
late-season standalone 
episode focusing on 
Eleven doesn’t hold up.

But when Stranger 
Things 2 does find its 
form it proves worth the 
wait. Sean Astin’s Bob 
may be Samwise 
Gamgee in slacks, but 
he’s a winning addition to 
the cast, and there’s a 
sense of larger forces at 
play that bodes well for 
the planned four-season 
arc. So while not up to 
the standard of the first 
season, at its best 
Stranger Things 2 turns 
it all the way up to 
Eleven. Jordan Farley

Stranger Things 2
Going deeper Upside Down

Star trek DiScovery SEASON 1
formAt NETFLIX etA OUT NOW price £5.99 A MONTH

The first Star Trek show in 12 years is set before the 
events of the Original Series and explores the origins of 
the Federation-Klingon war. Told from the perspective 
of Michael Burnham, a human raised by Spock’s dad, it 
boldly goes where no Trek series has gone before.

tHe BaD BatcH 
formAt NETFLIX etA OUT NOW price £5.99 A MONTH

Jason Momoa, Keanu Reeves and Jim carrey co-star in 
this post-apocalyptic horror from Ana Lilly Amirpour. 
Suki Waterhouse stars as Arlen – a young woman 
who’s dumped in a Texas wasteland whose inhabitants 
turned to cannibalism after being fenced off. 

tHe GranD 
tour
SEASON 2
formAt AMAZON PRIME  
etA 8 DEC price £5.99 A MONTH

Jeremy clarkson, Richard 
Hammond, and James 
May’s definitely-not-
Top-Gear returns, with 
jaunts to Mozambique and 
croatia, Hammond’s crash 
in the Rimac concept One 
and Goldeneye-style tank 
driving across a Dubai  
golf course.

neo yokio 
SEASON 1
formAt NETFLIX etA OUT NOW  
price £5.99 A MONTH

This Japanese-American 
anime was created by 
vampire Weekend’s lead 
singer ezra Koenig, features 
a running joke about giant 
Toblerones, and stars 
Jaden Smith as a demon-
hunting socialite known as a 
“Magistocrat” who performs 
an exorcism on a chanel suit 
in the first episode. Needless 
to say, it’s certifiably mad.

more to see

Season 2’s ‘Demodogs’ 
were inspired by Silent 
Hill 3’s Double Heads.
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info
pub eidos
Dev io interaCtive
releaseD 4 oCtober 
2002
get it now £15, 
amazon

neeD to know
to date, over 3.7 
million copies of it 
have been sold.

Writer morten 
iversen now writes 
for danish tv. 

temple City ambush 
was pulled from 
later versions.

1
2
3

Anaesthetic was new 
to 47’s arsenal in this 
game, and it was the 
first one where he had 
fibre wire permanently.
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retrostation

■ Chilly Russia. Hope that tux has a fleece lining. ■ This game set the tone for the later Hitman titles. ■ Up close and impersonal – just how 47 likes it.

r
emember when it was the 
games that generated 
controversy, not the 
influencers playing them? 
Hitman’s second outing 
belongs to that era, in 
which a new, apparently 

morally bankrupt game seemed to 
attract tabloid wrath every week. 

manhunt and Gta got a momentary 
reprieve from the red tops’ indignation 
when it was revealed one level within 
Hitman 2: silent assassin featured 
agent 47 killing several sikh assassins 
at the holy site of Harmandir sahib. 
Fifteen years later there’s not much 
to say about the temple City ambush 
mission, except that silent assassin 
would have been a better game without 
its culturally tone-deaf inclusion, and 
that the headlines did little to halt the 
progress of the franchise.

sadly, that controversy pushes the 
brooding, sophisticated game which 
bookends that level out of focus. 
Cinematic in a way we weren’t used to, 
silent assassin not only wowed with 
arty cutscene shots and a storyline 
so morally murky you had to take 

half-hourly baths while playing, but 
with the refinement of the original 
game’s promise. animations felt that 
bit less janky (though that left plenty of 
headroom for ‘still really janky’). the ai’s 
suspicious eye seemed to adhere to a 
consistent set of rules, and every part 
of each vast level seemed more finely 
tuned. all of which meant the difference 
between success and failure was a bit 
easier to understand.

a bit. it’s still peppered with baffling 
moments of undoing, when a costume 
and a string of perfectly timed 
garrotings are all scuppered by – well, 
you never know. all you know is that 
every guard is suddenly onto you, and 
all you have to defend yourself with is, 
er, a fugu fish. Perhaps it was because 
you were running along a corridor, not 
walking. maybe someone found a body 

half a mile away. but for all the impotent 
rage those moments stir up, they’re 
worth it for the overwhelming tension 
in your thumbs when you do get it all 
right, and nobody suspects a thing. 

io let’s go
because being a hitman is hard, and 
pulling off hits deep within enemy 
territory with just a fugu fish ought to 
be impossible. Hitman’s always been a 
series of trial-and-error, of pottering 
away at different approaches, and 
with this second game the would-
be assassins of 2002 settled more 
easily into that style of play knowing 
that they were supposed to fail a lot 
before succeeding. Without a sense of 
constant danger and the knowledge, 
the absolute certainty, that the slightest 
slip-up will blow your cover, the payoff 
isn’t anything like as satisfying.

one of the most delicious payoffs, 
and thus one of the easiest to fluff, 
happens in russia, staring down the 
scope of a sniper rifle at four very 
similar soviet generals in a meeting 
room, one of whom is your target. 
as you hover a crosshair over their 
skulls, diana radios information about 
your target which gradually eliminates 
the others – and before you have time 
to process the fact you’re playing a 
cold-hearted version of Guess Who? 
you make a call, take the shot, and 
either complete your objective in an 
instant, or blow the whole mission. it’s 
that macabre playfulness that informs 
the entire series after Hitman 2. if you 
were wondering how Hitman got to the 
point of assassination by ballpoint pen 
in Hitman 2016, look no further.

Every month we celebrate the most important, 
innovative or just plain great games from 
PlayStation’s past. This month, we fill our tuxedo 
pockets full of cheese wire and emetic rat poison  
to celebrate a follicularly challenged champ

s h o o t s  y o u ,  s i r

Hitman 2:  
Silent Assassin
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PUlling off HiTs 
wiTH jUsT A fUgU  
fisH oUgHT To be 
imPossible.



We answered the Call Of Duty in OPM 
#78, going from the late Cold War to the 
early – now disturbingly close – future

a gang so 
villainous that you 
make jesse james 
and co look like 
the powerpuff 
girls.

1 

Guess the four games, 
and their scores, from 
these review quotes

Name 
that game

Opm time maChiNe 

5 years aGO

Above Who better to go to war with than the devs who 
wrote the rules of engagement? Treyarch sent in a 
strike team of producers and designers to blow the 
world of Call Of Duty: Black Ops II wide open, from the 
Pick 10 system to the finest firearms. 

Far left Follow our 
tips for beating 
sandbox stunner 
Dishonored and 
you’d be Dunwallin’ 
in no time. [You’re 
fired – ed.]

Left It’s never 
too early to start 
harassing Santa. 
And if he’s reading 
this – WE STILL 
WANT THAT LOTR 
LEGO, OKAY?

doesn’t come 
close to usurping 
spiritual ancestor 
resident evil 4’s 
throne, but on 
occasion it does 
match and threaten 
to improve on  
the past.  

3

the second 
your territories 
start getting 
uppity about their 
lack of temples, 
you’ll stamp the 
jackboot back 
down.

2

a hang-gliding, 
parachuting, quad-
biking, shark-
punching rebellion 
that satisfies  
on just about 
every level.

4

Below left The team revealed their PS3 guilty 
pleasures. Lollipop Chainsaw made the list. Really.

Below right New world, same old Creed. We’re glad 
Bayek will be less dull than ACIII’s Connor.

Answers
1. red dead redemption, issue #45, 
10/10.
2.  sid meier’s civilization revolution, 

issue #20, 8/10.
3. the evil within, issue #104, 8/10.
4. far cry 3, issue #79, 9/10.
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Y
eah, yeah, I know. I’m a 
disgrace. You’re not the 
first to give me grief for 
this, I assure you. It’s not 
that I don’t like Rockstar; 

I’ve 100%’d LA Noire, John Marston 
and I are well acquainted, and I love 
Max Payne. I’d just always considered 
the GTA series – with its infamous 
reputation – as Not My Kind Of Thing. 

First things first: it’s not the 
violence, okay? It’s not the language, 
either (ask anyone who’s ever met 
me). It is, I suspect, a smorgasbord 
of many things, including those 
“authentic” racial slurs and the sexist 
tropes the Daily Mail keeps banging 
on about. And in many respects, 
as I play these things are just as 
prevalent – and uncomfortable – as 
I’d always suspected; in its pursuit of 
an unabashedly gritty story, GTA V’s 
veneer is sticky and unpleasant. 

I’d always been told that V’s a stellar 
example of videogame storytelling, 
and spending time on the streets of 
Los Santos, I simply can’t refute it. 
Though occasionally a little try-hard, 
the dialogue’s rich with authenticity, 
the story’s entertaining and engaging, 
and I find myself developing a reluctant, 
begrudging affection for the unlikely 
trio of protagonists.

But it’s the city itself that’s the star 
of this show. Cruising the streets at 
night, diving into the underwater reefs, 
hiking up into the mountains… there’s 
an entire world outside the main 
narrative to explore. Jumping into a 
car, switching to a good radio station, 
and taking off into the hills is curiously 
relaxing… until you ram someone off the 
road and another police pursuit begins.

Mechanically, though, GTA V’s showing 
its age. Driving is frustratingly floaty, 
running is a pain, but you were right, I 
guess: GTA V’s all kinds of amazing. I’m 
sorry I didn’t believe you.

who?
It took 15 years 
of civil service 
monotony for Vikki 
Blake to crack and 
attempt a career 
writing about 
games. After all that 
time in a suit, she’s 
turning to crime…

Don’t like it. Never tried it. Every month we force 
one of our team to play their most feared game

iNfo
pub ROCKSTAR GAMeS
Dev ROCKSTAR NORTh
releaseD SeP 2013
get it now PSN, 
£54.99

■ It might be getting on a bit, and was remastered from a PS3 game in the first place, but it’s 
surprising how good Grand Theft Auto V still looks on the PS4.

GraND ThEfT 
auTo V

I deVeloP A 
relucTAnT 
AffecTIon for The 
ProTAGonISTS.

whaT?
released on PS3 in 
2013 and PS4 in 2014, 
Grand Theft Auto V is 
the latest instalment 
of rockstar’s multi-
award-winning series, 
and considered one of 
the greatest games of 
its generation. 

 DoN’T makE mE play! 
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persona 5
Atlus’ anime wonder dazzles thanks to its mix of 
friendship building, stylish dungeons, and speedy 
turn-based combat. Add a story oozing with 
darkness and taboo-busting confidence and you  
have the gold standard for JRPGs on PS4.

The LasT of Us remasTered
This modern masterpiece just gets stronger with age, 
like a full-bodied stilton. A starkly brutal, emotionally 
honest take on the end of the world, Naughty Dog’s 
stealth shooter is quite simply one of the best games 
ever, even if this PS4 port doesn’t add much to it.

overwaTch
PS4’s best multiplayer shooter bursts with colour, 
character, and charm. At its core, Overwatch is 
a pleasing mix of empowerment and teamwork, 
enhanced by a raucous roster. Expect to become 
obsessed with landing Play Of The Game. Boop.

horizon zero dawn
A staggeringly large world that condenses cracking 
combat, accessible systems, and uncut eye-candy 
into an action RPG that will please anyone. In Aloy, 
PlayStation might just have a new icon. Come for the 
robo-fights, stay for the exquisitely dense mythology.

bLoodborne
With the finest third-person melee combat in gaming, 
drool-worthy art design and the most twisted 
monsters imaginable, this is a gorgeously gothic 
must-have. The Old Hunters expansion adds enough 
nightmare fuel to make a return to Yharnam essential.

residenT eviL vii: biohazard
Capcom’s greatest series returns to terrifying 
form thanks to a trip to Louisiana to meet the Baker 
family, who stalk you around their mansion. While the 
second half of the game doesn’t match the intensity 
of the first, this is a must for any horror fan.

grand ThefT aUTo v
Laughing in the face of other cross-gen ports, GTA V 
on PS4 is more than just a mere HD remaster. Upped 
to a glorious 1080p, it weaves everything that made 
the PS3 original great, with new music, more dynamic 
weather, and a game-changing FPS mode.

3

15

5 12

4

14

11

The wiTcher 3: wiLd hUnT  
game of The Year ediTion
The White Wolf’s epic journey is an RPG experience 
like no other on PS4. It’s been made even more 
spectacular with this gigantic pack stuffed with DLC, 
making this a must-have part of any gaming library.

meTaL gear soLid v:  
The phanTom pain
While retaining that distinct storytelling and sense of 
wonder that defines an MGS title, MGS V offers a level 
of freedom and creativity unheard of in any sandbox. 
Grand, majestic, and bittersweet, it’s an instant classic. 

2 TowerfaLL ascension
You haven’t lived until you’ve enjoyed a four-player 
free-for-all in this instant couchplay classic. The solo 
campaign is fine by itself, but almost nothing beats 
the arrow-grabbing, death-defying last-second kills 
of local multiplayer’s mayhem.
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dishonored 2  
This strong follow-up to one of PS3’s greatest mixes a 
creative skillset with impressive level design to create a 
Kaldwin-ning immersive sim. From the shifting rooms of 
The Clockwork Mansion to discovering how to link your 
powers, there’s near-endless scope for experimenting.

10

UncharTed 4: a Thief’s end
Nathan Drake’s swan song is a daring evolution. It combines series-
defining set-pieces, quietly devastating storytelling beats, and sprawling 
levels that make you feel like a real-life explorer. This franchise finale 
retains its signature charm, with the wisecracks flowing as fast  
as the bullets, while the new characters each justify their inclusion.  
With an astonishing attention to detail, it’s Naughty Dog’s best yet. 

9

13

aLien isoLaTion  
Explore Ridley Scott’s original vision of a horror-tinged 
future in startling fidelity with an attention to detail that 
borders on the obsessive. It’s time to remember what 
made the xenomorph so scary in the first place… and 
then get killed by it.

TiTanfaLL 2  
Respawn’s mech masterclass crashes onto 
PlayStation, bringing an inventive single-player story 
(including some of the finest levels ever to grace PS4) 
and a fluid multiplayer that rewards creative thinking. 
This is setting the bar for pure shooters on PS4.

Life is sTrange  
The sublime writing and pacing of this episodic 
narrative will have you agonising over choices, and 
then marvelling at their flawless integration. To quote 
heroine Max’s BFF Chloe, it’s “hella” good. You’ll wish you 
could play it all over again for the first time. 

6

7

8
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fifa 18
With smooth, gorgeous on-field action and the best 
suite of modes of any sport games on PS4, EA’s 
monstrously popular footie sim is back at the top of 
table. Fair warning, though: Ultimate Team will suck 
up every spare moment you have. 

minecrafT
Bigger, better, and blockier than ever before 
on PlayStation, this iconic build-’em-up benefits 
massively from PS4’s additional power and gives you 
a creative playground 36 times the size of that on 
PS3 in which to build. Or lob TNT around, if you want. 

drivecLUb
This phenomenal racer leaves its rivals for dust due 
to gorgeous graphics, strong social features and 
great handling. Major add-on Driveclub Bikes is also 
the greatest bike racing game on PS4, thanks to 
making driving on two wheels fun again.

baTman: arkham knighT
Rocksteady sends the Bat out with a bang. A 
compelling, cathartic story adds new layers to the 
Dark Knight, while PS4 allows Gotham to blossom 
with a truly amazing engine. The stealth still sings, 
the fisticuffs are fab, and the Batmobile is brilliant. 

desTinY 2
Incredible to look at, and delivering superb gunplay, 
Destiny 2 has only one weak point: its story. But 
that’s not why you play Destiny 2, the great appeal 
is in its team play, so grab your mates and tackle a 
Strike or Raid, or pick a fight in the Crucible.

22

21 finaL fanTasY Xiv:  
a reaLm reborn
It took three goes to finally make the FF MMO fans 
have always wanted, but A Realm Reborn is the one 
that finally nails it. Vast, complex, and a marked step 
up in visuals, this is PS4’s premier online world. 

The LasT gUardian
After a decade in development, Ueda’s PS4 debut is 
both a technical marvel and emotionally devastating. 
Trico’s mannerisms make it feel like a real creature – 
one we truly care about – while escaping The Nest is a 
captivating test. Some things are worth waiting for.

sTreeT fighTer v
Mechanically, this is as close to perfection as any 
fighter on console – everyone from hardcore fans 
to first-timers can grab a pad/fightstick and have 
serious fun. The launch game’s lean, but with free 
add-ons coming all the time, it keeps getting better.

injUsTice 2
Finally, the Batman versus Superman fight you 
wanted. This brilliant brawler has a strong story, 
astonishing animations, and controls that make it 
approachable for fighting newbies. Plus, the loot 
system is a stroke of genius. An unexpected delight.
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18 inside
Six years in the making, the follow-up to Limbo is a 
harrowing adventure that resonates long after it’s 
finished. The 2D trek through an oppressive and 
dangerous world is crammed with cunning puzzles, 
horrifying deaths, and a stunning end sequence.

rockeT LeagUe
nothing else compares to this for soccar 
enthusiast ben Tyrer
This might sound hyperbolic, but for me, the 
current gen might as well be pre/post Rocket 
League. When it landed for free on PS Plus, I 
loved the simplicity of its set-up. A year later, I 
was attempting to wean myself off it for fear of 
never playing a non-racing football hybrid again. 
Even now, I can’t get enough of curving a long shot 
into the top right-hand corner. Nice shot, Psyonix.

sTardew vaLLeY
amateur agriculturist jess kinghorn sold 
her soul to the junimos – you should too
In an industry dominated by ‘press q to not die’ 
and ‘shoot this guy to win’, there is something 
refreshing about this wholesome farming 
sim. Between watching the seasons pass, 
discovering the secrets of the mines, and helping 
the villagers with their (surprisingly) personal 
problems, you get hooked. Plus with multiplayer 
on the horizon, now’s the time to dig in.

We mine the library for gold. This 
month: personal favourites
P I C K  # 1

P I C K  # 2

P I C K  # 3

A yEAR AfTER IT LAuNchEd,  
I WAS ATTEmPTINg To WEAN 
mySELf off RockET LEAguE.

■ The 16-bit art style helps make Stardew Valley one of the most 
adorable games on PlayStation. It’s also horribly addictive.

bubbling undER  

alternative picks

doom 
ian dean grabs his shotty and argues the 
cause for doom’s resurrection
for doom’s PS4 comeback, it’s as if developer 
id caked the cheerful cast of Pitch Perfect in 
blood and guts, and dosed them on ’90s shooter 
stereotypes. despite the horror overtones, you’ll 
smile, not grimace, as you pump hot lead into yet 
another cacodemon, eyes wide with excitement, 
not terror. To paraphrase that famous disney 
song, you’d be a fool to let this one go.

NEW!

NEW!



Resident evil vii: biohazaRd
Can you can go eye-to-eye with the Bakers? Playing 
in VR raises the tension to almost unbearable levels 
and has gameplay benefits such as face-aiming, 
which makes shooting a lot easier. A brilliant example 
of how VR can improve already great games. 

7

8

keep talking and  
nobody explodes
Who knew bombs could bring people together? With 
one headsetted Defuser, and as many Experts as you 
can fit around a 23-page manual, no other VR game 
comes close for inclusive, endless multiplayer fun.

statik
Saw meets Portal in this fantastic puzzler. It makes 
ingenious use of the DualShock 4 by giving every 
button a specific function. You’ll need to use them 
all to free your hands from the strange box in which 
they’re trapped. An intriguing concept done well.

staR WaRs battlefRont 
Rogue one: x-Wing vR Mission
Climbing into the cockpit of an X-wing is one of the 
most potent bits of wish-fulfilment on PS VR. It may 
only be 15 minutes long, but this free Star Wars 
Battlefront DLC is a magical portal into the movies.

thuMpeR
Make no mistake: the brave chrome beetle gave Rez 
a run for its money for our top spot. Hurtling down 
a violently kaleidoscopic track, pounding notes and 
scraping round corners is exquisitely tough – and the 
manic magic is enhanced and perfected in PS VR. 

Rigs: Mechanized coMbat 
league
Mech-suited, shooter b-ball where you dunk yourself 
through the hoop? It might sound goofy, but it’s PS 
VR’s most elegant team sport. Potential nausea 
aside, this is the future of competitive gaming.

2

staR tRek: bRidge cReW
Mixes the fanboy fantasy of nestling in the Captain’s 
chair (or taking control of the helm, weapons, or 
engineering section) on a USS starship with the 
strongest co-op experience on PS VR. This is Star 
Trek’s finest hour on PlayStation.

5

3

4

6

WeReWolves Within
An ingenious mix of party game and paranoia-fuelled 
investigation, your group needs to chat to identify 
which of you is the werewolf. Getting the right mix of 
chums is essential, but you won’t even notice the full 
moon rising as you figure out who is the monster.

gnog
This puzzler doesn’t require PS VR to play, but hugely 
benefits from it. Giant floating heads hide gentle 
conundrums, and only by probing them can you 
discover their secrets. A vivid art style makes this 
already lovely treat feel all the more vibrant.

tuMble vR
With its sassy robot, pinpoint-accurate motion-
tracking and block-stacking brainteasers, the virtual 
reality version of the PS3 physics puzzler is utterly 
absorbing. Multiple modes including lasers, mines 
and ticking timers make it PS VR’s smartest entry.

playstation vR WoRlds
The demo disc that ate all the other demo discs and 
absorbed their power. This impeccably crafted (but 
occasionally puke-inducing) five-game variety show 
has you pull off heists and go face-to-face with 
sharks in some of VR’s most immersive experiences.

10

11 the playRooM vR
No-one can resist a freebie, least of all when it’s this 
adorable. The Playroom robots return in a multiplayer 
mini-game collection designed for all, besting many 
premium titles with its quality. (Play ace platformer 
Robot Rescue; pray for a full-length sequel.)

faRpoint
The sci-fi shooter is a brilliant showcase for the 
PS Aim controller, a versatile bit of kit that makes 
the satisfying range of weapons feel weighty and 
real. The game matches it, with a strong story and 
challenging co-op providing PS VR with its best FPS.

12

9 batMan: aRkhaM vR
Not only is the training mission an unparalleled 
exercise in wish fulfilment (Wayne Manor! The 
Batcave! Batarangs!) but the defiantly sharp, if 
short, campaign is the epilogue to Arkham Knight we 
needed and deserved. Bats off to you, Rocksteady.

15

14

13
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Rez infinite
Fifteen years after the original’s release, the psychedelic rhythm 
rail shooter has achieved its final form. In PS VR, creator Tetsuya 
Mizuguchi’s vision becomes reality, the glittering polygonal trance-
world and pounding techno inspiring total synaesthesia within you. Its 
crowning achievement? New level Area X, powerful enough to bring 
players to tears. Deserving of its name, this is a truly timeless title.



Final Fantasy X/X-2 HD 
RemasteR
Two examples of JRPG royalty, lovingly 
restored to their former glory for your 
portable pleasure. Their new touch 
controls are – gasp! – a welcome addition. 

GRavity RusH
Use a gravity-defying cat to break the 
laws of physics and zoom across the 
skies of a floating steampunk city. With 
stylish comic-book looks and a sassy 
heroine, this is a rush to remember.

metal GeaR soliD  
HD collection
Two of PlayStation’s finest adventures 
scale down beautifully, with enough 
cutscenes to fill a transatlantic flight. 
Even less excuse not to play, then.

cRypt oF tHe 
necRoDanceR 
Take Guitar Hero and Spelunky, then 
whack them in a blender. You’ll get this 
gem, with its addictive soundtrack and 
moreish rhythm-action monster-slaying.

peRsona 4: GolDen
This thoughtful and unique JRPG epic 
gives you another stab at high school  
– only this time with intrigue and 
superpowers instead of nerves, acne,  
and an unpredictable vocal register.

2

14

13

15

9

spelunKy
With more than a subtle nod of its fedora 
to a certain whip-wielding Dr Jones, 
Spelunky’s procedurally generated 
dungeons and platformer/roguelike 
mashup shines brightest on PS Vita.

10

steins;Gate
This mind-bending, tongue-in-cheek 
visual novel takes something as simple  
as a mobile phone and turns it into a time-
travelling extravaganza that’s fit to 
bursting with comedy and drama. 

velocity 2X
A ludicrously enjoyable puzzle/platformer 
hybrid that should come with a health 
warning. So joyous is the side-scroller’s 
twin-stick teleporting, there’s a danger 
you’ll smile your face clean off the bone.

4

Downwell
There’s an engrossing simplicity that 
powers Moppin’s surprise hit. All you can 
do is move left and right and fire your 
gunboots, yet hours later, we still can’t 
turn it off. Fair to say it’s gone down well.

uncHaRteD:  
GolDen abyss
Drake proves he’s just as adept at 
adventuring on the go. A prequel story 
plump with classic jungle action, and 
crammed full of typical Uncharted charm.

Hotline miami 
Part puzzler, part top-down  
murder-‘em-up that’s as brutal as almost 
anything else on PlayStation. It’s hard but 
never frustrating, with instant restarts 
and lightning-fast gameplay.

6

8

littlebiGplanet
Sackboy’s back, smaller but just as 
lovable as ever. His platforming antics 
work perfectly on Vita, and the new 
control inputs complement the level 
creator brilliantly. Also: d’awwww.

supeR meat boy!
The new music doesn’t match up to the 
classic tunes, but Meat Boy’s long-
awaited PlayStation debut is the finest, 
fleshiest twitch platformer of all. An 
essential, thumb-destroying masterpiece.

5

7

Rayman leGenDs
Rather than losing its lustre on the  
move to PS Vita, Ray’s second slice of 
sumptuous side-scrolling is even better 
on handheld. Touchscreen gestures make 
this fine platformer all the sweeter.

3

11

12

113
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YOUr EVErY NEED FOr ON-thE-gO gOODNESS 

 pS VItA hAll OF FAmE
teaRaway
Peerless crafty platforming from Media Molecule, 
this time using PS Vita’s raft of touchscreen/
touchpad controls to surprise and delight you in 
new ways for hours on end. Full of whimsy, charm, 
and enough personality to put most games to shame, 
Tearaway’s papercraft world remains Vita’s most vibrant title. 

retrostation



Parting sh t

This Price is all right
A prison break for the ages in COD: Modern Warfare 2

Celebrating PlayStation’s finest moments

Halfway through Infinity 
Ward’s gleefully explosive 
sequel, Task Force 141 
heads off to a Russian 

gulag to find a man who can help 
them track down big bad, Vladimir 
Makarov. Known only as Prisoner 
627, you must fight through hell (a 
courtyard) and high water (well, a 
shower room) to get to him. When 
it’s time to breach his cell, it’s hard 
not to get a jolt of excitement. 

That’s because the owner 
of gaming’s finest moustache, 
perched on possibly its stiffest 
British upper lip, Captain Price, 
is the man we’re here to rescue. 

Not that his time as a hostage 
has made him sentimental, as he 
greets you with a punch to the 
chops. It’s a good job Soap, the 
player character from Modern 
Warfare and leader of TF141 this 
time, is there to calm him down 
with his old pistol. *sniff* It’s like 
he never left. 

While Infinity Ward’s follow-up 
throws constant twists at you, 
this particular one is easily the 
most memorable. It’s just the right 
side of ridiculous, giving Price the 
sort of bombastic entrance that 
would make Jack Bauer jealous 
and gifting players an appreciated 

bit of fan service. Is it obvious? 
Kind of. Does that make any less 
fun? Nope, because before you 
can really think about the plot 
connivance, bombs start dropping 
across the gulag and you need to 
make an escape. 

After one extraction attempt 
sees a cave-in, Soap and the 
gang find another route where an 
undetonated bomb has crashed 
through the roof. With a chopper 
hovering above, you attach onto a 
rope and literally fly out of the best 
moment in the campaign. Look 
closely and you might even see 
Captain Price smirk. ■

  Format PS3 / Pub ACTIVISION / Dev INFINITy WARD / releaseD 2009 / score 10/10
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titanfall 2
We take a 

look back (or 
should that be 

forward?) to 
the best level 
in Respawn’s 

sequel.

Next 
month

Spoiler
alert

LOOK AWAy!

Wolfen-
stein: the 
New order
Interrogated 
by Frau Engels 
when all we 
wanted was 
coffee. So 
tense!

last 
month
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